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Preface

The 18th edition of the International Workshop on Treebanks and Linguistics (TLT) follows an annual se-
ries that started in 2002, in Sozopol, Bulgaria. TLT addresses all aspects of treebank design, development,
and use, "treebank" taken in a broad sense of any spoken or written data augmented with computationally
processable annotations of linguistic structure at various levels.

This year’s edition is special as TLT is part of the first SyntaxFest, a grouping of four events, which took
place in Paris, France, during the last week of August:

• the Fifth International Conference on Dependency Linguistics (Depling 2019)

• the First Workshop on Quantitative Syntax (Quasy)

• the 18th International Workshop on Treebanks and Linguistic Theories (TLT 2019)

• the Third Workshop on Universal Dependencies (UDW 2019)

The use of corpora for NLP and linguistics has only increased in recent years. In NLP, machine learn-
ing systems are by nature data-intensive, and in linguistics there is a renewed interest in the empirical
validation of linguistic theory, particularly through corpus evidence. While the first statistical parsers
have long been trained on the Penn treebank phrase structures, dependency treebanks, whether natively
annotated with dependencies, or converted from phrase structures, have become more and more popu-
lar, as evidenced by the success of the Universal Dependency project, currently uniting 120 treebanks in
80 languages, annotated in the same dependency-based scheme. The availability of these resources has
boosted empirical quantitative studies in syntax. It has also lead to a growing interest in theoretical ques-
tions around syntactic dependency, its history, its foundations, and the analyses of various constructions
in dependency-based frameworks. Furthermore, the availability of large, multilingual annotated data sets,
such as those provided by the Universal Dependencies project, has made cross-linguistic analysis possible
to an extent that could only be dreamt of only a few years ago.

In this context it was natural to bring together TLT (Treebanks and Linguistic Theories), the historical
conference on treebanks as linguistic resources, Depling (The international conference on Dependency
Linguistics), the conference uniting research on models and theories around dependency representations,
and UDW (Universal Dependency Workshop), the annual meeting of the UD project itself. Moreover, in
order to create a point of contact with the large community working in quantitative linguistics it seemed
expedient to create a workshop dedicated to quantitative syntactic measures on treebanks and raw corpora,
which gave rise to Quasy, the first workshop on Quantitative Syntax. And this led us to the first SyntaxFest.

Because the potential audience and submissions to the four events were likely to have substantial overlap,
we decided to have a single reviewing process for the whole SyntaxFest. Authors could choose to submit
their paper to one or several of the four events, and in case of acceptance, the program co-chairs would
decide which event to assign the accepted paper to.

This choice was found to be an appropriate one, as most submissions were submitted to several of the
events. Indeed, there were 40 long paper submissions, with 14 papers submitted to Quasy, 31 to DepLing,
13 to TLT and 16 to UDW. Among them, 28 were accepted (6 at Quasy, 10 at DepLing, 6 at TLT, 6 at
UDW). Note that due to multiple submissions, the acceptance rate is defined at the level of the whole
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SyntaxFest (around 70%). As far as short papers are concerned, 62 were submitted (24 to Quasy, 41 to
DepLing, 35 to TLT and 37 to UDW), and 41 were accepted (8 were presented at Quasy, 14 at DepLing,
9 at TLT and 9 at UDW), leading to an acceptance rate for short papers of around 66%.

We are happy to announce that the first SyntaxFest has been a success, with over 110 registered partici-
pants, most of whom attended for the whole week.

SyntaxFest is the result of efforts from many people. Our sincere thanks go to the reviewers who thor-
oughly reviewed all the submissions to the conference and provided detailed comments and suggestions,
thus ensuring the quality of the published papers.

We would also like to warmly extend our thanks to the five invited speakers,

• Ramon Ferrer i Cancho - Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)

• Emmanuel Dupoux - ENS/CNRS/EHESS/INRIA/PSL Research University, Paris

• Barbara Plank - IT University of Copenhagen

• Paola Merlo - University of Geneva

• Adam Przepiórkowski - University of Warsaw / Polish Academy of Sciences / University of Oxford

We are grateful to the Université Sorbonne Nouvelle for generously making available the Amphithéâtre
du Monde Anglophone, a very pleasant venue in the heart of Paris. We would like to thank the ACL
SIGPARSE group for its endorsement and all the institutions who gave financial support for SyntaxFest:

• the "Laboratoire de Linguistique formelle" (Université Paris Diderot & CNRS)

• the "Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie" (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle & CNRS)

• the Modyco laboratory (Université Paris Nanterre)

• the "École Doctorale Connaissance, Langage, Modélisation" (CLM) - ED 139

• the "Université Sorbonne Nouvelle"

• the "Université Paris Nanterre"

• the Empirical Foundations of Linguistics Labex (EFL)

• the ATALA association

• Google

• Inria and its Almanach team project.

Finally, we would like to express special thanks to the students who have been part of the local organizing
committee. We warmly acknowledge the enthusiasm and community spirit of:
Danrun Cao, Université Paris Nanterre
Marine Courtin, Sorbonne Nouvelle
Chuanming Dong, Université Paris Nanterre
Yoann Dupont, Inria
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Mohammed Galal, Sohag University
Gaël Guibon, Inria
Yixuan Li, Sorbonne Nouvelle
Lara Perinetti, Inria et Fortia Financial Solutions
Mathilde Regnault, Lattice and Inria
Pierre Rochet, Université Paris Nanterre
Chunxiao Yan, Université Paris Nanterre

Marie Candito, Kim Gerdes, Sylvain Kahane, Djamé Seddah (local organizers and co-chairs),
and Xinying Chen, Ramon Ferrer-i-Cancho, Alexandre Rademaker, Francis Tyers (co-chairs)

September 2019
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Program co-chairs

The chairs for each event (and co-chairs for the single SyntaxFest reviewing process) are:

• Quasy:

– Xinying Chen (Xi’an Jiaotong University / University of Ostrava)

– Ramon Ferrer i Cancho (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya)

• DepLing:

– Kim Gerdes (LPP, Sorbonne Nouvelle & CNRS / Almanach, INRIA)

– Sylvain Kahane (Modyco, Paris Nanterre & CNRS)

• TLT:

– Marie Candito (LLF, Paris Diderot & CNRS)

– Djamé Seddah (Paris Sorbonne / Almanach, INRIA)

– with the help of Stephan Oepen (University of Oslo, previous co-chair of TLT) and Kilian
Evang (University of Düsseldorf, next co-chair of TLT)

• UDW:

– Alexandre Rademaker (IBM Research, Brazil)

– Francis Tyers (Indiana University and Higher School of Economics)

– with the help of Teresa Lynn (ADAPT Centre, Dublin City University) and Arne Köhn (Saar-
land University)

Local organizing committee of the SyntaxFest

Marie Candito, Université Paris-Diderot (co-chair)
Kim Gerdes, Sorbonne Nouvelle (co-chair)
Sylvain Kahane, Université Paris Nanterre (co-chair)
Djamé Seddah, University Paris-Sorbonne (co-chair)
Danrun Cao, Université Paris Nanterre
Marine Courtin, Sorbonne Nouvelle
Chuanming Dong, Université Paris Nanterre
Yoann Dupont, Inria
Mohammed Galal, Sohag University
Gaël Guibon, Inria
Yixuan Li, Sorbonne Nouvelle
Lara Perinetti, Inria et Fortia Financial Solutions
Mathilde Regnault, Lattice and Inria
Pierre Rochet, Université Paris Nanterre
Chunxiao Yan, Université Paris Nanterre
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SyntaxFest 2019 - 26-30 August - Paris

Invited Talk
Thursday 29th August 2019

Quantitative Computational Syntax:
dependencies, intervention effects and word embeddings

Paola Merlo
University of Geneva

Abstract

In the computational study of intelligent behaviour, the domain of language is distinguished by
the complexity of the representations and the vast amounts of quantitative text-driven data. In
this talk, I will let these two aspects of the study of language inform each other and will discuss
current work investigating whether the notion of similarity in the intervention theory of locality
is related to current notions of similarity in word embedding space.

Despite their practical success and impressive performances, neural-network-based and dis-
tributed semantics techniques have often been criticized as they remain fundamentally opaque
and difficult to interpret. Several recent pieces of work have investigated the linguistic abilities
of these representations, and shown that they can capture long agreement and thus hierarchical
notions. In this vein, we study another core, defining and more challenging property of language:
the ability to construe long-distance dependencies. We present results that show that word em-
beddings and the similarity spaces they define do not correlate with experimental results on inter-
vention similarity in long-distance dependencies. These results show that the linguistic encoding
in distributed representations does not appear to be human-like, and it also brings evidence to the
debate on narrow or broad definitions of similarity in syntax and sentence processing.

Short bio

Paola Merlo is associate professor in the Linguistics department of the University of Geneva. She
is the head of the interdisciplinary research group Computational Learning and Computational
Linguistics (CLCL). The group is concerned with interdisciplinary research combining linguistic
modelling with machine learning techniques. Prof. Merlo has been editor of Computational
Linguistics, published by MIT Press and a member of the executive committee of the ACL. Prof.
Merlo holds a doctorate in Computational Linguistics from the University of Maryland, and has
been associate research fellow at the University of Pennsylvania, and visiting scholar at Rutgers,
Edinburgh, Stanford and Uppsala.
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Are formal restrictions on crossing dependencies epiphenomenal?
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Abstract

Characterizing the distribution of crossing dependencies in natural language dependency trees is
a crucial task for building parsers and understanding the formal properties of human language. A
number of formal restrictions on crossing dependencies have been proposed, including bounds on
gap degree, edge degree, and end-point crossings. Here we ask whether the empirical distribution
of crossing dependencies in dependency treebanks offers evidence for these formal restrictions as
true, independent constraints on dependency trees, or whether the distribution can be explained
using other, more generic constraints affecting dependency trees. Specifically, we explore the
null hypothesis that crossing dependencies are formally unrestricted, but occur at a low rate.
We implement the null hypothesis using random trees where crossing dependencies occur at the
same rate as in natural language trees, but without any formal restrictions. We find that this
baseline generally does not reproduce the same distribution of gap degree, edge degree, end-
point-crossing, and heads’ depth difference as real trees, suggesting that these formal constraints
are a consequence of factors beyond the rate of crossing dependencies alone.

1 Introduction

In dependency grammar formalisms, the syntactic structure of a sentence is encoded in the form of head–
dependent relations. For the most part, the dependents of a given head form a contiguous substring of the
sentence, i.e., all the nodes occurring between the head and its dependent are (transitively) dominated
by the head. Such dependencies have been termed projective. In addition to projective dependencies,
we also find instances where the dependents of a head are discontinuous. This happens when a node
in the span of a head and its dependents is not (directly or indirectly) dominated by the head. Such
dependencies are known as crossing or non-projective dependencies. Formally, a dependency Xh→Xd
is deemed crossing if and only if there is at least one node Xi between Xh and Xd that Xh does not
dominate. In Figure 1 the dependency arc from the node Xh to its dependent Xd is crossing because Xi is
headed by a node (X j) which is outside the span of Xh → Xd . Note that all other arcs in the dependency
tree shown in Figure 1 are projective. For example, the arc X j→ Xi is a projective arc as Xh is dominated
by X j.

Xd Xi Xh X j

Figure 1: The dependency arc Xh→Xd is a crossing dependency. All other arcs are non-crossing.

The most basic cross-linguistic generalization about crossing dependencies is that they are rare (see
e.g. Straka et al., 2015). The rarity of crossing dependencies poses several interesting questions that
are relevant from formal, computational, and cognitive perspectives. Most fundamentally, why are these

∗ Equal contribution
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constructions rare? When and why are these constructions difficult for computational parsers and hu-
mans? Are there general constraints on the space of variation in natural languages that can explain this
rarity?

Investigating the constraints which cause the rarity of crossing dependencies could help us in dis-
covering the underlying principles that have shaped human language. Not surprisingly, there have been
previous attempts to investigate the cause of this rarity formally as well as from a processing perspec-
tive (e.g., Shieber, 1985; Bach et al., 1986; Vogel et al., 1996; Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2006; Levy et al., 2012;
Kuhlmann, 2013; Husain and Vasishth, 2015; Ferrer-i-Cancho and Gómez-Rodrı́guez, 2016; Yadav et al.,
2017, under review). In addition, a number of formal restrictions on crossing dependencies have also
been proposed. Kuhlmann (2013) proposes that dependency trees have limited gap degree and are usu-
ally well-nested (see Figure 2b). Pitler et al. (2013) propose that crossing dependency configurations
have a property called 1-end-point-crossing. Other formal restrictions such as edge degree, multipla-
narity and heads’ depth difference have also been proposed (Yli-Jyrä, 2003; Kuhlmann and Nivre, 2006;
Nivre, 2007; Yadav et al., 2017). In this paper, we call these formal constraints on crossing dependencies
crossing constraints.

Xk Xi Xg Xd Xh X j Xg Xk Xd Xi Xh X j

(a) Projection chains (b) Gap degree

Figure 2: The projection chain of a node X is the set of all the nodes dominated by X which lie in
a single path from X to a terminal node. For example, in the dependency tree (a), {X j,Xh,Xd ,Xg} and
{X j,Xi,Xk} are two projection chains from the node X j. A projection chain is continuous if it forms
a continuous substring of the sentence. For example, the projection chain of Xh, i.e., {Xh,Xd ,Xg} is a
continuous substring of the sentence {Xk,Xi,Xg,Xd ,Xh,X j}. The dependency tree (b) shows a dependency
schema to illustrate gap degree. The gap degree of a node is the largest number of discontinuities in any
projection chain. In (b), the projection chain for Xh is {Xh,Xd ,Xg}, which contains 2 discontinuities or
gaps, so the gap degree of node X j is 2.

Crossing constraints are important in two domains: in the development of computational parsers,
and for theoretical formal syntax, because these restrictions correspond to the formal language class of
natural language. Crossing dependencies indicate deviations from context-free grammar (Marcus, 1965;
Shieber, 1985). More specifically, the hierarchy of mildly context-sensitive languages is defined by
restrictions on gap degree. Gap degree corresponds to the number of components in a Multiple Context-
Free Grammar (Seki et al., 1991) and to the number of distinct selector features in Minimalist Grammars
(Michaelis, 1998). It corresponds to the ‘limited amount of cross-serial dependencies’ allowed in TAG
derivations (Joshi, 1985), (also see Bodirsky et al., 2005). In the computational linguistics literature it is
common to provide statistics showing that there are only a small number of dependency trees violating
any given crossing constraint. For example, Kuhlmann (2013) shows that as gap degree increases, there
are fewer and fewer trees per language with that gap degree.

These proposals across the theoretical syntax and parsing literature raise the possibility that crossing
constraints might constitute independent, causal constraints on natural language syntax. However, it
is also possible that the observed distribution of crossing dependencies may be epiphenomenal, i.e.,
a consequence of other constraints affecting dependency trees which have nothing to do with crossing
dependencies themselves, such as a general pressure to minimize dependency length (e.g., as investigated
in Ferrer-i-Cancho and Gómez-Rodrı́guez, 2016; Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2017). In this
paper, we investigate the status of crossing constraints using dependency corpora, asking whether the
empirical distribution of crossing dependencies gives evidence for crossing constraints, or whether the
data is best explained by an extremely simple null hypothesis: that crossing dependencies are formally
unrestricted but simply rare.
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As an example of how crossing constraints might be epiphenomenal, consider gap degree. Gap degree
refers to the number of discontinuities in the projection chain headed by a node (see Figure 2). So, for
example, if the longest projection chain in a sentence is of length 6, then gap degree cannot exceed 5.
Now suppose that linguistic dependency trees typically have short projection chains and that crossing
dependencies are rare but randomly distributed across dependency trees. Then it is unlikely that we will
observe a projection with many discontinuities, simply due to the fact that projection chains are usually
short; so we will measure low gap degree. From this measurement, we might falsely conclude that there
exists a bound on gap degree. These considerations suggest that gap degree might not have a causal
role as a restriction on crossing dependencies, but rather emerges as a result of the rarity of crossing
dependencies plus low tree depth.

In this work, we evaluate a number of crossing constraints to determine if dependency corpora give
evidence for them as true independent constraints. Our null hypothesis is that crossing dependencies
are formally unrestricted, but occur at a certain low rate per dependency arc. The alternative to the
null hypothesis is the true constraint hypothesis (TCH), which is that there is a real dispreference for
crossing dependencies violating that specific constraint, arising from grammar or cognitive pressures.

We compare the TCH against the null hypothesis by comparing natural language dependency trees
with randomly generated baseline trees. The baseline trees simulate the null hypothesis: they consist of
randomly generated trees where crossing dependencies have been inserted randomly at the same overall
rate per dependency as in the real trees, but with no formal restrictions (more on this in Section 3.2).
If the distribution of gap degree, edge degree, etc., in random baseline trees is indistinguishable from
real language trees, then we cannot reject the null hypothesis: in that case dependency corpora would
not show evidence for the TCH. On the other hand, if a formal measure like gap degree is minimized
in observed data over the random baseline, then this is evidence against the null hypothesis and for the
TCH.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the crossing constraints that we will test.
In Section 3, we discuss the natural language dataset and the random baselines. We present the results in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2 Measures

In order to test the TCH, we compare the distributions of violations of crossing constraints in random
baseline trees vs. real language trees. Below we discuss the crossing constraints used in our investigation.
In addition, we also discuss the properties of the dependency tree that are used in our comparison of real
vs. random trees. In particular, we will be testing whether the correlation between these dependency tree
properties and crossing constraint violations is the same in real vs. random trees.

2.1 Crossing Constraints

Gap degree: The gap degree of a node X is the number of discontinuities in the projection of node
X . For example, in Figure 2, the projection chain of node Xh contains two discontinuities; these dis-
continuities are present in Xh→Xd and in Xd→Xg. Therefore, the gap degree of node Xh is 2. On the
other hand, the gap degree of node Xd is 1. The gap degree of a dependency tree is the maximum among
the gap degrees of its nodes (Kuhlmann and Nivre, 2006). In Figure 2, the gap degree of the tree is 2
as the highest gap degree (associated with Xh) is 2. Since gap degree is number of discontinuities in a
projection chain, it is upper bounded by the length of projections chains.

Edge degree: Let e be the span of dependency arc Xh→ Xd . The span e consists of nodes between a
head Xh and its dependent Xd , which are Xi, Xa, and Xb in Figure 3. The edge degree of a dependency
arc Xh→ Xd is the number of nodes in the span e which are neither dominated by some node in the span
e nor dominated by the head Xh. For example, arc Xh→ Xd in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) has an edge degree
of 2 because node Xi and Xb are not dominated by any node in the span e. In addition, they are also not
dominated by head Xh. The edge degree of a dependency tree is the highest edge degree among the arcs
of the tree.
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There are cognitive reasons to suspect edge degree might be limited in natural language. From an on-
line processing perspective, higher edge degree in a subtree results in the need to maintain an unresolved
crossing dependency across a longer span of words, which may result in online processing difficulty due
to higher working memory load (Gibson, 1998).

End-point crossing: The number of end-point crossings is the number of heads which dominate the
gap of an arc. Given an arc Xh→ Xd with a span e containing Xi, Xa and Xb as in Figure 3, the end-point
crossing of arc Xh→ Xd is defined as the number of heads modified by the nodes in e that are not part of
the projection chain of Xh. For example, in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), Xi and Xb are not part of the projection
chain of Xh, in other words they are not dominated by either Xh or any node in the span e. In 3(a), the
number of heads modified by Xi and Xb is 1 (corresponding to X j), therefore, the end-point crossing is
1. In 3(b), the number of heads modified by Xi and Xb are 2 (corresponding to X j and Xr respectively),
therefore, the end-point crossing is 2.

It has been argued that natural language dependency trees tend to have not more than one end-point
crossing, which is called the 1-end-point crossing constraint (Pitler et al., 2013). Pitler et al. (2013) argue
that this constraint is related to the Phase Impenetrability Condition from Minimalist syntax (Chomsky,
2007). From a processing based perspective, higher end-point crossings in a subtree should lead to
multiple heads/dependents being maintained/stored at the same time in the parse stack. This should lead
to increased storage cost (Gibson, 1998). In addition, a longer span of the crossing dependency could
lead to similarity-based interference (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005) at the head.

Xd Xi Xa Xb Xh X j Xr Xd Xi Xa Xb Xh X j Xr

(a) : Edge degree=2, End-point crossing=1 (b) : Edge degree=2, End-point crossing=2

Figure 3: Dependency schemas showing edge degree and end-point crossing. In both the dependency
trees, Xh →Xd is a crossing dependency. The span of crossing dependency e consists of Xi, Xa and Xb.
Xi and Xb are dominated neither by head Xh nor by any node in span e. In (a) and (b), different sets of
nodes are modified by Xi and Xb.

(1).jpg

Figure 4: A schematic diagram for heads’ depth difference (HDD).

Heads’ depth difference (HDD): For a crossing dependency Xh → Xd , suppose that Xi is the node
which creates discontinuity, i.e. Xi is not directly or indirectly dominated by Xh (see Figure 4). For this
configuration, we call Xi the intervener, X j the head of the intervener, and Xh the head of the crossing
dependency. The heads’ depth difference (HDD) is defined as the difference between the depth of head
of the crossing dependency Xh and depth of head of the intervener X j. This is schematically shown in
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Figure 4. Depth of a node is computed as the hierarchical position of that node in a projection chain.
The depth of Xh is 2 while the depth of X j is 0, making the HDD for this configuration equal to 2. Thus,
HDD for a crossing dependency Xh→ Xd is:

HDD(Xh,Xd) = depth(Xh)−depth(X j), (1)

where depth(Xh) is the hierarchical position of the head of the non-projective dependency (Xh) and
depth(X j) is the hierarchical position of the head of the intervening element (Xi). The HDD of a de-
pendency tree is the maximum HDD among the HDDs of the arcs in the tree.

In terms of formal syntax, HDD can correspond to the hierarchical depth between a filler and a gap
in a long distance dependency (e.g., wh movement). Based on the theoretical syntax literature, HDD
should be unbounded, at least for leftward wh-dependencies (Sag et al., 1999). However, increasing
HDD seems to correlate with increased online processing difficulty for humans (Phillips et al., 2005).
More generally, HDD has been proposed (see Yadav et al., 2017) to formalize the experimental findings
that increased embedding depth leads to processing difficulty (e.g., Yngve, 1960; Gibson and Thomas,
1999). Therefore, it is possible that HDD is restricted in dependency trees due to cognitive constraints.

2.2 Dependency tree properties
We study violations of crossing constraint as a function of the following properties of dependency trees.

Sentence length: Sentence length is measured as the total number of nodes in a dependency tree.

Arity: The arity of a node is the total number of dependents of that node. We quantify arity as a global
property of a tree by taking the maximum arity per node in the tree.

Tree depth: Tree depth is the number of heads in the longest projection chain in a dependency tree
(see Figure 2). Tree depth represents the maximum number of levels of embedding occurring in a tree.

3 Data and methodology

3.1 Natural languages dataset
We use the Universal Dependencies (UD v2.3) treebanks of 14 languages as a dataset (Nivre et al., 2018).
The languages were selected for typological diversity: the dataset contains 8 head-initial languages and
6 head-final languages. We do not include dependencies marking punctuation (labeled as ‘punct’ in UD
scheme) and the abstract root of the tree (labeled as ‘root’ in UD scheme) in our analysis.

As we discuss below, the process of sampling random baseline trees makes it prohibitively difficult to
study all languages in the UD dataset. Therefore we study treebanks of 14 languages: German, English,
Hindi, French, Arabic, Russian, Czech, Italian, Spanish, Afrikaans, Japanese, Korean, Bulgarian and
Slovak. We present results aggregating over dependency trees from all these languages.

3.2 Random baseline
Our null hypothesis is that the only restriction on crossing dependencies is that they are rare, i.e. that
they occur at some certain low rate per dependency in a sentence. We instantiate the null hypothesis
by sampling random trees which are constrained to have the same distribution over sentence length and
number of crossings per dependency as a corpus of some natural language.

We control for sentence length and crossing rate in the random trees in the following way. For each
real dependency tree t of length n in a corpus, we sample random trees t ′ from a uniform distribution
over nn−1 directed labeled tree structures with n nodes using Prüfer codes (Prüfer, 1918). We control for
the crossing rate by rejection sampling: we reject random samples t ′ which do not have the same number
of crossings as the original tree t. For long sentences (over length 12), the rejection sampling process
is prohibitively slow, because the vast majority of random trees for n ≥ 12 have a very large number of
crossings. So in the present work we only consider sentences of length less than 12.

Since we are only controlling the number of crossings and the sentence length, the distribution of arity
and depth in random baseline trees is quite different from real language trees. In particular, we find that
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the growth of tree depth with respect to sentence length is faster for random baseline trees. In addition,
the growth of arity with sentence length in the random tree is slower. In sum, random baseline trees are
typically deeper than real trees.

3.3 Testing the Null and True Constraint Hypotheses

We compare the rate at which crossing constraints are violated in real trees as compared with random
baseline trees, as a function of sentence length, arity, and tree depth. We evaluate the difference be-
tween real and random trees statistically using mixed-effects Poisson regression (Gelman and Hill, 2007;
Baayen et al., 2008). We fit the regression to predict the rate of constraint violations as a function of de-
pendency tree features (length, depth, and arity) and a dummy-coded variable encoding whether a given
tree is real or random. We also include by-language random intercepts. For example, we predict the gap
degree gi of the ith sentence si in the jth language as:

logE[gi] = β0 +βl|si|+βrri +βlrri|si|+ γ j + ε, (2)

where |si| is the length of sentence si, ri is an indicator variable with value 1 for a real tree and 0 for a
baseline tree, and γ j, subject to L2 regularization, is a random intercept for the jth language. The fitted
value of the interaction coefficient βlr gives the extent to which the growth rate of gap degree as a
function of sentence length differs between the real and the random trees. If βlr is significantly negative,
then this would mean that gap degree grows more slowly with sentence length in real trees as compared
with random trees, i.e. gap degree would be minimized in real trees.

4 Results

We compared the regression pattern of each measure with length, arity and depth between observed
and random baseline trees. Below we report the results for each crossing constraint. A summary of all
regression results is found in Table 1.

4.1 Gap degree

We find that the distribution of gap degree as a function of sentence length and arity is not significantly
different between real and random trees (see Figure 5). In particular, the interaction between length/arity
and tree type was not significant in the respective models (see Table 1). However, growth rate of gap
degree with tree depth is significantly different between real and random trees (p< .001). In other words,
we found no evidence for the TCH for gap degree as a function of length and arity: the distribution
of gap degree in natural language trees can be fully explained without formal restrictions on crossing
dependencies or tree structures. However, the results with respect to depth provide support for the TCH.

Observed Random baseline
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Figure 5: Gap degree as a function of sentnece length and tree depth in real and random trees. In this and
all other figures, for visual clarity, we only display results for trees with at least one crossing dependency.
All statistical tests are performed using all trees.
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4.2 Edge degree
As shown in Figure 6, edge degree grows faster in random trees in comparison to real trees as a function
of sentence length, arity and depth. The mixed-effects Poisson regression models show that the three
interaction coefficients (for length, arity, and depth) are significant in the respective models (see Table 1).
This provides evidence for the TCH for edge degree.
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Figure 6: Edge degree as a function of sentence length and tree maximum arity for real and random trees.

4.3 End-point crossings
As shown in Figure 7, we find that end-point crossings grow at a slower rate in real trees as a function
of tree depth as compared with random baselines. The results support the TCH for end-point crossings.
Similar to gap degree, end-point crossing as a function of maximum arity and sentence length does not
differ significantly between real and random trees (see Table 1).
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Figure 7: End-point crossings as a function of sentence length and tree depth in real and random trees.
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Figure 8: HDD as a function of sentence length and tree depth in real and random trees.
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4.4 Heads’ Depth Difference (HDD)

The results show that HDD decreases with sentence length in real trees, and the rate of decrease is less
than in random trees (Figure 8). HDD is also much higher in random trees compared to real trees as a
function of tree depth. These results support the TCH for HDD. HDD does not differ between real and
random tree with respect to maximum arity (see Table 1).

Dependent variable Independent variable β Estimate Std. Error p value
Sentence length 0.75 0.04 < 2e-16 *
Observed -0.07 0.05 0.174 n.s.
Sentence length × Observed -0.03 0.05 0.563 n.s.
Arity 0.25 0.03 2.88e-14 *

Gap degree Observed -0.18 0.04 0.00013 *
Arity × Observed -0.06 0.04 0.1570 n.s.
Depth 0.52 0.02 < 2e-16 *
Observed 0.24 0.05 1.23e-05 *
Depth × Observed 0.29 0.04 2.43e-10 *
Sentence length 0.37 0.03 < 2e-16 *
Observed -0.20 0.04 1.41e-06 *
Sentence length × Observed -0.11 0.04 0.0153 *
Arity 0.09 0.02 0.0015 *

Edge degree Observed -0.24 0.04 3.65e-09 *
Arity × Observed -0.13 0.04 0.0009 *
Depth 0.32 0.02 < 2e-16 *
Observed 0.04 0.04 0.33 n.s.
Depth × Observed 0.21 0.04 1.02e-06 *
Sentence length 0.32 0.03 < 2e-16 *
Observed -0.10 0.04 0.0173 *
Sentence length × Observed -0.07 0.04 0.1013 n.s.
Arity -0.001 0.03 0.9900 n.s.

End-point crossing Observed -0.10 0.04 0.0141 *
Arity × Observed -0.07 0.04 0.1098 n.s.
Depth 0.34 0.02 < 2e-16 *
Observed 0.16 0.04 0.0002 *
Depth × Observed 0.20 0.04 3.92e-06 *
Sentence length 0.27 0.02 < 2e-16 *
Observed -0.14 0.03 8.78e-06 *
Sentence length × Observed -0.08 0.03 0.0152 *
Arity -0.11 0.02 7.36e-06 *

HDD Observed -0.10 0.03 0.0025 *
Arity × Observed -0.02 0.03 0.4695 n.s.
Depth 0.44 0.02 < 2e-16 *
Observed 0.21 0.03 1.19e-08 *
Depth × Observed 0.13 0.03 8.78e-06 *

Table 1: Mixed-effect Poisson regression results for all the crossing constraints and dependency tree
measures for 14 languages. “Observed” is an indicator variable with value 1 for observed trees and 0 for
random trees, the same as ri in Equation 2. A significant interaction between an independent variable
and Observed rejects the null hypothesis.
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5 Conclusion

We found that the distribution of gap degree, edge degree, end-point crossing and HDD cannot be ex-
plained solely in terms of sentence length and the rate of crossings. These constraints are violated at a
different rate as a function of various tree properties than would be expected in random trees, suggesting
that they may constitute real formal restrictions on trees.

The results show that the behavior of these crossing constraints differ depending dependency tree
properties. Gap-degree and end-point crossings in real vs. random trees are only different as a function
of tree depth (which itself has a very different distribution between real and random trees). HDD in real
vs random trees is indistinguishable as a function of arity, but is different for tree depth and sentence
length. Edge degree, on the other hand, emerges as the crossing constraint that is most distinct between
real and random trees: its distribution is significantly different as a function of all three tree properties.

Our results do not rule out the possibility that the correlations reported here might themselves be
epiphenomenal, resulting from other graph-theoretic properties of real dependency trees which were not
controlled for here. For example, a great deal of work has shown that syntactic dependency trees are
subject to dependency length minimization: a pressure for the linear distance between syntactic heads
and dependents to be short (Hawkins, 1994; Gibson, 1998; Liu, 2008; Futrell et al., 2015) (for recent
reviews, see Liu et al., 2017; Temperley and Gildea, 2018), and this pressure has been argued to underly
the scarcity of crossing dependencies in general (Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2006; Ferrer-i-Cancho and Gómez-
Rodrı́guez, 2016; Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2017). It is also possible that the differences
between real trees and random trees in our results are driven by differences in the depth and arity of these
trees, or by UD annotation decisions such as the use of content-head dependencies.

Our work provides a strong framework for evaluating any such theory that aims to predict the partic-
ular distribution of crossing dependencies in natural language. A syntactic theory can be tested in our
framework by creating random baselines that control for the stipulations of the theory and then statisti-
cally comparing the distribution of crossing constraint violations with real trees. To that end, we make
the code for our analysis freely available at http://github.com/yadavhimanshu059/measures_
of_nonProjectivity.
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Abstract

This paper presents a syntactic treebank for spoken Naija, an English pidgincreole, which is rapidly
spreading across Nigeria. The syntactic annotation is developed in the Surface-Syntactic Universal
Dependency annotation scheme (SUD) (Gerdes et al., 2018) and automatically converted into UD.
We present the workflow of the treebank development for this under-resourced language. A crucial
step in the syntactic analysis of a spoken language consists in manually adding a markup onto the
transcription, indicating the segmentation into major syntactic units and their internal structure. We
show that this so-called “macrosyntactic” markup improves parsing results. We also study some iconic
syntactic phenomena that clearly distinguish Naija from English.

1 Introduction

Naija is an English pidgincreole (Bakker, 2009) spoken by an estimated 100 million speakers in Nigeria
and the Nigerian diaspora in Africa, the UK and the USA. Its origin lies in Nigerian Pidgin, a creole spoken
in the Niger delta (Faraclas, 1989; Elugbe and Omamor, 1991). As the creole escaped its ecological niche
and spread all over Nigeria since the national independence (1960), it has acquired new functions and is
spoken as a second language by speakers whose first language belongs to the four genetic phyla represented
by the 500 or so languages spoken in Nigeria. Although it has no official status or standard orthography, it
has been adopted for private and informal communication by the educated youth and the Nigerian elite.
The Wazobia radio and TV network founded in 2007, uses Naija as its only medium, and the BBC opened
a “Pidgin” station in Lagos in 2017, “Pidgin” being the common name used by the locals to name what we
call “Naija”.

In the process, Naija has developed new structures, a new vocabulary, and probably a new prosody, that
differentiate it from Nigerian Pidgin. Despite the ever-growing importance of the language in Nigeria, little
attention has been paid to Naija as such, and most of what can be read in the literature concerning the lan-
guage is based on impressionistic intuitions influenced by previous descriptions of Nigerian Pidgin. This
has driven us to start the NaijaSynCor project (NSC), a corpus-based survey of Naija, financed by the
French research agency ANR (Caron, 2017). The size of the language, and its geographical span has in-
duced a specific choice of variationist sociolinguistics (Tagliamonte, 2012) as a theoretical framework, and
an extensive use of Natural Language Processing tools for our corpus annotation and interpretation.

As it stands now, the NSC corpus counts 321 audio files averaging 5 minutes each, and 319 speakers,
which represents a total of 500,000 words collected in 11 locations (see Figure 1). The genres recorded
cover life stories, speeches, radio programs, free conversations, cooking recipes, comments on current state
of affairs, etc. The sampling of speakers aims at balancing age, sex, education, linguistic and geographic
background. Our aim is to annotate each file as finely as possible and prepare queries that cross the linguis-
tic annotation with demographic information collected from each of the 319 speakers. The audio files are
annotated with time-aligned transcription and translation into English, morphological tagging, macrosyntac-
tic segmentation, dependency syntax, and prosodic annotation.
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Figure 1. Map of the 11 survey locations

This paper focuses on the syntactic annotation of the corpus and the constitution of a 150,000 words gold
standard treebank. The current state of the treebank is accessible at SurfaceSyntacticUD.github.io and can
be queried directly at http://match.grew.fr/?corpus=SUD_Naija-NSC@dev. The treebank is currently still
undergoing manual and automatic validation. An automatically converted UD version of our treebank will
extend the current UD Naija-NSC (available since UD 2.2 (Nivre et al., 2018)) with the upcoming release.

Once the 150k words gold section will be completed, the rest of the corpus will be parsed automatically,
together with the 250k words of spoken (historic) Nigerian Pidgin data from Deuber (2005), resulting in a
treebank of about 750k words. 

Our workflow is explained in section 2, especially the choice of Surface-Syntactic UD, rather than UD.
Section 3 presents some interesting constructions in Naija.

2 Treebank development

Section 2.1 concerns the corpus itself (metadata, transcription, translation, and glossing). The particularities
of the morphosyntactic annotation, due to the fact that Naija is an English lexifier pidgincreole, are de-
scribed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the theoretical choice of our segmentation into maximal syntac-
tic units for this spoken corpus. SUD annotation is developed in Section 2.4. Evaluation is presented in Sec-
tion 2.5.

2.1 Corpus

Metadata. The variationist analysis we have chosen implies collecting samples representing different types
of speakers, and different types of functions. A questionnaire was administered and recorded to provide the
relevant metadata about the speakers: time, place and conditions of recording; sex, age, education, profes-
sional activity, geographic origin, linguistic background and history. The information was entered into an
IMDI1 database produced using the metadata editor Arbil2 (Withers, 2012).

1 ISLE Meta Data Initiative (IMDI) is a metadata standard to describe multi-media and multi-modal language resources.
2   https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/arbil/  
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Transcription. Naija is commonly written, in particular on the internet, in forums, but also for example on
the BBC website. Although an official orthography or normalization has not taken place, the speakers of
Naija have strong opinions on how most words have to be spelled, and we decided to follow these evolving
conventions. Mostly, the speakers prefer etymological orthography (i.e. inspired by the Standard English)
modified for some emblematic Naija words for which specific spellings have developed, e.g. wetin ‘what’,
moda ‘mother’, fada ‘father’, dem ‘they/them/plural marker’. We have used a specific orthography to dis-
ambiguate certain function words, e.g. de (a variant of dem) vs. dey (the imperfective auxiliary); come ‘to
come’ and con (the consecutive auxiliary), say ‘to say’, and sey (the reported speech complementizer). As
this emerging orthography is not stabilized, in order to avoid promoting an artificially authoritative norm,
we have maintained all the variants in the transcriptions. An example is the word ‘thing’, which can be writ-
ten ting, tin, thing by the annotators. These variants are associated to a common lemma ting, which could
be changed later following statistical tendencies that will emerge.

Translation. The translation of all the sentences into English has been done by a team of native speakers
of Naija, once the macrosyntactic analysis had been stabilized. It aims at remaining as faithful as possible to
the structure and style of the original oral data, keeping the hesitations, repetitions, and general disfluencies.
However, the translators have had to strike a balance between a tendency common in Nigerian academics to
use erudite and abstruse vocabulary, and on the other hand the risk of using Nigerian English expressions
and grammar that would not be understood by non-Nigerians (e.g. a general tendency to use would instead
of will as a future auxiliary).

2.2 Morphosyntactic analysis

Glossing and POS tagging. To start the annotation process, a first sample text was tagged with a model
trained on English. Insofar as most of the lexicon of Naija is borrowed from English, and its meaning is
transparent, the glossing was kept to a minimum. Function words do not have glosses beyond their morpho-
logical features, and only Naija lexical innovations were glossed (e.g.  pikin ‘child’,  patapata ‘full’). The
POS annotation was manually corrected and a first dictionary of the function words and most common lexi-
cal items of Naija was created, containing the form, some orthographic variants, the POS tag, and an Eng-
lish gloss if necessary. This dictionary was then used on a dozen text samples inside the Elan-Corpa tool
(Chanard, 2014), an extended version of the Elan tool3 (Sloetjes and Wittenburg, 2008), which proposes
the dictionary’s POS for each token for validation by the annotator. Through this semi-automatic process,
the dictionary was enriched and later on used by the automatic tagger that was developed for the project4.
The POS tags follow the UD conventions (Nivre et al., 2018) with the caveat that some changes were made
to accommodate the specificities of the Naija system. For example, Naija has three copulas, among which
two are tagged as VERB (be and dey ‘be’) and one is tagged as PART (na ‘it is’)5. Regularly, the POS tag-
ger is trained again on the corrected tags and thus improved in a bootstrapping loop. 

Annotation guidelines. The annotation process for the samples was organized collectively, where each file
was assigned to one of the three annotators. They were allowed to discuss the difficult cases among each
other. At the end of this process, the annotation was consolidated through the use of a dictionary that was
controlled independently and applied to the corpus. The final adjudication was done by an expert adjudica-
tor on every single file. In this process some amendments had to be discussed more widely in the SUD
community. The annotators are asked to verify their annotations by means of an annotation guide and to re-
port directly into the guide any decision that is not directly derived from it. We thus have an annotation
guide that undergoes constant refinement. The same process was used for the dependency annotation, see
Section 2.4.
To assess the quality of the annotation we verified the inter-annotator agreement on three samples com-
posed altogether of 121 sentences. The pre-parsed sample was annotated independently by our three anno-
tators without communication among them and then validated by the expert to obtain the gold annotation.
This allows us to compare the inter-annotator agreement based on the pre-parsed structure and measure the
difference on the tags and relations that have to be changed to obtain the gold annotation.

3 https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
4 The POS tags where provided by a model of the Mate parser (Bohnet, 2010), other morpho-syntactic features were added by 
means of a Wapiti-based CRF tagger (Tellier et al., 2010).
5 The copulas are converted in the POS AUX in UD according to the UD guidelines.
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Percentage of agreement Percentage of agreement when the annota-
tion differs from the pre-parsed annotation

A/B6 A/C B/C A/B A/C B/C

UPOS 95 94 95 46 41 37

UAS 93 91 91 68 60 58

LAS 89 86 87 60 51 50

Table 1. Inter-annotator agreement scores

The agreement scores are then improved by the final adjudication, and our semi-automatic query of the
corpus to look for inconsistencies using the grew tool.

2.3 Macrosyntactic segmentation

Our segmentation is based on a long tradition of the study of syntax of spoken production in Romance lan-
guages (Blanche-Benveniste et al., 1990; Cresti, 2000; Degand and Simon, 2009). Our maximal syntactic
units are illocutionary units, that is, assertions, questions, and demands. We use the markup developed in
the Rhapsodie project of annotation of spoken French (Deulofeu et al., 2010; Pietrandrea and Kahane,
2019), which is a kind of formalized punctuation. The delimiter for illocutionary units is //. Consider this
extract from a sample illustrating the markup:

(1) den you go dey wrap dat food { small |r small } // cut cocoyam //= cut dat uh & // take { cocoyam 
|c and yam } wey you don grind //=
‘then you will wrap that food in small pieces, cut the cocoyam, cut that er… take the cocoyam and 
yam which you have ground.’ [DEU_A05]

We also mark lists: the notation { X | Y } indicates that the phrase Y occupies the same syntactic position
as X and piles up on X (Gerdes and Kahane, 2009). Four types of lists are considered: “|c” marks coordina-
tion (cocoyam and yam), “|r” marks (syntactic) reduplication (small small ‘very small’), “|a” marks apposi-
tions (John my friend), and “||” marks disfluencies and reformulation:

(2) { some || some } people dey ask [ e good make man { get || go } test im children ?//] //
‘some, some people were asking: “Is it good for a man to get… go and test his children ?” ’ 
[ABJ_GWA_09_Journalism_48]

An illocutionary unit is organized around a nucleus that bears the illocutionary force and some optional and
non-autonomous components we call ad-nuclei. The nucleus is separated from pre- and post-nuclei by the
delimiters “<” and “>”:

(3) and many of dem wey vote dat time < na because of internet //
‘and many of those who voted at the time, it was because of the internet’ [ABJ_GWA_09_Journal-
ism_27]

Inserting the macrosyntactic annotation into the text is part of the segmentation of the transcription and
constitutes a first coarse-grained syntactic analysis. The macrosyntactic annotation can be studied as such to
quantify phenomena that are more typical for spoken language such as left and right dislocations and disflu-
encies.  It  is  also  geared  for  the  direct  study  of  the  prosody-syntax  interface (Liu  et  al.,  2019).  The
macrosyntactic annotation improves parsing results (see Section 2.5) and it can easily be simplified into a
standard punctuation.

2.4 SUD

Two different strands of thought, one rather practical, the other more theoretical, have led us to annotating
the corpus not in the standard UD dependency annotation scheme but rather in the Surface-Syntactic UD
scheme (SUD) (Gerdes et al., 2018).

Firstly,  the Nigerian annotators have been trained in  a standard syntactic  X-bar sentence structure,
where, for example, a PP is headed by a preposition (Osborne and Gerdes, 2019). In this context, SUD is
much easier to acquire than UD dependencies (Gerdes et al., 2019).

6 We look at agreement between pairs of annotators, A/B means we are looking at the agreement between the annotator A and 
annotator B
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Secondly,  the NaijaSynCor project  has a central  typological  component,  and language comparisons
should be possible, based on syntactic differences, which is easier in a scheme based purely on distribu-
tional criteria, such as SUD, than on the rather semantic function word vs content word distinction that con-
stitutes the basis of UD.

We can add that UD is particularly problematic for multi-words expression (MWEs) working as func-
tional items (complex adpositions or complex conjunctions), especially when they are syntactically quite
regular (Kahane et al., 2018). In SUD, MWEs such as the Naija adposition base on ‘(based) on’7 are con-
nected and in the dependency tree they occupy the same syntactic position as a simple word, see (4).

(4)  but dat Love Wantintin8 < na base on wetin me dey see everyday //
‘but  that Love Wantintin, it  is based on what I  see everyday’  [WAZK_11_M_Chiagozies-Life-

Story_21]

The Naija treebank uses the SUD version proposed in (Gerdes et al., 2018), which is automatically con-
verted into UD. Contrary to UD, two elements that are mutually exclusive and thus occupy the same syn-
tactic position are linked to their governor by the same relation: For instance, the problem and you’re wrong
are both comp:obj in I know the problem and I know you’re wrong, while the first is obj and the second is
ccomp in UD. Considering that most of our readers are more or less familiar with UD, we choose to ex-
plain the specific SUD relations and how they are converted into UD. Adpositions (ADP) and subordinating
conjunctions (SCONJ) govern the complement they introduce by the relation comp. These relations are re-
versed in UD: ADP comp> NOUN becomes NOUN case> ADP in UD and SCONJ comp> VERB be-
comes VERB mark> SCONJ.

For dependents of verbs, we distinguish between subjects (subj), complements (comp) and modifiers
(mod). The relation subj becomes nsubj or csubj in UD according to the POS of the dependent. The rela-
tion mod becomes advmod for adverbs, obl for prepositional phrases, or advcl for clauses in UD. For verb
complements, we distinguish the following sub-relations:

• comp:obj, for direct objects, which, in UD, becomes obj for a nominal dependent and ccomp for
a clausal dependent;

• comp:obl, for oblique complements, which becomes  ccomp for a verbal or clausal dependent,
iobj for a nominal (or pronominal) dependent, and obl in other cases;

• comp:pred, for relations between two predicates that share an argument. This relations generally
corresponds  to  UD’s  xcomp9 but  is  reversed  when  the  governor  is  a  copula  (AUX):
AUX comp:pred> VERB becomes VERB cop> AUX in UD.

• comp:aux, for relations between a TAM (Tense–Aspect–Mood ) auxiliary and the full verb, which
is also reversed in UD.

• compound:svc is used for serial verb constructions, which are typical for Naija (see Section 3.3).
The difference between UD and SUD annotations is exemplified in Figure 2.

(5) dem go seize am //
7 “base on” is not a passive construction in Naija as there is not morphological passive.
8 Love Wantintin is the name of a radio programme.
9 As remarked by (Przepiórkowski and Patejuk, 2018) and (Gerdes et al., 2018), raising is orthogonal to the syntactic function 
and it would be better to add …:pred to the syntactic function in case of raising, which would give us  comp:obj:pred for 
objects with raising, comp:obl:pred for obliques with raising and mod:pred for modifiers with raising (such as without talking 
in She explained it without talking).
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‘They will seize it.’ [DEU_C01_D_6]

Figure 2. UD analysis vs. SUD analysis of (5)

All samples are first annotated by a trained annotator and the resulting trees together with the POS tags are
then validated by an expert. Difficult cases are discussed among the annotators and the shared annotation
guide is constantly updated. We apply simple error mining techniques such as looking for inconsistencies
between the dictionary and the treebank. The SUD annotation scheme is a still ongoing process, and some
special needs for the annotation of Naija have provided input for improvement of SUD.

2.5 Evaluation of treebank coherence and the impact of macrosyntactic annotation

In this section we will present the results of the annotation by evaluating parser performance on the current
state of the treebank. In particular, we evaluate the relevance of macrosyntactic markup for syntactic pars-
ing. We expect the macrosyntactic annotation to have a positive influence on dependency parsing, in partic-
ular for constructions such as coordination and dislocation, which have specific macrosyntactic markups re-
sulting in specific dependency relations.

In order to verify this claim, we trained the Mate tagger and parser by Bohnet (2010), first on a version
of the treebank with these markups, and then on a version of the treebank where they have been removed
except for “//” (the segmentation into illocutionary units ≃ sentences). This type of experiment is also im-
portant to set a baseline for the development of a Naija parser, to be used for parsing the rest of the NSC
corpus (which is transcribed and macrosyntactically annotated) as well as for parsing other spoken and
written data without markup.

We used a sample of 52k words, with 90% training and 10% test data on the Mate parser. While the
POS tagging scores are as expected very similar whether macrosyntactic annotation is present or not, we
obtain an LAS error reduction of 11% and a UAS error reduction of 18% through macrosyntactic annota-
tion, see Table 1.10

Macro-syntax + Macro-syntax - Error reduction

UPOS 92.44 92.23 *

UAS 90.76 89.23 18%

LAS 84.45 82.02 11%

Table 2. Parsing results with and without macro-syntactic annotation.

Unsurprisingly, the syntactic functions which most benefit from this type of markup are those that are tar-
geted  by  the  annotation,  such  as  piles  (paradigmatic  relations  like  conj:coord,  conj:dicto,
compound:redup) and coordinators (cc). We also observe an improvement for relations that connect a nu-
cleus and adnuclei, such as clefts, dislocations, and peripheric modifiers.

The parser scores are promising,11 in particular for spoken texts, and we hope to further improve the
parser performance by the ongoing process of semi-automatic rule-based enhancement of the treebank co-
herence. In particular, we address this problem of annotation inconsistencies by a systematic comparison of
parsing results with the gold annotation and the double SUD-UD-SUD conversion, and by different error
mining tools such as the relation table proposed by the grew tool available on match.grew.fr (Bonfante et
al., 2018), which shows the number of dependency relation types between any pair of categories. Also, the
move to a neural network-based parser can be expected to result in better scores.

10 punct relations are excluded from the evaluation as they are exclusively used for macro-syntactic markers.
11 Although Naija was part of the CoNLL 2018 Shared Task (Multilingual Parsing from Raw Text to Universal Dependencies), 
it is difficult to compare the results as Naija was one of the low-resource languages. The best score for UPOS, UAS, and LAS 
are 67.93, 38.62 and 30.07  (Zeman et al., 2018).
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3 Some idiosyncratic syntactic constructions of Naija

In this section we present three interesting constructions of Naija that show clear structural differences with
English, Naija’s lexifying language .

3.1 Na-clefts and modifying relative clauses

Surface-syntax UD nicely captures the complexity of clefts12 in Naija and the way they contrast with modi-
fying relative clauses. We will restrict our presentation to one of the three cleft structures of Naija, wey-
clefts.

In Naija, clefts use the copula na,13 that has two complements: First, a predicative complement, linked by
the relation comp:pred (na → nineteen eighty-four in (6)) and second, a clause introduced by wey, that we
link to na with the comp:cleft relation (na → wey de born me in  (6)). In the macrosyntactic markup, we
use “>+” before the cleft clause.

(6) # na nineteen eighty four   >+ wey de born me //
#  it’s 1984 >+ that they bare me
‘it’s in nineteen eighty-four that I was born’ [KAD_09_Kabir-Gymnasium_P_6]14

Cleft sentences are superficially similar to copular predications in which the relative clause modifies the
predicative complement. Yet, in clefts, the relation between the antecedent and the cleft clause is mediated
by the copula, and the cleft clause is not dependent on the predicative complement but is raised and at-
tached to the copula; whereas copular predications are thetic sentences that have a copula, a nominal, and a
relative clause, but no syntactic restructuring and no backgrounding of the relative clause. The thetic mean-
ing is clear when na has a presentational and not an identificational meaning, see example (7). In the syn-
tactic representation of modifying relative clauses in copular non-identifying clauses, the copula takes only
one complement: comp:pred (na → di ting wey Buhari meet):

(7) na di ting wey Buhari meet //
‘this is the thing that Buhari found’ [IBA_25_Buying-Indomi_159]

3.2 Interrogatives

In the NSC corpus, content questions are analyzed as clefts. This is corroborated by examples where the
question word of a content question can be preceded by the copular particle na without changing the be-
haviour or meaning of the sentence. The following two questions (8) occur in direct sequence and show
how the copula na can be present or not without semantic consequence:

(8) na who >+ go talk ?// who go help ?//
12 Clefts are defined by Lambrecht (2001) as “a complex sentence structure consisting of a matrix clause headed by a copula and
a relative or relative-like clause whose relativized argument is co-indexed with the predicative argument of the copula. Taken 
together, the matrix and the relative express a logically simple proposition, which can also be expressed in the form of a single 
clause without a change in truth conditions”.
13 na is classified as a particle and not a verb or an auxiliary in Naija because it cannot be negated or combined with TAM
markers, two of the defining features of (auxiliary) verbs.
14 The NaijaSynCor project, entirely based on oral data, intends to study, among others, the interface between prosody and 
syntax. The # stands for a pause in the speech unit, a major cue for the study of prosody. The # is identified as a punctuation 
mark (PUNCT) in the syntactic representation.
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‘Who will speak? Who will help?’ [ENU_33_A-Beg_P_56, 57]

This leads us to interpret question-words as focused, and the rest of the sentence as the focus-frame. In the
absence of the focus particle  na, the question word becomes promoted to  root of the sentence through
deletion of its previous head. In this analysis, the question word has a double function: It is the root of the
sentence and a dependent of the verb.

The complexity of the cleft structure of content questions cannot be captured by UD which treats the
sentence verb as a root. Moreover, the parallelism between the two questions will not be kept by UD, as the
one with na will be treated as a cleft, with the cleft phrase as the head, contrary to the other question with-
out na. As a compromise between surface syntax and convertibility to UD, a second link has been added to
the root, which annotates explicitly the dependency of the question word (this second relation is preceded
by a “@”, see @subj in (8)). In our Surface-syntactic representation, both cases are represented by means
of a cleft structure, see the above analysis. This is congruent with many analyses of wh-words which con-
sider that they occupy two syntactic positions, one as a complementizer and another as a pronoun inside the
clause they complementize (see, in particular, (Tesnière, 1959[2015]: ch. 246)).

During the conversion into UD we can only keep one of the relations, we have to keep the second rela-
tion as this follows the UD analysis of relative clauses. This leads to a “catastrophe” between the two syn-
tactically related interrogative constructions (Gerdes and Kahane, 2016).

3.3 Serial Verb Constructions

The influence of adstrate vernacular languages, belonging mainly to the Niger-Congo family, is observed in
the use of Serial Verb Constructions, that is “monoclausal construction[s] consisting of multiple indepen-
dent verbs with no element linking them and with no predicate-argument relation between the verbs.”
(Haspelmath, 2016). We used the subtyped relation compound:svc for these constructions. Sentence (8)
contains an example of a serial verb construction (carry → put).

(9) di man [...] just carry everyting put underground //
‘The man just carried everything and put it underground.’ [ABJ_INF_12_Evictions_P_13]

3.4 Polycategoriality and polyfunctionality

Following the UD guidelines15, the morphological specification of a (syntactic) word in the UD scheme
consists of three levels of representation: a lemma, a POS tag, and a set of features representing lexical
and grammatical properties. In order to reduce polycategoriality and its consequent multiplication of syn-
tactic words, the annotation process has been guided by the principle of separation of the morphological
tagging of a word from its syntactic function: A single lexeme can be polyfunctional, but it cannot be
polycategorial. This principle applies in all languages, e.g. to adpositions (ADP) which can take a nomi-
nal, clausal or zero complement without changing their abstract lexical category (Huddleston and Pul-
lum, 2008).

15 https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/morphology.html
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This principle has been applied to adjectives in Naija, which can function as predicates without any cop-
ula  (10)  or noun modifiers (11). In both cases, the words keep their morphological assignment: they are
ADJ.

(10) # you go strong //
‘you will (be) strong’ [PRT_05_Ghetto-life_P_24]

(11) # de con do strong medin #
‘they then did strong magic’ [IBA_04_Alaska-Pepe_P_95]

However, some lexical words are grammaticalized into new function words. An example is given by the nu-
meral one, tagged NUM (12), which has grammaticalized into the determiner one ‘some, a certain’ (13),
tagged DET, and the pronoun one, tagged PRON (14).

(12) con cut one of im ear //=
‘he then cut one of its ears’ [IBA_04_Alaska-Pepe_P_168]

(13) # so I go tell you one story //
‘so I will tell you a story’ [IBA_04_Alaska-Pepe_P_5]

(14) dat one dey too much //  
‘that one is too much’ [ABJ_INF_08_Impatience_106]

3.5 Naija Grammar

The preliminary assessment of the NSC corpus has proved two things. First, despite the diversity of its
speakers in terms of geographic origin and mother tongues, the corpus is remarkably homogeneous. Sec-
ond, this homogeneity takes place while distancing the language from Nigerian Pidgin. Not only is new vo-
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cabulary acquired through the necessity to cope with new functions and new cultures, but new grammatical
structures are emerging and a new stability is found in the use of competing structures.

The study of Naija clefts is a good indicator. Naija clefts have three variants: wey-clefts, with a relative
clause introduced by the relativizer  wey (Section 3.1, example (5)),  bare clefts, where the relativizer is
omitted, resulting in a bare relative clause and double clefts, where the relativizer wey is replaced by a rep-
etition of the copula followed by an expletive invariable 3sg pronoun: na im. They are exemplified in Table
1.16

1b’ wey-cleft na weekend wey we dey do am
‘It’s in the weekend that we do it.’1b’’ bare cleft na weekend Ø we dey do am

1b’’’ double cleft na weekend na im we dey do am

Table 3. The three structures of Naija clefts

We have quantified the relative use of these structures in Naija in a sub-section of 9621 sentences (almost
150 000 tokens) that constitute the syntactic treebank mirroring the social and geographic sampling of the
full corpus, and compared those figures with Faraclas (2013), a presentation of the structures of Nigerian
Pidgin with good data analysis. Using our own terminology, Faraclas’s figures highlight 3 main patterns rep-
resenting fairly evenly cleft constructions in NP: wey-clefts (41%); bare clefts (39%) and zero-copula clefts
(17%). Our own figures are respectively 1%, 89%, and 1%, with the rest of cleft patterns taken up by dou-
ble clefts (9%). This shows a tendency in Naija, over the past 30 years, to marginalize wey- and zero-copula
clefts, in favor of bare clefts, and give birth to a new pattern absent in Faraclas’s description, called double
cleft, which seems to replace wey-clefts. In the double cleft construction, an emerging relative pronoun (na
im → [nãĩ/nã] ‘who, which’) which is used only in this construction, replaces the relativizer wey, which
is becoming specialized in modifying relative clauses.

4 Conclusion

We have described the workflow for the development of the gold section of the NSC treebank in the SUD
annotation scheme, and we have shown the SUD analysis of some interesting syntactic constructions of
Naija.

In parallel with the treebank construction we develop various interfaces to access the audio corpus, the
transcription, and the different annotations. For example the most recent version of the SUD syntactic an-
notation is accessible at match.grew.fr/?corpus=SUD_Naija-NSC@dev. 

In order to be part of the UD treebank family, an automatically converted UD version of the treebank
will also be distributed, although the current UD platform does not foresee the joint distribution of the au-
dio data. The increasing interest in spoken data will surely bring the UD community to discuss the format
that will best allow for phonosyntactic studies. We will also distribute two text versions, one with macrosyn-
tactic markup and a second version without the markup that can be used to train parsers on bare texts.

The perspective of this treebank creation goes beyond purely linguistic interest. It has deep sociolinguis-
tic implications through the creation of a Naija dictionary. In order to create this treebank, we had to create
an inventory of spelling variants, and we propose systematic distinctions of function and content words. The
tools and resources of the NSC treebank enhances the interest in the specificity of Naija grammar, and the
project can be seen as a step in the further establishment of Naija as a language (Courtin et al., 2018).
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Abstract

Language networks have been proposed to be the underlying representation for syntactic knowledge
(Roelofs, 1992; Pickering and Branigan, 1998). Such networks are known to explain various word
order related priming effects in psycholinguistics. Under the assumption that word order informa-
tion is encoded in these networks, we explore if Greenbergian word order universals (Greenberg,
1963) can be induced from such networks. Language networks for 34 languages were constructed
from the Universal Dependencies Treebank (Nivre et al., 2016) based on the assumptions in Roelofs
(1992); Pickering and Branigan (1998). We conducted a series of experiments to investigate if cer-
tain network parameters can be used to cluster various languages based on the word order typology
proposed by Greenberg. Our results show that some network parameters robustly cluster the lan-
guages correctly, thereby providing some support for language network as a valid representation for
such linguistic generalizations.

1 Introduction

Establishing connections and relations between objects is an important way of representing knowledge (Siew
et al., 2018). Such a representation lends itself to a succinct understanding of its structure and complex-
ity. Such network representations are routinely used to understand complex systems such as social systems,
biological systems, economic systems and so on (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2007; Caldarelli, 2007;
Newman, 2010). Language seems well suited for this type of representation; after all, the knowledge of
language and its use, is primarily about establishing relations between different kinds of linguistic objects
(Borge-Holthoefer and Arenas, 2010; Solé et al., 2010). Indeed, the significance of such networks was ap-
preciated quite early in the domain of meaning representation in terms of semantic relatedness (Collins and
Loftus, 1975; Ober and Shenaut, 2006). Such semantic networks have been shown to capture experimental
results on lexical priming (McRae and Boisvert, 1998; McRae et al., 2005). Additionally, various resources
(e.g., Wordnet) and as well as models (e.g., word2vec) have been proposed with the motivation of establish-
ing relations between similar words (Miller, 1995; Mikolov et al., 2013). A network-based representation
has also been proposed to subserve syntactic knowledge in the mind (Roelofs, 1992; Pickering and Brani-
gan, 1998). Such a network has been claimed to correctly explain the syntactic priming effects in during
language production/comprehension (Pickering and Ferreira, 2008; Tooley and Traxler, 2010). Networks
have also been used to quantify cognitive processes and representations related to various linguistic levels
such as words, etc. (e.g Vitevitch, 2008; Allegrini et al., 2004; Chung and Pennebaker, 2007; Morrill, 2000;
Vitevitch et al., 2011).
Network theory has been extensively used to understand (and visualize) such knowledge representations

(Barabási, 2011). Network theory formalizes a knowledge system as a network, which contains nodes and
edges describing the entities and the relations between them. Network theory enables us to extract specific
information related to the connectedness and relationships between various entities (Newman, 2010; Costa
et al., 2011). The primary attraction of representing a complex system in the form of a network lies in
the ease with which various relations present in the data can be visualized. In addition, it has the ability to
abstract the relations at different levels, ranging from a single node, to viewing the properties of the entire
network as a whole (Albert et al., 2000).
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The idea of language as a network has been gaining some traction in computational linguistics (e.g.,
Ferrer-i Cancho et al., 2007; Lerner et al., 2009; Ke and Yao, 2008; Borge-Holthoefer and Arenas, 2010;
Lerner et al., 2009; Choudhury et al., 2010; Ferrer-i Cancho and Solé, 2001; Vitevitch et al., 2011; Ferrer-i
Cancho et al., 2004; Čech et al., 2011; Liu and Xu, 2011; Mehler et al., 2016). One approach, that we
explore here, is to construct language networks from annotated dependency treebank to encode syntactic
relationship between lexical items. Previous works on such language representation have explored the prop-
erties of language networks formed through dependency treebanks (Ferrer-i Cancho et al., 2004), also see
Cong and Liu (2014). Relatedly, Liu and Li (2010); Abramov and Mehler (2011) used language network
to successfully cluster languages into phylogenetic groups using network parameters. As stated earlier, net-
works have also been hypothesized to be the representation that subserves syntactic knowledge in the mind
(Roelofs, 1992; Pickering and Branigan, 1998). In particular, it has been used to explain syntactic prim-
ing with respect to various word order choices during sentence comprehension and production (Pickering
and Ferreira, 2008; Tooley and Traxler, 2010). This implies that networks can represent various syntactic
rules (e.g., word order) in terms of nodes and their relationship with other nodes in the network. In other
words, the network as a representation of language should contain the same generalisations as present in
a language. Greenberg’s universals (Greenberg, 1963) are a set of such generalisations that occur across
languages. These universals and their status in language networks is the focus of this article.
In this work1, we build a psycholinguistically motivated language network (Roelofs, 1992; Pickering and

Branigan, 1998) for 34 languages to investigate if Greenberg’s word order related language universals (GU)
can be induced from the networks. To do this, we conduct two experiments. In the first experiment, we
simply map the GUs onto a language network to see if a particular node property (percentage of outgoing
arcs) leads to the desired classification across languages. For example, for GU universal no. 3, we look at
this parameter of the VSO nodes across all language networks and see if the parameter values cluster the
respective languages as prepositional or postpositional. In the second experiment, we automatically derive
certain implicational universals stated by Greenberg. For example, we see which word order node (e.g.,
SVO, SOV, etc) best classifies the order of adposition and noun phrase. In effect, the first experiment is
completely correlational and supervised – checking if a known node parameter leads to the correct language
typology. The second experiment, is unsupervised – checking which node (and its parameter) leads to the
correct language typology. Together, the two experiments shed light on whether language network can
induce correct GU wrt word order and highlights the properties of the network where this information can
be found.
The paper is arranged as follows. We begin with a description of the data, tools and network formation

in the Section 2. In section 3 we present the two experiments and discuss the results. Following this, in
section 4 we conclude the paper and list out some future directions.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data and Tools
We use the ‘Universal Dependencies’ Treebank (UD for short, henceforth) (Nivre et al., 2016; Agić et al.,
2015) to create the network. The UD has annotated data for over 70 languages in the latest version, of which
we are utilizing 342. Only those languages were selected that had a relatively large size (sentence count more
than 2k) and that were present in the WALS (The World Atlas of Language Structure) database (Dryer and
Haspelmath, 2013). WALS data in .csv format is directly available from the WALS online source. The UD
CoNLL-U format was converted into a network (edges and nodes data) format in order to use the Cytoscape
(Shannon et al., 2003) software. Cytoscape is an open-source network visualization and analysis software.

1The data and the code (along with details about various calculations) used in this paper have been made available at
https://github.com/Ksartik/SyntaxFest2019_paper18

2Ancient Greek, Arabic, Basque, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, French,
German, Hebrew, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Latvian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu
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Figure 1: A sample base-network (see point 1 in Section 2.2) derived from 4 sentences. These sentence are
‘They could kill him years ago’, ‘He just bought a candy yesterday’ ‘The bear ran off’, ‘They buy books’.
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Figure 2: The final network derived from the base network above (Figure 1) for the same sentences. All
reported results follow such a representation.

2.2 Language Network
The language network derived from the UD data is motivated by the syntactic representation proposed
by Roelofs (1992) and adapted by Pickering and Branigan (1998). This model has been used to explain
syntactic priming during comprehension (Pickering and Ferreira, 2008) and production (Tooley and Traxler,
2010). Themodel consists of layers of linguistic elements connected to each other. Nodes representing word
tokens are connected to ‘lemma’ nodes. The ‘lemma’ nodes are associated with syntactic information such
as category, morphological information, etc. The ‘lemma’ nodes associated with the verbs are connected
to the ‘combinatorial’ nodes representing their syntactic subcategorization information, in other words, the
typological word order information. When a verb is required in speech, an activation of a concept results in
the selection of the highest activated ‘combinatorial’ node which in turn activates the relevant ‘lemma’ node.
Interestingly, activation of this ‘lemma’ node results in the activation of syntactically similar verbs. This is
because verb lemma that have similar syntactic properties are linked to the same combinatorial nodes. In
this work, we construct a similar network. This results in a layered network in which the last layer explicitly
contains word-order properties such as ‘SVO’, ‘SOV’, ‘VSO’, etc. The ‘combinatorial’ node described in the
network discussed in Pickering and Branigan (1998), is modelled here as a node which encapsulates the
argument structure of the verb nodes connected to it.
Creation of the network is done in multiple steps, which we describe below. We illustrate this through

Figures 1 and 2 above.

1. Universal Dependencies Treebank data was converted to a node and edge data. The nodes are defined
as the LEMMA of a word tagged with its part of speech (UPOS), which we will call LEMMA:UPOS.
The other properties (e.g., FEATS) of each node given in the CoNLL-U format are also associated
with each node. The edges between the nodes are directed and represent dependency links fromHEAD
of a word/node to the dependent node. In addition, the edges have certain attributes such as (a) lin-
ear distance: distance between the connected nodes based on the linear position of the nodes in the
corresponding sentence (calculated as HEAD - INDEX from the CoNLL-U format), (b) dependency
relation (DEPREL) : dependency relation between the nodes (provided as DEPREL in the CoNLL-U
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format. The resulting network at this stage is shown in Figure 1.
2. Next, we select only those verb lemma nodes that are finite3 (obtained from VerbForm attribute in the

FEATS column in the CoNLL-U data). This is done in order to have a more robust generalization
regarding the argument structure of individual verbs as non-finite instances of verbs can drop their
arguments. This leads to the formation of Layer 1 shown in Figure 2.

3. We then create layer 2 (see Figure 2) which has nodes corresponding to various word order possibilities
of verb arguments, e.g., SOV, SVO, VSO, etc. These layer 2 ‘combinatorial’ nodes are connected to the
layer 1 lemma nodes. The connection between the lemma and the combinatorial node represents the
probability of a verb appearing with a particular argument structure and its word order. We considered
all the combinations (without replacement) of ‘S’ (denoting subject), ‘V’ (denoting verb), ‘O’ (denoting
object), ‘I’ (denoting indirect object) containing at least one ‘V’. Some of these nodes are : SV, VS,
SOV, SVO, SIOV etc. Layer 2 thus consists of 48 pre-defined nodes4 similar to combinatorial nodes
in Pickering and Branigan (1998).

• These combinatorial nodes are obtained by computing two layer 1 properties. These are average
sentential distance of the core arguments (subject, object and indirect object) and their propor-
tions. Average sentential distance is obtained by grouping all the nodes with argument relation
edges and computing their average linear distance from the verb. This is done for each core ar-
gument. In addition we also compute the proportion of each core argument in a group relative to
total no. of core arguments for a verb in layer 1.

• In order to connect the verb lemmas in layer 1 with the nodes in layer 2, we computed the probabil-
ities with which these verbs appear in a specific argument structure configuration in the treebank.
We assume that the word order of a certain verb remains same and it is just the argument structure
that can show variations.5 The average distance of the verb relative to the argument can be for-
malized as a tuple (subj-dist; obj-dist, inobj-dist), where, subj-dist is the average distance between
the verb and the subject group, etc. For example, if the distances are (1; -1; 0), then the word
order is SVO. If the word order is SVO, the concerned verb can connect to any of the following
- SV, SVO, SVIO, SIVO, SVOI, ISVO.

• In order to identify which one of the above possibilities the verb must have, we devised proba-
bilities for each possible node. Here, we used the proportionate size of each group - ‘subject’,
‘object’, ‘indirect object’, as a parameter to find the probability. For example, if the proportion is
given as (0.5, 0.5, 0) then it is expected that the verb is transitive. On the other hand, a proportion
of (0.75, 0.25, 0) does not clearly identify a certain group and thus we need a method to associate
a verb with more than one group.6

4. We then formed layer 2 (as shown in the Figure 2) – connecting the verbs with the edges that have
the probabilities as their weights. As discussed, layer 2 of the language network comprises of the
‘combinatorial’ nodes which are connected to the verb lemma nodes from layer 1 of the network.
The combinatorial nodes store the argument structure as well as word order property of its connected
nodes. The probabilities on the edges connecting these nodes to the lemmas denotes the weights of
these connections. Considering Figure 2, the probabilities of connections of ”buy:VERB” (in Layer 1)

3The finiteness information is determined using both the FEATS of both verb lemma as well as its auxiliary. Also, note that
this will give us both main and subordinate clauses. In this work we ignore the fact that some languages have different word order
in main vs subordinate clause.

4Specifically, the 48 nodes are SV, VS, OV, VO, IV, VI, SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OVS, OSV, ISV, IVS, VSI, VIS, SIV, SVI,
IOV, IVO, VOI, VIO, OVI, OIV, SIOV, SIVO, SOIV, SOVI, SVOI, SVIO, IOVS, IOSV, IVSO, IVOS, ISVO, ISOV, VOSI,
VOIS, VISO, VIOS, VSIO, VSOI, OVIS, OVSI, OSIV, OSVI, OIVS, OISV

5In a way, capturing the dominant word order pattern of a verb which we are really interested in.
6We considered the proportions of subject, object, indirect object as a vector in 3D space. We have a pre-defined set of

proportions (or classes) which correspond to the layer 2 nodes – (1,0,0): SV/VS, (0,1,0): VO/OV, (0.5, 0.5, 0): transitive of
any order and so on. Since these nodes or target vectors are not distributed uniformly in terms of distance, we used the angular
distance of the corresponding unit vectors as a measure to calculate probabilities (after proper normalization). This method allowed
us to remove any bias for an input proportionate vector vis-à-vis a particular layer 2 node. More details regarding computation of
propabilities can be found at https://github.com/Ksartik/SyntaxFest2019_paper18
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with ”SV” (0.016), “SVO” (0.89) and “SIVO” (0.076), shows that “buy” predominately follows “SVO”.
The sample network shown in figure 2 shows that the language that this network represents is a “SVO”
language.

3 Experiments

The experiments discussed in this section assume that a large probability is related with a strong connec-
tion and more likelihood that the connected nodes show the ‘combinatorial’ property encapsulated by the
concerned Layer 2 node. Further, in order to do the network analysis, we used the sentential distance only
as a weight to the edges. For the connections between Layer 1 and Layer 2, we used the inverse of the
probabilities as the edge weights so that the range is from [1,∞]. All network analysis was performed using
Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). In particular, Cytoscape provides a tool named Network Analyzer which
was used to analyse the network with various parameters7. All analysis reported below has been done on
the network parameters corresponding to the nodes in layer 2.
In the first experiment, we simply map the GUs onto a language network to see if a particular node

property (percentage of outgoing arc) leads to the desired classification across languages. In the second ex-
periment, we automatically derive certain implicational universal stated by Greenberg (1963). For example,
we see which word order node (e.g., SVO, SOV, etc) best classifies the order of adposition and noun phrase.

3.1 Experiment 1
In order to map the Greenbergian universals wrt certain linguistic orders onto the network, we reduced the
problem to only probing the node parameters of the layer 2 ‘combinatorial’ nodes. This was done because
we are interested in word order generalizations related to the verb. In particular, we looked at each of the
word-order based Greenbergian universal and translated them to a particular network parameter of various
combinatorial nodes in layer 2. The orders SOV, SVO, VSO etc. are believed to be encoded in the parameter
‘Outperc’ of the layer 2 nodes. ‘Outperc’ is defined as the out-degree of the concerned node divided by the
total no. of nodes in layer 2. A language is deemed to be SOV if the SOV node’s ‘Outperc’ is high relative
to other nodes in layer 2. We investigate if the distribution of ‘Outperc’ across all language networks leads
to the correct language typology clusters. This experiment is intended as a supervised way of identifying
language typology clusters based on Greenberg’s word order universals. The data available inWALS (Dryer
and Haspelmath, 2013) was used to get the word order patterns related to the Greenbergian universals for
various language.

3.1.1 Results
Two network parameters, namely ‘Outperc’ and ‘Outdegree’ were used for analysis. As stated above, ‘Out-
perc’ is the fraction of verbs connected to a particular combinatorial node. ‘Outdegree’ is the number of
verbs connected to a particular class. The results for various universals are given below

Figure 3: Dominant subject and object order across all language networks.
7These were, In-degree, Out-degree, Outperc, Edge Count, Average shorted path length, Betweenness centrality, Closeness cen-

trality, Closeness centrality, Clustering coefficient, Neighborhood connectivity, Eccentricity. For details on these parameters, see
Newman (2010). Also see: https://med.bioinf.mpi-inf.mpg.de/netanalyzer/help/2.7/index.html#complex
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Outperc for VSO node across all languages and corresponding typology clusters based on
postpositional vs prepositional languages. (b) Outperc for SOV node across all languages and corresponding
typology clusters based on the order of adposition and noun phrase.

1. Universal 1 - “In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost
always one in which the subject precedes the object.”

Since we used only finite verb forms in the second layer, the properties shown in the third layer are ex-
pected to be of a general rule for declarative sentences. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the maximum
‘Outperc’ over all 34 languages.
Results show that for all the languages, ‘Outperc’ is maximum for either SOV or SVO nodes. Thus,
verifying the universal using the networks used in this analysis.

2. Universal 3 - “Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.”

The feature “85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase” in WALS was used to get the information on
languages with prepositional vs post-positional. As mentioned above, none of the language networks
have a dominant VSO order. Nevertheless, we went ahead to form the clusters using the ‘Outperc’ of
the VSO nodes. The clustering is shown in figure 4a.
Results show that a higher “VSO outperc” corresponds to post-positional feature. We conclude that
our network is not able to induce this universal in its strong form. One reason for this could be that
the none of the treebank data for the languages used (including Arabic) had a dominant VSO order for
finite verbs.

3. Universal 4 - “With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency, languages with normal SOV order
are post-positional.”

Similar to the previous approach, we looked at the ‘Outperc’ of the SOV nodes in various language
networks and looked at the resultant clustering. Figure 4b shows the clusters.
Resuls show a a clear classification of languages with postpositions vs prepositions. We see that higher
values of ‘Outperc’ for SOV nodes correspond to postpositional languages, with the exception of Es-
tonian.

4. Universal 5 - “If a language has dominant SOV order and the genitive follows the governing noun, then
the adjective likewise follows the noun.”

We looked at the languages where genitive follows the noun using the WALS data and then made the
clusters of SOV node’s distribution based on the adjective-noun order. This is shown in figure 5a.
Results show that both ‘Outperc’ as well as ‘Outdegree’ for the SOV nodes were not able to cluster the
languages correctly.

5. Universal 6 - “All languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only alter-
native basic order.”

Since we didn’t have any language with dominant VSO order, we show a comparative plot of ‘Outperc’
of SVO and VSO across languages in figure 5b.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5: (a) Outdegree for SOV node across all languages (with genitive following nouns) and correspond-
ing typology clusters based on order of adjective and noun. (b) Outperc values across various languages for
VSO and SVO nodes.

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Outperc for VSO node across all languages and corresponding typology clusters based on the
order of interrogative phrases.

A correlation analysis suggests that, other than certain languages, over all, the R2 came out to be just
0.07, suggesting that the networks are unable to capture this generalization.

6. Universal 12 - “If a language has dominant order VSO in declarative sentences, it always puts interrog-
ative words or phrases first in interrogative word questions; if it has dominant order SOV in declarative
sentences, there is never such an invariant rule.”

We used the relevant feature in WALS data to plot the ‘Outperc’ of VSO and SOV for the languages
obtained from WALS. This is shown in figure 6
Results show that increase in the VSO ‘Outperc’ does not lead to the right typology cluster. Interest-
ingly, the ‘Outperc’ for SOV nodes for different languages gave better results. Thus providing partial
support for the universal from the networks.

To summarize, the result show that the language typology related to (a) order of subject-object across lan-
guages, (b) presence of prepositions in SOV languages, and (c) position of interrogative word in VSO/SOV
language, can be derived from the ‘Outperc’/‘Outdegree’ parameter of the layer 2 nodes in various language
networks.

3.2 Experiment 2
Experiment 1 targetted a specific universal and mapped it on to the network using a prespecified node prop-
erty (Outperc/Outdgree of SOV, VSO, SVO layer 2 nodes). In experiment 2, we asked a more general
question – which node parameter in different language networks leads to the best language typology classi-
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Figure 7: Top two language clusters wrt the order of subject, object and verb. The Outperc parameter for
SOV nodes across all languages lead to the best distinction between SOV vs SVO languages.

Figure 8: Manually identified language clusters wrt the order of adposition and noun phrases. The Out-
perc parameter for SOV nodes across all languages lead to a good distinction between language where the
adposition follows the noun phrase vs those where it precedes the noun phrase.

fication based on Greenberg’s universals? The linguistic orders that we looked at were taken from WALS
(Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013)]; these were, (a) Order of subject, verb and object, (b) Order of Adposition
and Noun Phrase, (c) Order of Adjective and Noun, and (d) Position of Interrogative Phrase and Content
Questions.
We investigate various parameters8 for each node in layer 2 to see which node-parameter combinations

across all the languages lead to the best language classification for a particular word order. For example,
consider “Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase”. In order to find which parameter of which layer 2 node
can lead to the best classification of languages based on this order, we get a particular node-parameter values
from all language networks, and check if this distribution leads to the correct classification of languages as
given in the WALS data. The correlation between the node-parameter values and the correct language
cluster (which is already known) is quantified by silhouette value (Rousseeuw, 1987). This silhouette value
is obtained for all the (nodes × parameters) node-parameter combinations and the highest score gives us
the node-parameter that classifies the languages best based on the word order under consideration. A greater
silhouette value corresponds to better clustering. Intuitively, the silhouette value captures the cohesiveness
of the data point with its cluster.
To summarize, experiment 2 discusses a method to induce the linguistic orders by probing all possible

parameters for each verb-order nodes that are contained in layer 2.
8These were, In-degree, Out-degree, Outperc, Edge Count, Average shorted path length, Betweenness centrality, Closeness cen-

trality, Closeness centrality, Clustering coefficient, Neighborhood connectivity, Eccentricity. For details on these parameters, see
Newman (2010). Also see: https://med.bioinf.mpi-inf.mpg.de/netanalyzer/help/2.7/index.html#complex
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3.2.1 Results
Below we discuss the results for the various word order patterns. The top two clusters based on silhouette
values are shown for each pattern.

1. Order of Subject, verb and object:
Results show that ‘Outperc’ of the SOV node clusters the languages much better than ‘Outperc’ of the
SVO node (see Figure 7). Results also suggest that ‘Outperc’ outperforms all other node parameters.
Recall that ‘Outperc’ is the percentage of outgoing edges from a node. This means that, as far as the
current set of languages is considered, the ‘Outperc’ property of the ‘SOV’ node can alone be effectively
used to decide the word order of the language. This suggests that there is a lot of variability wrt SVO
order in various languages compared to SOV order.

2. Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase :
The top silhouette scores for various parameter-node pairs did not lead to a good cluster of languages
based on this feature. This is not to say that the appropriate clustering cannot be derived from the
cluster. Indeed, a manual analysis of the various clusters shows that the ‘ClosenessCentrality’ parameter
of SIOV nodes across all the languages does lead to good language clusters for this feature. In addition,
‘Outperc’ of the SOV nodes leads to good clusters (see Figure 8). ‘ClosenessCentrality’ gives us a
measure of how close the node in question is to the other nodes in the network. Given this definition,
it is difficult to see why such a parameter should lead to the correct clustering. Interpreting the results
on the other parameter, namely, ‘Outperc’ for SOV nodes is easier. It shows that the order of subject,
object and verb can predict the order to adpositition and noun phrase as was hypothesized byGreenberg.

3. Order of Adjective and Noun:
The two clusters based on silhouette scores show that ‘Neighborhood Connectivity’ of OVIS and VOSI
nodes for various languages were able to cluster the languages really well (see Figure 9). ‘Neighborhood
Connectivity’ corresponds to the average connectivity of its neighbours. While the result does give us
the desired clusters, it is difficult to interpret the linguistic validity of the parameter.

4. Position of Interrogative Phrase in Content Questions :
Finally, for the cluster based on position of interrogative phrase the silhouette scores for the cluster
based on “Outperc” parameter for the SOV nodes gave one of the best results (see Figure 10).

Figure 9: Top two language clusters wrt the order of adjective and noun.
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Figure 10: Top two language clusters wrt the position of interrogative phrase in content questions.
WALS
feature

Network Parameter 1 Network Parameter 2 Network Parameter 3
Node Parameter Silhouette Parameter Parameter Silhouette Node Parameter Silhouette

81A SOV Outperc 0.53 SVO Outperc 0.304 OSV Outperc 0.3
85A SIOV Closeness C -0.25 SOV Outperc -0.25 - - -
87A OVIS Neighborhood C 0.63 VOSI Neighborhood C 0.58 OISV Eccentricty 0.34
93A SOV Outperc 0.48 VOIS Neighborhood C 0.604 SIOV Neighborhood C 0.466

Table 1: Top 3 silhouette score for the clusters related to the 4 word order patterns. 81A: Order of subject,
verb and object; 85A: Order of adposition and noun phrase; 87A: Order of adjective and noun; 93A: position
of interrogative phrases in content question. Note: The results for 85A are based onmanual evaluation as the
top silhouette scores failed to give the correct clusters. Closeness C = Closeness Centrality; Neighbourhood
C = Neighbourhood connectivity.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Our work provides some support that word order generalisations are encoded in a network and can be
automatically derived from it. In particular, the results from experiment 1 showed that when the Subject-
Object-Verb orders found in the Greenbergian universals are probed through the combinatorial nodes, the
correct word order typologies could be found. In addition, experiment 2 showed that similar (combinatorial)
node-parameters lead to the right language clusters. We found that simply by inducing verb order and using
the appropriate parameters, we can derive other linguistic order which share implicational relations with the
verb order. These results are in accordance with the claim that networks are a meaningful representation
of a linguistic knowledge. The nodes which led to the best classification based on a particular feature were
major word orders, e.g., SOV, SVO, SVIO, etc. It is interesting to notice that including the order of indirect
object induced certain linguistic features in Layer 2.
Our analysis was affected by multiple factors such as the treebank size, alignment of languages in UD and

WALS, etc. For example, the silhouette score is higher when clusters are dense and well-separated. Since
the cluster sizes are non-uniform, so is the density of clusters which is a function of the number of points
in a cluster. The number of points in a cluster follows a power law, which is the primary reason for the
non-uniformity in the cluster sizes. We also saw that the analysis in experiment 1 failed to induce any VSO-
order based universal since no language considered has a dominant VSO order in the respective treebank.
Similarly, while the ‘Outperc’ parameter that encodes the combinatorial property of the nodes in layer 2
was quite effective in classifying languages, in some cases where there is no dominant verb order pattern,
‘Out-Degree’ helps. While both ‘Outperc’ and ‘Out-Degree’ are very easy to interpret, other parameters such
as ‘Eccentricity’, ‘NeighborhoodConnectivity’, that also lead to good clusters, are less transparent in their
interpretability vis-á-vis linguistic generalizations. Indeed, the fact that the language network in this work
lends itself to interpretability is a very attractive feature of this approach. Since, the network’s properties
and the representation is tractable, we can investigate the linguistic validity of various parameters. While
the current work has shown some promise wrt capturing simple word order generalizations, it remains to be
seen if such a representation can capture other complex linguistic constraints.
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Abstract

We present an ongoing project of enriching an annotation of a parallel dependency treebank, namely
the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank, with verb-centered semantic annotation using a
bilingual synonym verb class lexicon, CzEngClass. This lexicon, in turn, links the predicate oc-
currences in the corpus to various external lexicons, such as FrameNet, VerbNet, PropBank frame
files, OntoNotes, and WordNet. We briefly describe the content of the CzEngClass synonym class
lexicon and then we focus on its use for an enrichment of corpus annotation, which proceeds in two
steps - automatic preprocessing and manual correction. This paper describes a first milestone of a
long-term project; so far, approx. 100 CzEngClass classes, containing about 1800 different verbs
each for both Czech and English, are available for such annotation. The corpus coverage at the
moment is about 50%, allowing us to extract some basic statistics and discover a set of issues that
appeared during the annotation process. The ultimate goal is to have a high-coverage, multilingual
verbal synonym lexicon and corpora with all events annotated by such lexicon, to serve both theo-
retical studies in lexical semantic, translatology, corpus annotation studies etc. as well as a usable
resource for training automatic semantic text processing systems for event/participant detection and
linking and for general information extraction.

1 Introduction

While there are various richly annotated corpora linked to lexicons for several languages, such as OntoNotes
(Pradhan et al., 2007) or the Prague Dependency Treebank projects (Hajič et al., 2006; Hajič et al.,
2018), there are only a few that link substantial amount of annotated material to semantic lexicons, such as
FrameNet, VerbNet, SemLink, PropBank or WordNet, and to our knowledge none that would link to all of
them within a single corpus.
The project presented in this paper aims at filling this gap. The aim is to create a richly annotated corpus

where each occurrence of a verb, for example say, is annotated by a (bi-lingual) synonym class say, tell,
disclose, report, ..., říci, sdělit, uvést, ... and its dependents in the semantic representation (regardless of their
syntactic realization) are labeled by semantic roles assigned to that class (Speaker, Addressee, Information).
Such a resource can be divided into two components:

• a semantically oriented bi- or multilingual verbal synonym lexicon, linked to all the other lexical re-
sources, and

• the richly annotated corpus that contains references to entries in this semantic lexicon at every content
verb (predicate) in the corpus.

The first component is covered by the existing CzEngClass lexicon1 (Urešová et al., 2018c) which, while
not complete and covering only Czech and English at this time, already provides enough synonym classes
(and promises more coverage in the future) to approach the annotation task (the 2nd point above).
In this paper, we start with a short description of the resources used directly or indirectly through the

available lexicon and corpus (Sect. 2), then we show how we have proceeded with the annotation process
1http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-2977.
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(Sect. 3) and present the basic statistics of the automatic part of the annotation part of the process as applied
to the whole corpus (Sect. 4). Manual corrections performed on a sample of 100 verb-pair occurrences are
described in Sect. 5, giving a first glimpse of the effort needed to complete the manual part of the annotation
for the whole corpus. Sect. 6 describes some lessons learned, summarizes the findings and provides some
hints for future work.

2 Original Resources Used

The main resource is the CzEngClass lexicon. Its entries serve as the target of reference links attached to
verb occurrences in the corpus (Urešová et al., 2018a).

2.1 The Lexicons
2.1.1 The CzEngClass Lexicon
The CzEngClass lexicon has the following structure (Fig. 1):

Figure 1: CzEngClass lexicon & other resources (from (Urešová et al., 2018a))

The lexicon consists of cross-lingual synonym classes which group verb senses (of different verbs) that
have the same or similar meaning2 and the (valency) arguments of which can be mapped to a common
set of semantic roles, called a Roleset. The semantic roles (SRs) are assigned to all the members of one
synonym class, and mapped individually to their valency arguments as captured for those verb senses in the
EngVallex (Cinková et al., 2014) and PDT-Vallex (Hajič et al., 2003) lexicons.3 In Fig. 1, the lexicons are
depicted as the square boxes on the left and right, just below the CzEngClass core lexicon depiction on top
in the big rectangular box, where each oval shows one synonym class; the purple rectangular boxes on the
bottom of one class present the common set of semantic roles for that class: Agent, Item, Change).

2The notion of “same or similar meaning” is used here rather intuitively, as the understanding of “synonymy” itself varies quite
substantially. However, adding the mapping condition between roles and arguments helps to use more substantiated and evidenced
criterion for deciding which verbs belong to the particular class.

3The valency lexicons use labels like ACT for Actor – the first argument, and PAT for Patient – the second argument, (Sgall et
al., 1986).
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The SRs are simultaneously linked to the existing verbal pairings (translational equivalents) found in the
CzEngVallex lexicon (Urešová et al., 2016). CzEngVallex (the large box in the middle of Fig. 1) is in turn
linked to the PCEDT parallel corpus (see the bottom of Fig. 1). In addition, CzEngClass entries refer also
to several existing semantic lexicons (Sect. 2.1.2). More details on the mapping of SRs to valency slots of
the corresponding valency lexicon entries are presented later in this paper, with examples in Tables 1 and 2.
The examples show some of the basic properties of the entries in the CzEngClass lexicon, and illustrate

some specific issues that had to be dealt with.

Class: surprise – překvapit
Roleset (semantic roles)

Class Member (sense ID) Experiencer Stimulus
surprise (EngVallex-ID-ev-w3269f1) PAT ACT and/orMEANS
překvapit (PDT-Vallex-ID-v-w4862f1) PAT ACT and/orMEANS
ohromit (PDT-Vallex-ID-v-w3015f1) PAT ACT and/orMEANS

Table 1: Example verbal synonym class for surprise – překvapit with role mappings (simplified)

In Table 1, a relatively “regular” (and small) synonym class is presented. This class (surprise – překvapit)
bears two semantic roles: Experiencer and Stimulus. These roles are mapped, for each class member, to
the valency slots associated with the individual verbs in the PDT-Vallex and EngVallex valency lexicons.
In this class, the mapping is the same for all verbs in the class. We can also observe here a non-trivial
(non-1:1) mapping, namely that the Stimulus is not always expressed by an ACTor alone. For example, in
Mr. X.ACT surprised Mr. Y.PAT by claiming.MEANS the prize for himself., the role Stimulus is formed
by joining of both Mr. X and the “claiming event” (for which Mr. X is in fact the ACTor).4
In Table 2, the class decline – odmítnout exposes another frequent phenomenon, namely that the same

role is mapped to different valency slots with different class members (ADDR vs. ORIG; in other classes,
frequent pairs mapped to the same role are DIR1 and ORIG or ACT and LOC). This is mostly caused by
the principles and conventions used in the underlying FGD valency theory (Sgall et al., 1986; Panevová,
1974), as reflected in the valency lexicons. At the same time, it exemplifies that from the semantic per-
spective, the valency slot labeling as determined by the rules and conventions of the FGD theory (or any
other valency theory, for that matter) is not crucial, since the mapping provides the flexibility to relate them
to the right semantic role(s). This example also shows that some verbs are included in that class, even if
they do not express some semantic role from the Roleset by using a clearly assigned valency slot or any
other modifier. Such a role (here, the Proposer) is deemed to be necessarily understood from a wider con-
text.5 For example, deny (more precisely, its sense identified by EngVallex-ID-ev-ev-w876f1) and refuse
(EngVallex-ID-ev-w@2598f1) both being without an obligatory ADDR, display this behavior. The (se-
mantic) complementation assigned to the role of Proposer is for such cases marked as #sb(“somebody”),
and it is assumed that in the process of corpus annotation, it will be inserted to the resulting representation
and connected by a (semantic) co-reference link to the actual Proposer. The last column (Restrictions or
requirements) of the Table 2 may contain additional requirements on the class member or its mapping to
be valid, such as negation (přijmout in Czech means accept, cf. last line of Table 2).

2.1.2 External Lexicons
The CzEngClass lexicon, as mentioned above, indirectly refers each verb at each entry to the following
external lexicons (Urešová et al., 2018a):

• The Berkeley FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998; Ruppenhofer et al., 2006; Fillmore, 1976; Fillmore,
1977), a lexical database of English,6

4This example does not claim anything special about (non-)agentive subjects - it rather shows that mapping between SRs and
valency slots does not have to be necessarily 1:1.

5For such cases, CzEngClass uses specific pseudo-functors, such as #any,#sb, and #sth.
6https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu
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Class: decline – odmítnout
Roleset (semantic roles) Restrictions

Class Member (sense ID) Authority Proposer Proposal or requirements
decline (EngVallex-ID-ev-w829f1) ACT ADDR PAT
deny (EngVallex-ID-ev-ev-w876f1) ACT #sb PAT
deny (EngVallex-ID-ev-ev-w876f2) ACT ADDR PAT

odmítnout (PDT-Vallex-ID-v-w2785f1) ACT #sb PAT
refuse (EngVallex-ID-ev-w@2598f1) ACT #sb PAT
přijmout (PDT-Vallex-ID-v-w5161f3) ACT ORIG PAT negation

Table 2: Example class for decline – odmítnout with role mappings (simplified, from 24 verbs)

• VerbNet (Schuler, 2006; Duffield et al., 2007; Kipper et al., 2006), a class-based verb lexicon7 with
syntactic and semantic information of English verbs,

• PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), linked to the OntoNotes corpus,8

• SemLink (Palmer, 2009)9 which connects the above lexicons, and

• WordNet (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998).10

The external links allow to compare and use these lexical resources with the annotated corpus, but for
the proper semantic annotation are not used except as a source of secondary knowledge for the annotator
when making annotation decisions.11

2.2 The PCEDT Corpus
For this project, the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank (PCEDT), as available from LDC12,
described in (Hajič et al., 2012), is used. It contains about 55,000 sentences on each language side. The
English side is the Wall Street Journal part of the Penn Treebank and the Czech side is its translation. Both
sides are annotated for the so-calledTectogrammatical Representation (TR), used for the PragueDependency
Treebank family of projects (Hajič et al., 2006). Most importantly, content verbs are annotated by their
corresponding valency lexicon entries as captured in the PDT-Vallex lexicon (Urešová et al., 2014) on the
Czech side and in the EngVallex (Cinková et al., 2014; Cinková, 2006) on the English side.
As described in (Urešová et al., 2018a) (and in Sect. 2.1 above), the PCEDT corpus has been used as a

source information for building the CzEngClass lexicon, raising the question of why the annotation cannot
be fully deterministic. However, the classes are in principle independent of the PCEDT data and they
underwent manual pruning; it is thus likely we get ambiguous (or even no) annotation by simply following
the links from the CzEngClass entries directly to the corpus. In any case, the coverage of the CzEngClass
entries will be relatively high, since they have been extracted from the same corpus in the first place.

3 The Annotation Process

3.1 Data Structure for Added Node Attributes (Technical Description, for Reference)
For the annotation process, we have used the valency reference IDs of individual verbs captured in both
appropriate valency lexicons and also in the CzEngClass classes. In the PCEDT corpus, both on the Czech
as well as English side, each occurrence of a content verb is annotated with such a valency frame ID. It is
thus straightforward to “inverse” the mapping automatically, and include a reference to the class ID with

7http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html
8http://propbank.github.io/
9https://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
10https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
11It should be noted that the coverage of these lexicons, at least based on the links found in CzEngClass, is not sufficient to allow

for a systematic use in the annotation process, both automatic and manual.
12https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2012T08
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each content verb (or at least to those contained already in CzEngClass). The “inversion” is meant with
reference to the Fig. 1, where the arrows are driven top down. In the present project, the goal is to have
direct reference links from the corpus at the bottom of Fig. 1 to the individual entries in the red box on the
top. The CzEngClass resource in its current version 0.313 assigns IDs to each verb in every class; these IDs
are being used as the final reference of the verbs in the PCEDT. The annotation schema (at the highest, TR
level) has been extended by the items (attributes) listed in Table 3.

Attribute Description
syn_class root attribute container for the semantic reference
syn_class/class class container (of current node)
…/class/class.rf ID of the class
…/class/rep human-readable class name(s)
syn_class/semrel sem. role container (rel. to parent node)
…/semrel/semrole semantic role
…/semrel/form required form
…/semrel/spec additional information
…/semrel/fromclass.rf class to which the role belongs

Table 3: The attributes for semantic (synonym classes) extension of Tectogrammatical Representation

The syn_class structured attribute contains either the class reference (class.rf), or the appro-
priate semantic role (semrole), or both (for predicates that are at the same time arguments to other
predicates, typically roots of embedded clauses). The fromclass.rf attribute of each semantic role is
necessary for temporarily ambiguous assignment of classes to its effective parent predicate, or in case of
multiple effective parents (in coordination structures etc.), for keeping the same distinction permanent in
the annotation.

3.2 Assignment of Classes
The initial assignment of CzEngClass classes to the verb occurrences in the corpus has been done au-
tomatically. First, for each occurrence of a content verb in the corpus, its valency reference is re-
trieved and searched for in the CzEngClass lexicon (checking each member in each class). If found,
the class to which this class member belongs is recorded with the content verb node in the corpus (the
syn_class/class/class.rf attribute) and the other attribute (rep) is filled appropriately.
As already explained in part in the last paragraph of Sect. 2.2, it is possible that a verb (as identified

by its valency frame ID) is found in more than one synonym class, and therefore that each occurrence
of that verb is annotated by several classes. In theory, this should not happen if the valency lexicon entries
distinguish all possible verb senses, as they in principle should (Hajič et al., 2003). However, as the “senses”
are defined, within the valency theory used, at the linguistic meaning level (and not fully semantically), there
is no contradiction in the fact that some valency entries appear in several (semantically defined) synonym
classes. Thus, there is no reason to “blame” the valency lexicons in such a case, and semantic differences
will have to - naturally - be resolved during (semantic) corpus annotation.

3.3 Assignment of Semantic Roles
After an appropriate CzEngClass class is assigned to a verb node in the semantic representation of the
corpus, the arguments are mapped to the semantic roles associated with that class and they are also filled
into the syn_class/semrel attributes of the syn_class structure of the argument’s nodes. The
automatic part of the assignment proceeds as follows:

• all the argument nodes of the given predicate are identified, based on the valency frame of the predicate
verb as originally recorded in the corpus;

13http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-2977
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• the functor of every identified argument node is assigned the appropriate semantic role based on the
CzEngClass lexicon mapping of semantic roles to arguments for the appropriate verb (class member)
entry;

• the role, the form, additional information and ID of the class to which the semantic role belongs are
stored in the syn_class/semrel attributes of the appropriate argument node.

This process might not, however, lead to all roles being represented in the corpus. For roles that are - for
the given predicate (class member) - not mapped to any argument, it is necessary to introduce a new node
in the semantic representation. This concerns roles mapped to pseudo-functors #sb,#sth, and #any. In
those cases, this new node gets a special “lemma” #SitRef (“situational reference”), its (pseudo-)functor is
copied from the CzEngClass mapping and its semantic role is filled into this node’s syn_class attributes.
Similarly, for optional arguments or free modifications (adjuncts) listed in the CzEngClass entry mappings
(for the given verb) which have not been found in the TR of the sentence in the corpus, a new artificial node
is inserted. This node gets also the #SitRef “lemma”, the appropriate functor based on the CzEngClass
mapping, and the corresponding semantic role; all filled into this new node’s syn_class attributes. This
is similar to the approach to implicit semantic roles (“Null Instantiations”) described in (Ruppenhofer et al.,
2009); the difference is that in our approach, licensing of such elements is based strictly on the set of roles
assigned to the class (not on English - or any other language’s - grammar, given that we aim at multilingual
classes). Also, we do not distinguish types of such situational references (indefinite, definite, ...) and defer
this to the future process of discourse-based linking of the #SitRef to their referents, again without taking
(grammatical) licensing into account; existence of a link will then correspond to definite null instantiations.
The #SitRef nodes are not created when two (or more) mappings exist for a given semantic role, and

not every functor from these mappings is found in the corpus sentence representation. In such a case, only
those present in the corpus are assigned a semantic role from the CzEngClass entry, and no new nodes are
created.
However, if, for a given semantic role, no node in the corpus exists to which it is mapped in the CzEng-

Class lexicon, only one #SitRef node is created, namely the one corresponding to the functor with the highest
precedence, where precedence is heuristically defined in the following way:

• core arguments in the order ACT, PAT, ADDR, EFF and ORIG;

• free modifications in the order BEN, SUBS, RCMP,MANN, LOC, TWHEN, DIR3, CAUS, AIM;

• all other free modifications in alphabetical order.

In the case of repeated free modifications in the corpus, only the first one (leftmost) is assigned the
appropriate mapped semantic role.

4 Properties of the Enriched Corpus

After the automatic assignment of the “inverted” references, statistics have been collected. For certain
configurations, examples have been extracted and an initial manual inspection performed.

4.1 Basic Statistics
About 50% of verbs annotated with the original valency lexicon entry in the corpus have received a CzEng-
Class ID (67,733 out of 130,079 on the English side and 48,445 out of 118,029 on the Czech side).
However, only 33,005 English (32,560 Czech) verbs are aligned with a Czech (English) verb found in

CzEngClass.14 In conclusion, the coverage of the corpus by the current version of CzEngClass is about half
of the corpus in terms of independent coverage of its Czech and English side, but only slightly above 25%
when also the bilingual alignment is taken into account.
Up to five classes have been assigned to a single verb node in the corpus; i.e., there are verbs (verb senses)

in both Czech and English that appear in (up to) five CzEngClass synonym classes. While the 1:1 alignment
14The asymmetry between the two last numbers is due to non-1:1 verb alignments.
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prevails (in about one third of the cases where the aligned verbs are both found in CzEngClass), there are
nontrivial numbers of occurrences of a 2:2, 1:2, 2:1, 3:2 etc. alignments.
Finally, of those 27,242 pairs aligned n:n (only 1:1, 2:2 and 3:3 alignments found), 21,050 CzEngClass

class pairs fully matched between the two languages.

4.2 Manual Inspection and Examples of Mismatch
The fully matching pairs (i.e., those 21,050 matching pairs, or more precisely the 16,825 1:1-aligned full
matches) are in fact what is to be expected, should the bilingual semantic synonym lexicon be “nice and
clean.” However, not unexpectedly, language(s) do(es) not behave that nicely. It is therefore interesting to
investigate the other cases.
Manual inspection of the non-1:1, non-matching cases revealed the following:

• for any non-1:1 alignment, i.e., for cases when the Czech or English verb or both are in more than one
class: either the classes should be merged (as is often the case, e.g., for the verbs of communication, as
we have acknowledged in (Urešová et al., 2018b) while describing an independent manual annotation
experiment), or the verb sense distinctions as represented by the valency frames in the PDT-Vallex and
EngVallex lexicons, as used for the PCEDT corpus annotation, are too coarse-grained and should be
split into more verb senses;

• for an 1:1 alignment where the classes do not match, there are two possible causes:

– the classes/alignments are plain wrong,
– or the alignment is (sort of) OK, but the original sentence has been translated too freely, refor-
mulating the source text to the extent that synonymy between the two “corresponding” verbs does
not hold as defined in the CzEngClass specifications (Urešová et al., 2018a).15

For example, the aligned verb pair say - uvést has been (in many sentences) assigned three classes on the
English side and two of them at the Czech side; closer inspection shows that these are to be merged.16
Example of a non-matching 1:1 class alignment is the pair suggest - ukázat: each side has been assigned a

different class. Closer inspection shows that the Czech verb has semantically two different meanings - one is
close to suggest, and the other one corresponds to prove, implicate, establish, demonstrate, ... which suggests
that two senses of the Czech verb ukázat should be established (pun intended).
We are leaving out the cases where the original alignment does not strictly pair verbs (e.g., the translation

is not literal, nominalization has been used, alignment error).

5 Manual Corrections

After the automatic part of the semantic annotation process has been completed, manual effort is needed
to disambiguate and correct it.
One hundred paired verb occurrences in the parallel corpus have been selected from section 00 of the

PCEDT (continuously to have wider context available).17 Only those aligned pairs that have been both auto-
matically assigned at least one class have been considered. Out of these 100 pairs, i.e., 200 verb tokens (100
on the Czech side, 100 on the English side), 117 verb occurrences have been assigned multiple classes (up
to 4 different ones), 48 in Czech and 69 in English. As a first step, these had to be manually disambiguated.

5.1 Removing Duplicate Classes
As it appears, many of the multiply assigned classes have in fact been the artifact of the CzEngClass lexicon
construction - some classes are clearly duplicates and should have been merged. This concerns mostly
the class say - říci, which is in fact assigned (to various verbs occurring in the corpus) in almost half the

15In fact, the translation could also be plain wrong, but we have not found such a case.
16It should be noted that the reason for having very similar classes that in fact should be just one class (i.e. to be merged in the

process) is merely the way the classes have been created: each has been seeded by a randomly chosen verb, but some could have
been synonyms, which could only be revealed later by the annotation process as described in (Urešová et al., 2018b) and here.

17Files wsj0006 to wsj0020.
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sentence pairs (46 out of the 100 pairs). The other class identified for such a merge in the lexicon is require
- vyžadovat. After removing such duplicates, there remained 27 Czech and 60 English verb occurrences to
manually disambiguate.

5.2 Manual Class Disambiguation
After the remaining 27 Czech and 60 English verbs have been disambiguated, statistics on the type of the
disambiguation have been collected (Table 4).18

Disambiguation type: More specific More general Competing
class selected class selected selected

Czech 13 7 7
English 51 2 7
Total 64 9 14

Table 4: Statistics on manual class disambiguation results, by type

Closer inspection shows the following:

• most of the English cases where more specific meaning has been selected applies to the verb say, which
appears both in the class say - říci as well as in the more general class talk - mluvit.19

• other examples where the more specific class has been selected are the classes offer - nabídnout and
provide - poskytnout, which share, e.g., the verb offer itself, used in two different contexts: if the entity
offered is a true offer which can be refused, it belongs to the more general class offer - nabídnout,
whereas if the offer also means that it has to be ’accepted’ unconditionally, then it has to be annotated
by the class provide - poskytnout, as in: “[it] is the second incentive plan the magazine has offered
advertisers in three years”20, where the advertisers have no choice but to use this new plan (if they want
to advertise in this particular magazine).

• examples of where the more general class of competing classes in a hierarchical relation is pay - platit
vs. repay - splatit; these classes share a number of verbs, but depending on context, the more specific
or the more general class must be selected. In the sentence “... to pay for the plant”21 the more general
interpretation has been selected, since not even the textual context (discourse) makes it clear whether
this payment is a “simple” payment, or a repayment of a loan or similar debt.22

• an example of a selection among competing classes, where no hierarchy among them could be identi-
fied, are the following three classes, found three times in the annotated sample: expect - čekat (some-
thing from somebody), anticipate - předpokládat and predict - předpovídat, which share the verbs expect,
suppose, believe, očekávat, čekat and others. While these verbs share valency frames across usages and
interpretations, they are used in non-synonymous contexts - expecting (that someone does something
which he/she should do or is planned to do) is not the same as predicting/forecasting (that something
happens) and that is in turn not the same as anticipating (that something I believe happens actually
happens). However, in this case no hierarchy could be determined among these classes.

18The purpose of this experiment was to find interesting cases, as opposed to measuring statistical variables such as inter-
annotator agreement, for which there was not enough data. For larger but simpler annotation sample and its evaluation, see (Urešová
et al., 2018b).

19There is no explicit hierarchy recorded in the CzEngClass lexicon yet, but the analysis of (not only) the ambiguous cases clearly
shows that there must be one to be taken into account in the future.

20File wsj0012, sentence 2
21File wsj0015, sentence 3
22The actual full sentence reads: “In a disputed 1985 ruling, The Commerce Commission said Commonwealth Edison could raise

its electricity rates by $49 million to pay for the plant.”; we might speculate that from the fact that the company is acquiring the plant
now while rates can only be raised in the future, it follows that it has to borrow money now and repay those $49 million later, but
that would be reaching too much into the world knowledge and even then, one cannot exclude that the conditions of the contract
will be different and no borrowing in fact occurs. In such cases, the rule that we have adopted reads “use the more general class if
no clear evidence is found to opt for the more specific one”.
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The above points confirm, as already noted, that it will be practical to introduce a hierarchy into the (so
far) flat list of classes in the CzEngClass lexicon. However, it seems that such a hierarchy will be slightly
different than the one found e.g., in FrameNet, mainly because it will have no “container-only” classes (such
as those found in FrameNet). The nodes in the “hierarchical tree” will be the classes themselves, and the
tree will be used for guiding the annotation. We are leaving for future work to see if the evidence from the
corpus annotation, as exemplified above, has any theoretical or methodological implications in the area of
synonymy or lexical semantics in general.

5.3 Reassigning Semantic Roles
In some cases, the automatic assignment of semantic roles based on the CzEngClass lexicon failed; out
of the 100 predicated verb occurrences examined (corresponding to 290 pairs of dependent aligned nodes
holding semantic roles), 21 displayed a problem (7.2%). After an inspection, we determined a few types of
failures:

• structural splitting of a semantic role:
This is a typical case for verbs of communication, where one semantic role can be expressed either as
one valency argument (typically as PATient) or as two valency arguments (typically split into PATient
and EFFect): Paul said that he is.PAT-Information a liar. vs. Paul said about him.PAT-Information
that he is.EFF-Information a liar.

• multiple structural expression of a semantic role:
Some semantic roles can be syntactically expressed inmultiple ways that are not mirrored in the valency
frame. This is partially due to the valency theory used for the Tectogrammatical Representation. For
example, the semantic role “Speaker” can be structurally expressed in multiple ways, such as ACTor
or LOCcation: He.ACT-Speaker called him a liar. vs. In The New York Times.LOC-Speaker, he was
called a liar.23

• semantic roles reassigned to other nodes (not directly dependent on verb); for example, in a sentence
containing “... expect regulatory approval”,24 the semantic role Source for the verb expect is the regula-
tory body, but since it syntactically depends on approval, and not on the verb expect itself, the automatic
assignment of roles based on the valency to role mappings could not identify it correctly.

5.4 Situational Reference
The newly introduced nodes identified by the “lemma” #SitRef aremeant to be linked to the actual situational
participant in the current sentence, or more likely somewhere else in the annotated document, much like
textual co-reference is being marked in the tectogrammatical annotation of the corpus.25 This situation
appears not to be frequent, except for errors in the original annotation or in the underlying valency lexicons
and for certain frequent verbs in classes with the Benefactive and Addressee roles. We are leaving this to
the future work.26

5.5 Example Annotation
Figs. 2 to 5 show two (occurrences of) English verbs in the corpus, say and expect, both before and after
the manual annotation as described in Sect. 3 and 5, for the sentence “The thrift holding company said it
expects to obtain regulatory approval and complete the transaction by year-end.” (File wsj0006, sentence
2).
In these Figures, the underlying section of the deep dependency tree as originally annotated using the

tectogrammatical representation specification is shown in gray and node labels (lemma, functor) in black.
23Although one can consider to use two different labels for one semantic role distinguishing the animacy here (Speaker vs.

Medium), due to a similar phenomenon occurring at other verbs and synonymous classes the authors decided to keep only one
label and in sentences like NYT .ACT called him a liar, the ACTor is still labeled as Speaker and not Medium.

24File wsj0015, sentence 23
25Unless they were reassigned in one of the previous steps of the manual revisions of the corpus.
26For the purpose of the experiment described here, the #SitRef nodes have not been part of the evaluation.
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Blue and brown arrows show textual and grammatical coreference links. The CO label suffix denotes parts
of coordinated structure. The most relevant for the discussion here are the red and green node attributes:
the classes assigned by the CzEngClass lexicon are in red, and the semantic roles are in green (please note
that the semantic roles are complemented by the class identifier, also in green, to determine to which class
this role belongs in case of multiple classes assigned to their parent verb node).

Figure 2: Automatic assignment of classes to say - ambiguity between classes 31 and 61

Figure 3: The verb say after disambiguation - class 61 and its roles selected

Figures 2 and 3 show a simple case where it was sufficient to disambiguate the appropriate class assigned
automatically to the verb say in the example sentence, based on CzEngClass lexicon. Class 31 (talk) does
not fit since the embedded clause is not just a topic, but a full information conveyed. Once disambiguated,
the roles fit correctly.
Figures 4 and 5 show the more complex case of expect. First, there are three synonym classes to disam-

biguate: 2 (expect), 92 (await) and 93 (assume); the correct one in this case is class 2 (expect). For roles, it
is necessary to link the newly generated #SitRef node to its (cognitive) antecedent, which is the regulator.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an experiment that enriched an existing annotated corpus by verb synonym classes,
using a preliminary version of the CzEngClass lexicon. Even after the full lexicon is available, it is however
expected that even the approx. half of the corpus (if the percentages from Sect. 4.1 can be extrapolated)
which could have been automatically pre-annotated with the CzEngClass entries will need some manual
inspection.
The verbs and their translations will, naturally, be never perfectly 1:1 aligned; we have shown some of the

reasons and examples in Sect. 4.2. Assuming the identified duplicate classes are removed from the lexicon,
there is about one-quarter of verb occurrences on the Czech side that are ambiguously annotated and need
manual disambiguation; on the English side, this number was higher (60 out of the 100 sample occurrences),
but this was due to a single verb - say - which might be perhaps tackled by introducing heuristics into the
automatic pre-annotation procedure (e.g., select the class assigned on the Czech side if the aligned Czech
verb is unambiguous and its class matches one of the English classes, possibly with additional restrictions).
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Figure 4: Automatic assignment of classes to expect - classes 2, 92 and 93

Figure 5: The verb expect after disambiguation - class 2 and its roles selected, #SitRef linked to regulatory

Similarly, the assignment of semantic roles to verb arguments and adjuncts as annotated in the corpus
will need a manual pass. However, as the sample annotation has shown, the expected effort to correct errors
in the semantic roles labeling part is relatively small - in the sample’s 290 pre-assigned semantic roles, only
7.2% had to be corrected.
In the future, once the CzEngClass lexicon is published in full covering most, if not all, of the PCEDT

corpus, the process described in Sect. 3 will be rerun, all the class alignments checked, and the resulting
corpus will be published. This interlinked pair of resources will then be used for comparative lexical-
semantic studies (also thanks to the links to the external lexicons, such as FrameNet, VerbNet, PropBank and
WordNet), for study of translation from the lexical equivalence and synonymy perspective, and for machine
learning experiments, e.g., for automatically extending the verb class synonym lexicon, and eventually for
fully automatic annotation of (mono-, bi- and multilingual) corpora.
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Abstract 

The data from a parallel annotated English–Czech corpus serve for testing the general issue of the 

variability of the mutual position of LOC and TWHEN in Czech and English (Sect. 4.1) and for the 

analysis of the relation between information structure and the given order in the two languages 

(Sect. 4.2). The most relevant and innovative results in the investigation, namely the cases where 

the position of TWHEN and LOC differs in Czech and English in that the same modification is 

placed in Topic in the sentence in one language and in Focus in the corresponding sentence in the 

other are presented in Sect. 4.3. 

1    Motivation and Research Question 

In the early days of a massive entrance of corpus linguistics on the linguistic scene, C. J. Fillmore, in an 

attempt to characterize his own research position, compares two kinds of linguists: an armchair linguist 

and a corpus linguist. Fillmore (1992, 35) says: “Armchair linguist sits in his armchair, with his eyes 

closed and his hands clasped behind his back, once in a while, opens his eyes and shouts: Wow, what a 

neat fact”, while “Corpus linguist: has all of the primary facts he needs in the form of a corpus of approx-

imately one zillion running words and he sees his job as that of deriving secondary facts from his prima-

ry facts.” And he concludes: “… the two kinds of linguists need each other. Or better, that the two kinds 

of linguists, wherever possible, should exist in the same body”. As for himself, he claims to be “an arm-

chair linguist who refuses to give up his old ways but who finds profit in being a consumer of some of 

the resources that corpus linguists have created”. 

In the era (and in the context) of treebanking, one can consider an armchair linguist to be a theoretical-

ly minded linguist and a corpus to be an annotated corpus in the form of treebanks, and it is in this sense 

that we have formulated our particular research question. The phenomenon under investigation is the 

relation of word order and information structure, the particular cases are temporal and local modifica-

tions of predicates and the data come from a parallel English–Czech annotated corpus (treebank). 

The task we have faced is complicated by two facts: first, the information on structure is a very com-

plex phenomenon and different approaches to its treatment have been proposed in theoretical literature 

since the pioneering studies by Czech scholars in the first half of the last century followed by such prom-

inent linguists and semanticists as M.A.K. Halliday, B.H. Partee, M. Rooth, M. Krifka, E.F. Prince, K. 

Lambrecht, M. Steedman, E. Vallduví and E. Engdahl, to name just a few, and, second, it is hard to as-

sess this phenomenon, so that annotation of information structure is very tricky (cf. Cook and Bildhouer, 

2011) and therefore has to be carefully checked. 
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2    State of the Art 

Though English representative grammars do not provide a systematic and comprehensive information on 

a possible variability of word order in English (which is quite understandable due to the predominance of 

grammatical factor determining the English SVO word order), it is somehow taken for granted, esp. in 

teaching English as a second language, that the unmarked order is SVOMPT, that is to say that with 

adverbials placed after the Object, Manner precedes Place and Place precedes Time. This more or less 

practical instruction is also reflected in Quirk et al. (1985, esp. parts 8.22–8.23): “Concerning adjuncts of 

the same grammatical class, subject to the stylistic and realizational factors already mentioned, will have 

their sequence determined by semantics and will normally appear in the order: process – space – time” 

(p. 650) giving examples such as He worked at home that day. or The plane arrived uneventfully at Hon-

olulu by midnight. The authors continue: “Thus within the same class of adjuncts, those concerned with 

time are seen to be rather peripheral and this explains the case with which they can be moved to I 

(= initial position, EH): By midnight, the plane arrived uneventfully at Honolulu.” In the part on the rela-

tive positions of adjuncts (Chapter 8.87, pp. 565 ff.) the authors specify the order as respect – process – 

space – time – contingency, with two restrictions influenced by the information focus and the form of 

realization. 

Leech and Svartvik (1994) mention the issues relevant for our investigation only briefly in the part on 

the position of adverbials (pp. 226–231) saying (p. 226) that “the place of an adverbial depends partly on 

its structure (whether it is an adverb, a prepositional phrase or clause, etc.), partly on its meaning (wheth-

er it denotes time, place, manner, degree, etc.). End-focus and end-weight also play a part.” The above-

mentioned SVOMPT rule obtains here the following form: “When more than one of the main classes of 

adverbials occur in end-position, the normal order is manner/means/instrument + place + time.” The 

authors also take into account the influence of the form and the overall structure of the sentence, e.g. the 

fact that some adverbials which normally have an end-position can be in the front-position to avoid too 

many adverbials at the end of the sentence: The whole morning he was working on his speech in the of-

fice. 

As for Czech, the relative freedom of surface word order makes it necessary to look for other than 

grammatical factors as determinants of the linear ordering of words in the sentence, the information 

structure being one of the main. In Vol. 3 of the representative Czech grammar Mluvnice češtiny (1987, 

p. 602) a “basic word order” is postulated, which is considered to be semantically based, reflecting the 

degrees of the so-called communicative dynamism (CD) as defined by the Czech anglicist Jan Firbas.
1
 

This basic word order may be influenced by the grammatical structure of the sentence, by its rhythmical 

structure and, marginally, by the size of the sentence elements in question. In the theory of information 

structure we subscribe to (the so-called topic–focus articulation, TFA, see e.g. Sgall et al., 1973; 1980; 

1986) two orderings are postulated: one reflected in the surface shape of the sentence (surface word or-

der) and the so-called underlying (deep) word order in the underlying (tectogrammatical) structure of the 

sentence. The underlying word order is semantically determined (and relevant), it reflects the TFA of the 

sentence and its counterpart in the surface is influenced, in addition to the TFA factors, by prosody, the 

overall structure of the sentence (e.g. the complexity of the structure), etc. One of the important notions 

introduced is the so-called systemic ordering (SO) as the order of verb modifications in the Focus part 

(see e.g. Sgall et al., 1980). The hypothesized order of main verb modifications is as follows: Actor – 

Temp – Cause – Regard – Aim – Manner – Accompaniment – Locative – Means – Addressee – Patient – 

Effect. The notion of SO in Focus is supposed to be universal, but the concrete order of modifications 

                                                             

1 Cf. Firbas (1992, p. 105) “… the degree of CD carried by a linguistic element is the relative informational (communicative) 

value the element acquires in the development of the communication.”  
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may differ from language to language and has been already tested for some of them, see e.g. for German 

Sgall et al. (1995), for English Preinhaelterová (1997), for Czech Rysová (2014). 

3    Methodology and Data 

Our research question concerns the position of temporal and local modifications of predicates in Czech 

and English and the relation of this position to the information structure. The data come from a parallel 

English–Czech annotated corpus PCEDT (Hajič et al., 2012), which is a mostly manually annotated 

parallel corpus of English and Czech texts with almost 50 thousand sentences for each part. The E. part 

contains the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), along with the origi-

nal phrase-structure analysis and a newly added dependency-based deep structure syntactic analysis (tec-

togrammatics). The Cz. part consists of manual translations of the original texts, along with their surface 

and deep syntactic analyses, automatically parsed and manually checked. We have analyzed the corpus 

findings and compared the results with claims made by existing representative grammars and other rele-

vant studies and have tried to draw attention to contextual and other factors that play decisive role in the 

surface ordering of temporal (TWHEN) and locative (LOC) modifications. In doing so, we had in mind 

two limitations: the corpus data belong to the journalistic genre in which the TFA is not that clear as in 

other genres, and the translated sentences may be inclined to follow automatically the original order. 

4    Queries and Corpus Findings 

We have carried out a series of queries in which we were concerned with a general issue of variability of 

the mutual position of LOC and TWHEN in Czech and English (Sect. 4.1) and with the relation between 

TFA and the given order in the given languages (Sect. 4.2). The most relevant and innovative results in 

our investigation, namely the cases where the position of TWHEN and LOC differs in Czech and Eng-

lish in that the same modification is placed in Topic in the sentence in one language and in Focus in the 

corresponding sentence in the other are presented in Sect. 4.3. 

4.1   Variability of the position of TWHEN and LOC 

We have searched in the parallel corpus for cases with the Predicate as the root of the tree (excluding 

thus coordinated sentences) in which both TWHEN and LOC (occurring in the same tree) depend on the 

same Predicate. This search was carried out in the whole PCEDT, i.e. in the total of 39507 sentences 

with the Predicate as the root of the tree. The cases relevant for this step amount to 0.96% of the corpus. 

The results of our search are summarized in Table 1, where the E || Cz column refers to the number of 

cases in which the positions in Czech and English are the same. 

It should be emphasized that the figures in Table 1 do not take into account the position of the modifi-

cations be it in the Topic or in the Focus, they just reflect the mutual positions of these modifications in 

the sentences in which both of them occur. The figures indicate that both orders are possible both in Eng-

lish and in Czech, and that in English the orders are relatively balanced (190 to 191), while in Czech the 

more frequent order is that of TWHEN before LOC (278 times when compared to LOC before TWHEN 

occurring 103 times). 

 

  E || Cz E / Cz Total E / Cz 

LOC < TWHEN 85 105/18 190/103 

TWHEN < LOC 173 18/105 191/278 

Total 258 123     381 

Table 1: The relative position of TWHEN and LOC in English and Czech in PCEDT 
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4.2   The relative position of TWHEN and LOC in the Focus part of the sentence 

4.2.1    In the next step, we have taken into account the assumed division of the sentence into Topic and 

Focus and looked for cases in which both TWHEN and LOC were in the Focus part. The reasons why 

we have concentrated on the Focus part of the sentence, are twofold: first, and most importantly, we 

wanted to check whether and under which conditions the hypothesis of the above mentioned SO in the 

Focus is valid, both for English and for Czech, and, second, in this way, we could also check the before-

mentioned general English word order “rule” SVOMPT, which indicates the order of Time after Place in 

the post-verbal position; with certain simplifications the post-verbal position may be considered to func-

tion as the Focus of the sentence. 

We have tried first to search in that part of the PCEDT in which the sentences were annotated also as 

for their Topic–Focus articulation (3857 sentences), but the number of cases in which both TWHEN and 

LOC occurred in the same sentence in the relevant positions both in English and in Czech was very low 

(34 instances). Therefore we have decided to approximate the division into Topic and Focus as the posi-

tion before (Topic) and after (Focus) the Predicate2 and to carry out the search in the whole of PCEDT 

(on sentences with Predicate as the root of the tree), separately for English and for Czech.  

 

  E. E. after manual inspection Cz. 

TWHEN < LOC 129 103 164 

LOC < TWHEN 202 130  90 

TOTAL 331 233 254 

Table 2: The occurrence of orderings of TWHEN and LOC in Focus in E. and in Cz. in PCEDT 

 

The total number of sentences checked was 42717 for English and 39507 for Czech; the difference fol-

lows from the fact that there exist cases where one of the modifications is not realized by a separate sen-

tence element.3 The results are given in Table 2. 

The data obtained have made it possible to check the validity of the assumed so-called systemic order-

ing. The first attempt at such a verification for Czech was carried out by Rysová (2014) analyzing the 

data from the Prague Dependency Treebank 2.0 (PDT).4 The relevant figures in her Tables 6.1 (p. 77) 

and 6.10 (p.96) are summarized below in Table 3: 

 

  Total number of occurrences occurring in F % 

TWHEN 14552 4623 32 

LOC 16948 10081 59 

LOC < TWHEN   72  

TWHEN < LOC   332  

Table 3: The frequency of TWHEN and LOC (expressed by non-sentential elements) and their ordering 

in Focus in Czech in PDT 2.0 according to Rysová (2014) 

                                                             

2
 Such an approximation is based on the hypothesis common in many studies of information structure that the verb in princi-

ple stands on the boundary between the Topic and the Focus, cf. the notion of transition in Firbas (1992) and the analyses of 

Czech in Sgall et al. (1980) and Uhlířová (1974; 1987). 
3 Comparing the English sentences containing LOC and TWHEN in PCEDT (without coordinated main predicates) with their 

Czech counterparts, LOC is missing in Cz. in 192 cases, and TWHEN is missing in Cz. in 88 cases. The difference is a con-

sequence of several facts: the given modification in one language is translated by means of a different type of modification, a 

coordination structure is used in one language and not in the other, the given modification is understood as dependent on 

Noun rather than on a PRED, the dependency relations were understood differently, or a different structure is used in the 

translation. 
4 The PDT (see the most recent version Hajič et al., 2018), contains approx. 50 thousand sentences of Czech journalistic texts 

annotated manually on several layers (morphology, surface and deep syntax) and contains also annotation of the topic-focus 

articulation of the sentences. 
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Rysová’s results demonstrate that the data of PDT 2.0 support the SO as TWHEN < LOC; she also gives 

an explanation of the cases that do not correspond to this hypothesized order. Her observation is support-

ed by the PCEDT data (see Table 2), though not so convincingly, which may be explained by the fact 

that the PCEDT data are translations and as such may mimicry to a considerable extent the E. order. 

For English, our “raw” data indicate a different situation: TWHEN < LOC = 129 which is less than 

LOC < TWHEN = 202. However, after a manual inspection resulting in filtering out cases where the 

given modification, though placed after the verb, has to be characterized as contextually bound,5 i.e. 

belonging to the Topic part of the sentence, the figures attested were 103 for the TWHEN < LOC order, 

and 130 LOC < TWHEN order, which means that the preference for LOC < TWHEN is not so striking.  

4.2.2    Let us first examine the examples of the TWHEN < LOC order, i.e. the order hypothesized by 

SO but counter to the assumed SVOMPT order. In 3 cases a decisive role was played by the form of the 

LOC modification as a clause (1). 

(1) Researchers began using the drug in February.TWHEN on patients.LOC who had received kid-

ney, liver, heart and pancreas transplants.  

In the remaining 100 cases the LOC modification can be supposed to exemplify the order as predicted by 

SO. In most of them, both modifications are short (or of a comparable length) so that the “weight” crite-

rion cannot be applied, see (2). 

(2) A volcano will erupt next month.TWHEN on the fabled Strip.LOC: a 60-foot mountain spewing 

smoke and flame every five minutes.  

With some examples, the TWHEN modification is closely related to the extralinguistic context (e.g. 

today) so that it can be understood as contextually bound and belonging to the Topic (3), though a differ-

ent interpretation is also possible because in the preceding co-text District Court in Philadelphia is men-

tioned. 

(3) The trial begins today.TWHEN in federal court.LOC in Philadelphia.LOC.  

4.2.3    As for the LOC < TWHEN order, i.e. the order counter to the SO but in concord with the as-

sumed SVOMPT order, we have again put aside examples in which TWHEN was expressed by a clause, 

which certainly had an impact on its end-position. This group was much larger than in the previous case, 

namely there were 48 examples in which the TWHEN modification was expressed by a clause, see (4): 

(4) Judy and I were in our back yard.LOC when the lawn started rolling like ocean waves.TWHEN 

The rest of the examples (82 sentences) mostly include the two modifications expressed by noun groups 

of a similar length (5), with an exception of some cases where the weight was a decisive factor (6).6 

(5) Mr. Guber got his start in the movie business at Columbia.LOC two decades.TWHEN ago.  

(6) WASHINGTON lies low.LOC after the stock market's roller-coaster ride.TWHEN.  

 

                                                             

5 In the TFA theory, on which the TFA annotation is based (see e.g. Sgall et al., 1986), contextual boundness is a primary 

notion interpreted as follows: A contextually bound node represents an item presented by the speaker as referring to an entity 

assumed to be easily accessible by the hearer(s), i.e. more or less predictable, readily available to the hearers in their memory. 

Each element of the underlying dependency tree of a given sentence is assigned one of the values of the TFA attribute, name-

ly cb (contextually bound non-contrastive), c (contextually bound contrastive) or nb (contextually non-bound). 
6 As remarked by one of the reviewers, “lie low” may be understood rather as an idiomatic expression. 
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4.2.4   We have also made a random inspection for particular cases where the parallel English and Czech 

sentences differed in the ordering of the two modifications. Interestingly enough, there are cases for 

which we have not found any reason why this was so, except for the “different ordering principles” (7). 

(7) E.: The company was founded in Sacramento.LOC in 1929.TWHEN by two brothers, Ralph and 

Walter Merksamer, who operated as DeVon's Jewelers. 

Cz.: Společnost založili v roce 1929.TWHEN v Sacramentu.LOC bratři Ralph a Walter 

Merksamerovi pod jménem DeVon's Jewelers.  

However, having in mind that our parallel corpus was composed of translations from English to Czech, 

there was no surprise that the “principle ordering” in the target language was not obeyed and the Czech 

translation copied the order in E., see (8): 

(8) E.: Mr. Guber got his start in the movie business at Columbia.LOC two decades ago.TWHEN.  

Cz.: Guber začínal ve filmové branži v Columbia.LOC před dvěma desítkami let.TWHEN. 

To sum up, while the SO for Cz. has been supported by both the PDT and the PCEDT data, the data for 

E. provide a slight support for the SVOMPT order.  

4.3 Differences between Czech and English in the placement of TWHEN or LOC in the Topic 

and in the Focus 

Most interesting for our study are the cases, where the two languages studied differ in the placement of 

the modifications TWHEN or LOC in the Topic in one language and in the Focus part of the same sen-

tence in the other. In order to get a richer sample of examples, we have searched in the whole of PCEDT 

and we have again approximated the division into Topic and Focus by the position of these modifications 

before (Topic) and after (Focus) the main verb (PRED). We have at our disposal the samples in Table 4. 

 

  TWHEN LOC 

In E. before PRED, in Cz. after PRED 233 67 

In E. after PRED, in Cz. before PRED 765 271 

TOTAL different order in E. and Cz. 998 338 

 Table 4: The position of TWHEN and LOC with respect to the Predicate in English compared to Czech 

4.3.1 The position of TWHEN 

We have randomly chosen a sample of 100 E. sentences and their Cz. counterparts from each of the sets 

(out of 233 and 765 examples, respectively) and analyzed them, also with regard to the previous context. 

The following observations seem to hold:7 

A.    TWHEN after the Predicate in English and before the Predicate in Czech 

(i) Typically, TWHEN is expressed in E. by a short adverb (-ly adverb, yesterday, …) and is placed next 

to the Predicate. In such a case, this post-verbal element may be considered to be a part of Topic also in 

E. 

(9) E.: In national over-the-counter trading, the company closed yesterday at $23.25 a share. 

Cz.: Při celostátním mimoburzovním obchodování společnost včera uzavřela na 23.25. 

(ii) TWHEN is expressed in E. by a short adverb and placed at the end of the sentence, but (presumably) 

this adverb does not carry the intonation centre; these examples, if analyzed properly with regard to Top-

                                                             

7 In the examples, the relevant elements are underlined. 
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ic and Focus rather than with regard to its pre- or post-verbal position, would not represent instances of 

differences we are looking for (10). 

(10) E.: Democrats had been negotiating with some Republican congressional leaders on a com-

promise lately.  

Cz.: V poslední době vyjednávali demokraté s některými čelními republikánskými představiteli Kon-

gresu o kompromisu. 

(iii) In E., the position of TWHEN at the end of the sentence (i.e. in the prototypical position of Focus) is 

due to the weight of the element, being a prepositional phrase or a whole dependent clause (11). 

(11) E.: The shares traded at about A$ 1.50 in March, when the plan to acquire MGM\/UA was an-

nounced. 

Cz.: V březnu, kdy byl plán na převzetí společnosti MGM/UA oznámen, se akcie obchodovaly kolem 

1,50 australského dolaru.  

(iv) Nevertheless there was a considerable number of “true” examples where the E. sentence differed 

from its Cz. equivalent in the placement of the TWHEN modification in the Topic vs. the Focus part 

(12), (13): 

(12) E.: Coke introduced a caffeine-free sugared cola based on its original formula in 1983. 

Cz.: Coke v roce 1983 uvedla na trh bezkofeinovou slazenou kolu založenou na původní receptuře. 

(13) E.: But losers were spread in a broad range by the end of the session.  

Cz.: Ale koncem burzovního dne se rozšířily řady těch, co ztratili. 

For some of these cases, as (14), the initial position of TWHEN in Cz. may be interpreted as a contras-

tive Topic: it is still (a part of) Topic, the sentence being “about” it, but the contrastive character of this 

element makes it comparable with Focus (which, as a choice of alternatives, always has a contrastive 

character).  

(14) E.: But we're ... going to be in the exact same situation next year. 

Cz.: Ale příští rok budeme... v naprosto stejné situaci. 

B.    TWHEN before the Predicate in English and after the Predicate in Czech 

(i) A tendency observed by Czech grammars was attested in our data, to place the Predicate into the se-

cond position of the Cz. sentence, which has led to the placement of the TWHEN modification after the 

verb also in case in which it was an indisputable element of the Topic of the sentence (15): 

(15) E.: A year earlier, Nationwide Health earned.PRED $2.4 million, or 29 cents a share.  

Cz.: Výnosy společnosti Nationwide Health činily.PRED v loňském roce 2.4 milionu dolarů, neboli 

29 centů na akcii. 

(ii) The difference in the placement of the TWHEN modification is due to the preferred position of short 

adverbs in E. (16):  

(16) E.: The utility company currently has about 82.1 million shares outstanding.  

Cz.: Tento podnik veřejných služeb má v současné době v oběhu 82.1 milionu akcií. 

(iii) However, even in this group, quite clear examples are found testifying the difference in Topic and 

Focus in E. and in Cz.; in some cases, the initial position should be understood as a contrastive Topic 

(17), see Quirk et al. (1985) where fronting is mentioned as a regular means for emphasizing a contras-

tive Topic. 
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(17) E.: Only twice since the 1960s has annual gross domestic product growth here fallen below 5% 

for two or more consecutive years.  

Cz.: Roční nárůst hrubého domácího produktu zde spadl pod 5 % během dvou nebo více po sobě 

jdoucích let pouze dvakrát od šedesátých let.  

4.3.2 The position of LOC 

We have again randomly chosen 100 sentences from the set of LOC after PRED in E. and we have ana-

lyzed all the sentences in the set of LOC before PRED in E. (i.e. the total of 67 sentences) taking into 

consideration also the previous context. The following observations seem to hold: 

A.    LOC after the Predicate in English and before the Predicate in Czech 

(i) As has been mentioned above in our discussion on the sentences with TWHEN, the position of a 

modification close to the Predicate may be considered as a part of Topic or alternatively as a part of Fo-

cus, as the example below demonstrates: 

(18) E.: The two boards said.PRED in a joint statement that the proposed merger agreement was 

considered in separate board meetings in Oslo Monday.  

Cz.: Obě správní rady ve společném prohlášení uvedly.PRED, že navrhovaná dohoda o sloučení by-

la v pondělí posouzena na jednotlivých zasedáních správních rad v Oslu.  

(ii) The final position in E. need not be an indicator of the Focus position because the given element need 

not be a carrier of the intonation center; the prosodic factor is decisive here for the identification of Focus 

(19): 

(19) E.: Logic plays a minimal role here.  

Cz.: Logika tady hraje minimální roli. 

(iii) A modification is placed at the end of the sentence in E. because of its weight, which does not neces-

sarily mean that this modification is in Focus (20): 

(20) E.: The topic never comes up in ozone depletion “establishment'' meetings, of which I have at-

tended many.  

Cz.: Toto téma se na „schvalovacích" schůzích o ozónové díře, kterých jsem navštívil hodně, nikdy 

neujme. 

(iv) The placement of the modification is given by grammatical restrictions of word order in E., namely 

that subject should precede the verb (21); there belong also examples with there-construction (22): 

(21) E.: A tractor, his only mechanized equipment, stands in front of the pigsty.  

Cz.: Před prasečím chlívem stojí traktor, jeho jediné mechanizované zařízení.  

(22) E.: There was no new-issue activity in the derivative market.  

Cz.: Na trhu odvozených cenných papírů nebyla vyvíjena žádná nová emisní aktivita.  

(v) The dependency relation is different in the original and in the translation: in E. “on television” de-

pends on “events”, while in Cz. the LOC is understood as a modification of the verb (23). 

(23) E.: The Series typically is among the highest-rated sports events on television.  

Cz.: V televizi světová série obvykle patří mezi nejvýše hodnocené sportovní události.  

(vi) However, similarly as is the case with the placement of the modification TWHEN, there was a con-

siderable number of “true” examples where the original E. sentence differed from its Cz. equivalent in 

the placement of the LOC modification in the Topic vs. in the Focus part (24), (25). 
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(24) E.: The citation was misstated in Friday's edition.  

Cz.: V pátečním vydání byla tato citace uvedena chybně.  

(25) E.: Each has an equal vote at the monthly meetings.  

Cz.: Na měsíčních schůzích mají všichni stejný hlas.  

It is often the case that the preceding context helps to identify the Focus, but not necessarily so, as the 

following example demonstrates (26): 

(26) E.: The year was misstated in Friday's edition.  

Cz.: V pátečním vydání byl rok uveden chybně.  

E. previous context: QUANTUM CHEMICAL Corp.'s plant in Morris, Ill., is expected to resume 

production in early 1990.  

B.    LOC before the Predicate in English and after the Predicate in Czech 

The analysis of the examples with LOC before the Predicate in E. and after the predicate in Cz. has led to 

observations analogous to those mentioned in Sect 4.3.1 B above. Similarly as noted in 4.3.2 A, a ten-

dency was also observed to place the Predicate into the second position of the Cz. Sentence, which has 

led to the post-verbal placement of the LOC modification also in case in which it was an indisputable 

element of the Topic of the sentence, see (27). 

(27) E.: In an interview, Pemberton Hutchinson, president and chief executive, cited several reasons 

for the improvement: higher employee productivity and “good natural conditions” in the mines, 

as well as lower costs for materials, administrative overhead and debt interest.  

Cz.: Prezident a výkonný ředitel Pemberton Hutchinson jmenoval.PRED v rozhovoru několik 

důvodů  zlepšení: vyšší produktivitu zaměstnanců a „dobré přírodní podmínky” v dolech, stejně 

jako nižší cenu materiálu, administrativní režii a úroky z úvěrů. 

Comparing the number of sentences in which the position of LOC with regard to the Topic and Focus 

position in Cz. and E. differed, it should be noted that in E., LOC occurred relatively much less frequent-

ly in the front position than in the Focus position (23% to 77%). Interestingly enough, almost the same 

proportion holds for TWHEN, which occurred in 20% in the front position and in 80% post-verbally. It 

seems that the final position of both of these modifications is the preferred one. 

5    Summary 

Our main concern has been the relation of word order and information structure in English and in Czech, 

in particular the mutual order of temporal and local modifications of predicates. We have put under scru-

tiny the data from the annotated parallel English–Czech treebank (PCEDT) and tested the variability of 

the order of the given types of modifications in general and two hypotheses on their preferential order in 

particular, namely the SVOMPT hypothesis for English and the so-called systemic ordering hypothesis 

for both languages. Our probe has demonstrated that corpus data offer much richer material to work with 

than an “arm-chair” linguist has ever had at her/his disposal but also that a careful manual check is nec-

essary to obtain a reliable source for a detailed linguistic analysis that eventually may lead to some well-

founded theoretical conclusions. 
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel algorithm for generating a surface word order for a sentence given
its dependency tree using a two-stage process. Using dependency-based word embeddings and a
Graph Neural Network, the algorithm first learns how to rewrite a dependency tree as a partially
ordered set (poset) with edge-weights representing dependency distance. The subsequent topo-
logical sort of this poset reflects a surface word order. The algorithm is evaluated against a naive
baseline of average dependency distances across 14 languages, performing well in terms of rank
correlation and resulting rate of projectivity based on Universal Dependencies corpora.

1 Introduction

In a tradition dating at least back to Tesnière (1959), the words in a phrase or sentence can be thought of as
a set of heads and dependents. Each word save the root is a dependent of another word, its head, and heads
and dependents exist in a one-to-many relationship (Polguère and Mel’čuk, 2009). This arrangement of
heads and their dependents forms a tree, or more formally an unordered directed acyclic graph (DAG), in
which words are nodes and edges are the dependency relations. A sentence is one possible linearization
or surface order of the DAG.

This paper describes a method for learning how to generate a valid1 surface order from a dependency
tree. Determining the underlying dependency tree from a surface order is the rather extensively studied
task of parsing; this paper concerns the opposite task.

The key insight of the paper is that rather than learning to directly convert a dependency tree to surface
order, the target is instead an edge-weighted partially ordered set (poset). The poset’s edge direction
represents linear precedence in the surface order, while edge weight represents dependency distance, the
number of words intervening between dependent and head in the surface order. The topological sort or
linear extension of this poset—performed such that nodes connected by edges with smaller weights are
placed closest to each other—reflects the surface order of the dependency tree.

For example, Figure 1 shows (a) the dependency tree, (b) edge-weighted poset, and (c) surface order
of the sentence Personally I recommend you take your money elsewhere. Rather than attempting to
learn how to convert (a) directly into (c), the approach outlined here rewrites (a) to (b) by learning edge
directions and weights, then rewrites (b) to (c) via topological sort. Given examples of dependency
trees and their corpus-attested surface orders, a neural network can learn to convert previously unseen
dependency trees into surface orders by way of a weighted poset.

Implemented as a Graph Neural Network, the machine-learning algorithm treats inputs, targets,
and outputs as directed graphs. Further, by representing words with their dependency-based embed-
dings—that is, embeddings trained on syntactic rather than linear contexts—the model generates a lin-
earized surface order as the final step only, performing all other analysis within a graph framework. In
this way surface order is treated as an emergent consequence of topologically sorting an edge-weighted
poset, the weights of which represent learned dependency distances.

1Validity here should be taken neither grammatically nor prescriptively, but rather as a stand-in for attested in a corpus. That
is, the model developed herein learns to order the words in a dependency tree based on the structural regularities of a corpus,
not intuitive or prescribed grammaticality judgments.
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(a) unordered dependency DAG

personally

I

recommend

youtake

yourmoney

elsewhere

(b) edge-weighted poset

personally I recommend you take your money elsewhere

2 2
3

2

1 1 1

(c) surface order
personally I recommend you take your money elsewhere

Figure 1: Three graph-theoretic representations of a sentence. (a) A dependency tree as an unordered
directed acyclic graph (DAG). (b) A poset in which edge weight indicates dependency distance in the
surface order. (c) A surface order generated by a topological sort of the poset in (b).

2 Background literature

2.1 Related linguistic work
Word order is one of the oldest and most prominent areas in the field of linguistics, and as such a wide
variety of models have been advanced seeking to describe and understand word-order variation (Song,
2012). It has been approached from generalist perspectives, as in Behaghel’s “what belongs together
semantically is also placed close together” (1932, p. 4) or Uniform Information Density (Jaeger and R.
Levy, 2006), as well as from specific constituent types, such as the ordering of adpositions and adver-
bials by manner, place and time (Boisson, 1981); demonstratives, numerals, and descriptive adjectives
(Greenberg, 1963; Dryer, 2009); or adjectives by size, shape, and so on (Scott, 2002).

Building on principles such as Head Proximity (Rijkhoff, 1986), Early Immediate Constituents
(Hawkins, 1994), Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson, 2000), and Minimize Domains (Hawkins,
2004), a recent approach to word order holds that the dependency distance2—the number of words inter-
vening between a dependent and its head—should be minimized and long-distance dependencies should
be avoided (Hudson, 1995; H. Liu et al., 2017). Dependency Distance Minimization (DDM) proposes
that a surface order with a smaller cumulative or mean dependency distance is generally favored over
alternatives, a tendency that may be universal (Futrell et al., 2015).

However, DDM alone cannot fully explain word order: it does not distinguish between total mirror
orders—the dependency distances of the cat purrs are presumably the same as purrs cat the—or, more
plausibly, partial mirror orders such as the swapped adjectives in big red barn or red big barn. Methods
for extending DDM include employing phonemes or syllables as the unit of distance (Ferrer-i-Cancho,
2017), or exploring the relationship between dependents and heads in information-theoretic terms (Dyer,
2018; Hahn et al., 2018). Another avenue is some sort of linear principle that could operate to differen-
tiate mirror surface orders, such as “old concepts come before new ones” (Behaghel, 1932, p. 4), or the
possibly contradictory “provide the most important information first” (Gundel, 1988, p. 229).

One way to conceive of surface order is as the result of rewriting a dependency graph by modifying its
edge directions to reflect linear order. This process represents an intermediate stage between syntactic
structure and surface order in which the linear order of certain word pairs is expressed as a series of
precedence relations (Gerdes and Kahane, 2001; Kahane and Lareau, 2016). These precedence relations
form a partially ordered set (poset) which can be topologically sorted into a non-unique linearization.

2Dependency distance is also referred to as dependency length in the literature.
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2.2 Related NLG work
The field of natural language generation (NLG) seeks to model word order in the service of generating
accurate natural language. Contra Harris (1954)3, language is often seen within NLG as a bag of words
in which the task of realizing surface order is based on an n-gram language model (Filippova and Strube,
2009). A common implementation follows the bottom-up insights from dependency parsing (Y. Liu et
al., 2015), and features such as syntactic category or dependency relations can improve algorithms for
linearizing a bag of words (Zhang and Clark, 2015).

The First Multilingual Surface Realisation Shared Task (SR ‘18) brought together nine submissions
in a shallow track requiring teams to determine word order and inflections of shuffled and lemmatized
Universal Dependencies (UD) data, evaluated by both statistical and human assessment (Mille et al.,
2018). For the linearization subtask, of the four submissions with the highest BLEU4 scores in at least one
of the 10 supported languages: Puzikov and Gurevych (2018) use a bigram language model with binary
neural-net classification; Elder and Hokamp (2018) treat the task as a machine-translation problem, using
sequence-to-sequence models augmented with synthetic and outside data; Castro Ferreira et al. (2018)
sort dependents into preceding and following groups which are then sorted by syntactic category or
with a maximum entropy classifier; and King and White (2018) use features such as syntactic category,
projectivity, and dependency distance to build a language model to incrementally linearize words.

It has long been noted that a reliance on statistical n-gram metrics like BLEU for measuring generated
language is problematic given their inability to generalize seemingly unimportant word order variation
or synonymy (Pastra and Saggion, 2003; Turian et al., 2006), as well as their lack of correlation with
human assessment (Novikova et al., 2017). BLEU specifically has been criticized given its understudied
technological biases, a sufficient reason to avoid using it alone to report scientific evidence (Reiter,
2018, p. 399). Further, while the target or reference of generated language is not necessarily a single
sentence—there may be more than one semantically and syntactically valid surface realization of a given
set of words, with context determining appropriateness—limited resources often result in a single human-
produced reference being used, usually in the guise of an attested sentence in a corpus.

2.3 Projectivity
Projectivity refers to the constraint that a head and its dependents must occur in a contiguous sequence
in the surface order (Marcus, 1965). Violations of projectivity—often referred to as discontinuities in
the linguistics literature—are instances when a word occurring between a head h and dependent d is not
dominated by h in the dependency tree. In the oft-cited non-projective sentence The hearing is scheduled
on the issue today, both is and scheduled occur between hearing → issue5, but are not dominated by
hearing. A projective order would be The hearing on the issue is scheduled today.

It seems that all natural languages contain some amount of non-projective dependency relations,
though calculating exact rates of non-projectivity is difficult given design decisions in the original parsing
to create corpora. That is, some annotation schemes presuppose projectivity, and as a result corpora pro-
duced following those schemes will not exhibit discontinuities (Ferrer-i-Cancho and Gómez-Rodríguez,
2016). Observed percentages of non-projectivity range from single digits to the mid-teens depending on
language, though sources disagree, likely due to differences in corpora, genre, and annotation scheme.

Non-projectivity must be accounted for in any model of word order. Parsers have been developed
which allow pseudo-projective (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005), non-projective (Nivre, 2009), and mildly non-
projective dependencies (cf. Gómez-Rodríguez, 2016). Similarly, the submissions to SR ‘18 vary with
regard to projectivity: of the eight, three explicitly exclude non-projective arcs due to algorithmic design
(Basile and Mazzei, 2018; Puzikov and Gurevych, 2018; Sobrevilla Cabezudo and Pardo, 2018), while
one follows the tendency toward limited non-projectivity by “encourag[ing] the model to learn that most
choices should yield continuous phrases” (King and White, 2018, p. 42).

3“[L]anguage is not merely a bag of words but a tool with particular properties which have been fashioned in the course of
use” (p. 156).

4BLEU, for bilingual evaluation understudy (Papineni et al., 2002), is “the geometric mean of the n-gram precisions between
generated text and reference texts and adds a brevity penalty for shorter sentences” (Mille et al., 2018, p. 4).

5Following the UD convention of adpositions depending on nouns, we have hearing→ issue and issue→ on.
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The causal relationship between Dependency Distance Minimization and projectivity is unsettled.
Ninio (2017) concludes that “projectivity appears to be not so much a side-effect of DDM as a mathe-
matical requisite for a method to encode a two-dimensional tree in a one-dimensional sentence-string in a
way that makes reconstruction possible” (p. 216), appealing to other linguistic structures such as catenae
(Osborne et al., 2012) to explain discontinuities. This traditional view—that projectivity exists as a prin-
ciple independent of DDM—is largely disproven by an analysis which positively correlates dependency
distance and the number of crossing dependencies across a variety of multilingual corpora (Ferrer-i-
Cancho and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2016). Park and R. Levy (2009) note that an avoidance of long-distance
dependencies can result in non-projective surface orders.

2.4 Syntactic word embeddings

The relationship between words has long been thought of distributionally; as Firth (1957) memorably
puts it: “you shall know a word by the company it keeps” (p. 11). The company or context of a word
is often conceived in terms of the linear neighbors that commonly occur around that word, a context
that can be quantified with a dense vector or series of numbers called an embedding. Algorithms have
been developed to learn a word’s embedding in a corpus, such as skip-grams (Mikolov et al., 2013). O.
Levy and Goldberg (2014) extend the notion of context beyond linear neighbors in their word2vecf to
use dependency relations in learning syntactic embeddings: a word’s context is based on the heads and
dependents it takes in a corpus.

The number of dimensions necessary for a given task is an understudied problem. It is widely accepted
that larger dimensions are better, up to a point of diminishing returns; for example, O. Levy and Goldberg
(2014) use 300 in their evaluation, mentioning that 600 produces similar results. However, Spirling and
Rodriguez (2019) note that very large dimensions relative to corpus size result in greater instability
of embeddings, where instability refers to the rate at which the cosine-similar nearest neighbors differ
between models (Wendlandt et al., 2018). Patel and Bhattacharyya (2017) explore the lower bound
of embedding dimensions, below which performance suffers, providing a rather complicated method
for calculating the minimum based on the maximum clique of a cosine-similarity matrix of word co-
occurrence. An industry rule-of-thumb6 is to use the fourth root of vocabulary size.

2.5 Graph neural networks

While machine-learning algorithms, deep or otherwise, have traditionally operated on data represented
in Euclidean space—for example, image data can be represented as a regular grid of pixel values—graph
neural networks (GNN) allow the complexity of graph structures to be analyzed (Wu et al., 2019). The
Graph Nets (GN) framework relies on a graph-to-graph model called a GN block “which takes a graph
as input, performs computations over the structure, and returns a graph as output” (Battaglia et al., 2018,
p. 11). In this framework, a graph is composed of nodes and their attributes, edges and their attributes,
and a set of global attributes. Input and target graphs may contain different node and edge configurations;
only the attributes for nodes and the attributes for edges must be of a consistent form. It is these sets of
attributes which form the learned parameters of the neural network.

GN blocks also support message-passing neural networks (MPNN) (Gilmer et al., 2017), a method by
which a graph’s node and edge attributes undergo spatial-based graph convolutions and pooling (Wu et
al., 2019, p. 8). In this manner a graph’s connected nodes influence each other’s node and edge attributes,
passing information along directed edges.

3 Methodology

The approach described in the current study rests on the notion that adding dependency distances as
positive or negative edge weights to a dependency tree allows the DAG to be rewritten as a poset whose
topological sort reflects a surface order. Edge weights are therefore the number of words intervening
between a dependent and its head, where negative weights indicate a dependent that precedes its head
and positive a dependent following its head. Learning these edge weights is the core goal of the model.

6https://developers.googleblog.com/2017/11/introducing-tensorflow-feature-columns.html
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Figure 2: Overview of methodology. (a) A CoNLL-U file is parsed by word2vecf to produce (b) a
list of syntactic word embeddings for each wordform|POS|relation, POS|relation, and POS. These
embeddings form the node attributes for (c) a directed graph of a dependency tree. The graph’s edge
attribute is a single-element vector which will contain the learned distance between dependent and head.
Note that edge direction is reversed from conventional dependency directions to enable more effective
message passing. (d) An output graph isomorphic to (c) with learned node and edge attributes. (e) A
poset with edge weights representing the distance between words in the eventual surface order, built from
the learned directions and distances in (d). Note the flipped edge direction between trip and Canada in
the DAG (d) versus the poset (e). (f) The unique surface order resulting from a topological sort of (e).

There are three tasks to be undertaken to convert a dependency tree into a surface order: (1) encode
words to generalize from training to testing; (2) for a given dependency tree, learn whether each depen-
dent precedes or follows its head in the surface order, and by how many words, in order to produce an
edge-weighted poset; and (3) perform a topological sort of the poset based on edge weight. The first task
is accomplished with word2vecf, the second with a graph neural network and message passing, and
the third with a custom algorithm which rewrites a weighted poset to a linear graph such that nodes are
connected in ascending order of edge weight. An overview of this process is shown in Figure 2.

3.1 Syntactic embeddings

Word2vecf7 (O. Levy and Goldberg, 2014) is used to generate syntactic word embeddings from a
Universal Dependencies CoNLL-U8 file. Embeddings are created for each word|POS|relation,
POS|relation, and POS in order to minimize polysemy and homography effects and to enable words
unseen during training to be analyzed based on their syntactic category and/or dependency relation. The
dimension of the embedding vector is determined by corpus size: in order to avoid the instability seen in
both too-small and too-large dimensions, the industry rule-of-thumb of the fourth root of vocabulary size
is used, multiplied by two. These dimensions were found during algorithm design to offer a reasonable
balance between performance and generalizability.

7https://bitbucket.org/yoavgo/word2vecf
8https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
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3.2 Graph neural network implementation

The machine-learning algorithm is implemented using Graph Nets and Sonnet, two DeepMind libraries9

for building graph neural networks using Google’s Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015). The network’s layers
contain 18 neurons each and follow an ‘encode-process-decode’ model common to many Graph Nets
implementations. Because learned edge weights in the GNN can be positive or negative, loss is calculated
as the absolute difference between target and output. An Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1−3 is
used, there are 6 message-passing steps, and the network is run through 10,000 iterations.

The input is a series of networkx10 directed graphs, one for each sentence in the training and testing
sets. In order to effectively utilize message passing, edges are constructed as dependent→ head, opposite
the usual syntactic dependency-parsing edge direction. Each node has an attribute which is the vector
produced by word2vecf’s syntactic embedding. In the GNN, edge weights are used to track dependency
distance, both negative and positive. A negative edge weight indicates that a head precedes its dependent,
and a positive weight that a dependent precedes its head. Target edge weights are calculated as the
difference between the dependent and head location in the original surface order, normalized to [-1,1] by
dividing each distance by the maximum dependency distance of a given sentence.

For example, Figure 2 (c) and (d) show the input and output for the phrase for your trip to Canada. The
input to the GNN is the dependency tree, where each node’s attribute is the word’s syntactic embedding.
The output is the same dependency tree with learned edge attributes reflecting the distance between
dependent and head.

3.3 Weighted topological sort

Performing a topological sort of an edge-weighted poset such that connected nodes are placed in ascend-
ing order of edge weight is conceptually quite simple, but implementation is more complicated than it
may appear. A straightforward approach of simply merging nodes with the smallest weights before those
with larger weights does not properly order the nodes, since the weight of arcs crossing the merged nodes
are not necessarily updated to reflect the merge. Instead, as outlined in Algorithm 1, each edge (u,v) from
the poset can be added to a new directed graph order such that the edge’s weight is maintained, even
though u and v may not be adjacent in order.

When inserting edge (u,v) with weight wuv into order, if u is already in order, then traverse the
successor nodes of u until the total distance from u—a value maintained by wsum—exceeds wuv. At that
point, insert v and update the weights of v’s neighbors. This process is shown in lines 5-16. Similarly,
as shown in lines 17-28, if v is already in order, traverse the predecessor nodes of v until wsum exceeds
wuv, insert u, and update u’s neighbors’ weights. Finally, if neither u nor v are in order, add edge (u,v)
with weight wuv to order, as shown in line 30. When all edges from poset have been added to order,
the topological sort of order is returned as the surface realization. Each edge in poset must be added
to order, and in the worst-case scenario the weight of each existing edge in order must be examined.
Therefore Algorithm 1 runs in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of edges in poset.

3.4 Baseline (AVG)

Rather than generating syntactic word embeddings and running the GNN, a naive approach to deter-
mining dependency distances is to average the distance between any two words in the training set for
use on the testing set. Similar to the set of word embeddings (§3.1), in order to generalize to unseen
words in the test set, average distances are created for each pair dependent pair of word|POS|relation,
POS|relation, and POS. For example, if the|DET|det has an average dependency distance of 1.2 from
horse|NOUN|nsubj, and brown|ADJ|amod has an average of 0.9 from horse|NOUN|subj, then using
those two average distances as weights in a poset would result in a surface order of the brown horse. If
red|ADJ|amod was unseen during training, then the average of all instances of ADJ|amod dependent on
horse|NOUN|subj would be used—if that average distance were 1.3, then this naive approach would
return red the horse.

9https://github.com/deepmind/
10https://networkx.github.io/
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Algorithm 1: Given an edge-weighted poset, construct a total order such that nodes with smallest weights are adjacent.

1: function WEIGHTED_TOPO_SORT(poset)
2: order← /0 ◃ empty directed graph to hold totally ordered set
3: for (u,v,wuv) ∈ poset do
4: wsum← 0 ◃ a sum of traversed weights
5: if u ∈ order then
6: while wuv > wsum do ◃ traverse successors of u
7: s← order.u.successor
8: wus← order[u][s].weight
9: wsum← wsum +wus

10: if wuv < wsum then
11: u← s ◃ u becomes its successor s
12: end if
13: done
14: wvs← wsum−wuv ◃ wvs is how much wsum overshot wuv
15: order.UPDATE_EDGE(u,s,_)← ◃ change existing (u,s)...
16: [(u,v,wus−wvs),(v,s,wvs)] ◃ ... to (u,v) and (v,s) and update weights
17: else if v ∈ order then
18: while wuv > wsum do ◃ traverse predecessors of v
19: p← order.v.predecessor
20: wpv← order[p][v].weight
21: wsum← wsum +wpv
22: if wuv < wsum then
23: v← p ◃ v becomes its predecessor p
24: end if
25: done
26: wpu← wsum−wuv ◃ wpu is how much wsum overshot wuv
27: order.UPDATE_EDGE(p,v,_)← ◃ change existing (p,v)...
28: [(p,u,wpu),(u,v,wpv−wpu)] ◃ ... to (p,u) and (u,v) and update weights
29: else
30: order.ADD_EDGE(u,v,wuv)
31: end if
32: done
33: return TOPO_SORT(order) ◃ return topological sort of order graph
34: end function

3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the GNN algorithm compared to the AVG baseline in an automated way
across various languages, we must unfortunately use a single target reference to compare the generated
sentences. Thus the reference for each sentence is the attested version in the source UD corpus; the
generated sentences from both AVG and GNN will be measured for similarity to the attested version.

The algorithm is attempting to order a set of words as closely as possible to their original surface
realization in the corpus. Because words may repeat in the sentence, each order is instead represented
by a list of integers, and it is these lists of integers which are compared. For example, assuming a target
reference order of [1,2,3] for the red horse, the generated order of red the horse would be [2,1,3].
An obvious way to quantify how similar these integer lists are is with the widely used Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904), also known as Spearman’s ρ (rho), which non-parametrically
measures the similarity of two rankings. It ranges from -1, indicating that one order is the reverse of the
other, to 1, for perfect correlation. The example of [1,2,3] [2,1,3] returns a ρ of 0.5, since in the
second order 1 and 2 both precede 3, but 1 does not precede 2. This measure tells us which approach,
AVG or GNN, generates orders closest to the attested UD order, as well as a loose gauge of overall
effectiveness for both the general approach as well as each algorithm.

Further, to address the question of projectivity, the percentage of projective dependency arcs gener-
ated by the AVG baseline, the GNN algorithm, and the attested sentences is evaluated. In each case,
projectivity is calculated as the number of instances in which a word appearing between a head h and
dependent d is not dominated by h. This measure allows us to explore how dependency distance might
result in known rates of projectivity in natural language.
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SPEARMAN’S ρ [-1,1] PROJECTIVITY [0,1]

NTR NTE DV AVG GNN AVG GNN UD
Afrikaans AfriBooms 1315 425 18 0.707 0.773 0.530 0.650 0.939

Armenian ArmTDP 560 470 18 0.628 0.672 0.413 0.585 0.987

Czech CLTT 755 121 18 0.665 0.659 0.359 0.469 0.982

English ParTUT 1781 153 20 0.634 0.775 0.496 0.680 0.995

French ParTUT 803 110 18 0.677 0.729 0.531 0.669 0.998

Greek GDT 1632 450 22 0.731 0.754 0.503 0.651 0.996

Hungarian Szeged 910 449 20 0.635 0.609 0.440 0.598 0.969

Irish IDT 566 452 18 0.674 0.753 0.461 0.603 0.978

Italian ParTUT 1781 153 22 0.657 0.796 0.482 0.651 0.996

Latin Perseus 1334 939 20 0.614 0.582 0.613 0.729 0.855

Maltese MUDT 1119 516 18 0.729 0.750 0.498 0.682 0.995

Slovenian SST 1669 890 18 0.549 0.567 0.663 0.798 0.967

Telugu MTG 1051 146 14 0.916 0.931 0.925 0.971 0.997

Uyghur UDT 1656 900 20 0.728 0.727 0.629 0.762 0.976

Table 1: Results. Each language is listed by its corpus; number of training and testing sentences; embed-
ding dimension; Spearman’s ρ rank correlation coefficient for AVG and GNN; and rate of projectivity
for AVG, GNN, and as attested in the UD corpus. Boldfaced numbers indicate cases in which GNN per-
formed better than AVG. Sparklines show trends over 10K iterations with horizontal gray lines indicating
AVG performance and black dots showing peak performance of GNN.

4 Results & Discussion

Table 1 shows the results of running both the AVG baseline and GNN algorithm on 14 v2.4 UD corpora
representing a range of language families. These are relatively small corpora—between 500 and 2000
training sentences—and as a consequence their small vocabularies result in embedding vector dimensions
between 14 and 22 due to the use of twice the fourth root of vocabulary size (§2.4, §3.1). While smaller
than the more usual 50- or 300-element vectors, tying dimensionality to corpus vocabulary size seemed
to avoid instability in the embedding space, though perhaps not in every case. Further, experiments with
larger dimensions resulted in poor generalization to the testing set, possibly due to a lack of correlation
between embeddings seen and unseen during training.

Results from Spearman’s ρ rank correlation show that both AVG and GNN were able to positively
correlate surface order with the source UD corpora. Because Spearman’s ρ ranges from -1 to 1, positive
values are better than chance; values above 0.5 seem rather promising. A large part of surface order can
apparently be predicted based on dependency distance, averaged or learned. In all cases the GNN was
able to approach AVG, exceeding it 10 out of 14 times. For many languages, the GNN achieved its peak
value before training was complete, probably indicating overfitting. In the cases in which the GNN did
not best AVG, the sparkline trends for Czech, Hungarian, and Latin suggest problems during training,
perhaps due to overzealous learning rates or unstable embeddings, while Uyghur came very close.

In terms of projectivity, the GNN outperformed AVG in all cases, even when it did not best AVG in
terms of Spearman’s ρ . While it is of course true that were the AVG or GNN method able to perfectly
capture the word order of the UD corpora, the rate of projectivity and Spearman’s ρ would match exactly,
but it is intriguing that short of perfection, Spearman’s ρ and projectivity are not necessarily correlated.
Nor do many of the intralanguage trends match between the two measures—the highest GNN projectivity
was generally achieved late in the training process, and the two sparklines of, for example, Armenian,
are not very similar. While the GNN outperformed AVG in generating surface orders with higher rates
of projectivity, even those rates lagged quite a bit behind the actual rates for almost all languages. This
is likely due to even seemingly minor word transpositions leading to non-projective arcs (§4.1).
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(a) target poset (a′) poset generated by GNN

this judge shall be chosen by lot .
2 2

111

3 3

be shall this judge chosen by lot .

1.1
3

0.70.6 0.1
1.9

0.9

(b) target poset (b′) poset generated by GNN

ce juge est désigné par le sort .
2 2

4

1 1 1

3

ce est juge désigné par le sort .
1.60.9

4

0.90.7

3.10.8

Figure 3: Target and generated posets from English- and French-ParTUT corpora.

Importantly, AVG is a naive approach, not a learning algorithm. As such there is very little room for
improvement by adjusting how the averaged dependency distances are determined—employing morpho-
logical data or using lemmata instead of wordforms, for example. Conversely, changes to number of
iterations, architecture, or hyperparameters of the GNN, especially tailored to each corpus, would almost
certainly yield even better results, with a hypothetical upper bound limited only by the irreducible error
present in a language’s word-order variation.

The results confirm that dependency distances can be learned from dependency trees by the GNN algo-
rithm, usually better than a naive approach. Those distances can be used to generate surface realizations
with word orders that positively correlate with attested UD sentences. Because these promising results
can be generated from an essentially off-the-shelf GNN with relatively standardized parameters across a
wide variety of languages, future endeavors improving the GNN architecture is certainly warranted.

4.1 Error analysis

Delving a bit into the sorts of errors in the surface orders generated by GNN, Figure 3 shows four versions
of the same sentence: (a) the poset for a sentence from the UD English-ParTUT corpus; (a′) the poset
generated by GNN with a Spearman’s ρ coefficient of 0.786—only slightly higher than the average ρ for
that corpus, and therefore a typical generation; (b) the poset for the same sentence from French-ParTUT;
and (b′) the poset generated by GNN with a non-projective11 arc.

Figure 3 (a′) deviates from (a) in that the weight of be 1.1−→ chosen is larger than shall 0.9−→ chosen, and
both those edges have weights larger than the combination of this 0.6−→ judge and judge 0.1−→ chosen. The
result is a sentence in which the auxiliaries be and shall are transposed, and both appear in front of this
judge. Similarly, (b′) deviates from (b) in that the weight of est 0.8−→ désigné is larger than the weight of
juge 0.7−→ désigné—though unlike the English not larger than the combined weights of ce 0.9−→ juge and
juge 0.7−→ désigné. The result is a transposition of juge and est, causing a non-projective arc as est appears
between ce and juge but is not dominated by either.

Aside from the transposition of the auxiliaries in (a′), both generated surface orders suffer from the
weight of judge/juge→ chosen/désigné being too small. While the offending edge in (a′) is quite small
at 0.02, requiring an addition of over 2 to overcome the combined weights of the auxiliaries be and shall,
an addition of just 0.11 to the weight of the edge would resolve (b′). In other words, if the weight of
est 0.8−→ désigné were increased to 0.81, it would be larger than est 0.8−→ désigné and therefore juge would
precede est, resolving (b′) to (b).

Neither training set for these corpora contains the word judge/juge, so the word’s embedding collapses
to an average of all nouns acting as passive subjects, NOUN|nsubj:pass. This suggests that insufficient
training size, lack of proper generalization from the available training data, and/or problematic embed-
ding creation for unseen words is at fault here. These can all be addressed in future research.

11The graphs in Figure 3 are posets, not dependency trees, and therefore the dependency concept of projectivity is not readily
apparent. A poset analogue is planarity in the half-plane, or 1-planarity (cf. Pitler et al., 2013, p. 19). If all arcs in Figure 3 (b′)
were drawn above the words, we would see that the ce→ juge and est→ désigné arcs would cross.
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4.2 Dependency distance tolerance & projectivity
What is being learned by the GNN? That is, what do the edge weights, used to create a poset, actually
represent? The question is perhaps conceptually a bit easier with AVG: the weights are the average
distances between dependents and their heads in a corpus. AVG calculates how far a dependent tends to
be from its head, or put another way, how many intervening words tend to be allowed between dependent
and head in a collection of surface orders. It is a dependent word’s tolerance for how far it can be placed
in front or behind its head in a surface realization. It seems that the GNN is learning this same information
about dependency distance tolerance, but in a more subtle and context-sensitive way. Rather than simply
an average distance, the GNN is learning how far a dependent can be placed from its head in concert
with its syntactically related words12 in a given dependency tree.

Dependency distance tolerance is effectively a maximum for how far apart a dependent and head can
be in the surface realization of a given dependency tree. What factors determine this tolerance and how
it might be encoded in a linguistic system is left for other research. However, dependency distance
tolerance is a useful concept for exploring how projectivity might come about.

It was suggested in §2.3 that observed rates of projectivity might emerge from Dependency Distance
Minimization (DDM). That is, the desire to minimize cumulative or mean dependency distances results
in the high rates of projectivity seen across languages. A further goal within DDM is to avoid long-
distance dependencies, though this avoidance may result in non-projective surface orders. The concept
of dependency distance tolerance provides a more nuanced view of this second DDM motivation.

The topological sort of a poset whose edge weights correspond to contextual dependency tolerances,
at least as implemented here, may place dependents closer to their heads than their tolerance, but not
farther. As such, it defines an upper bound for each edge weight in a poset. A surface order can be seen
as the result of assembling words such that dependents are placed no farther from their heads than their
tolerance. In this way dependency distances in the surface order are not only minimized, but minimized
in such a way that each word’s contextual dependency tolerance is taken into account.

Thus the topological sort of a weighted poset implements DDM’s goal of minimizing dependency
distances generally, while the learned dependency tolerances provide a contextually sensitive definition
of what ‘long distance’ means for each dependent pair in order to avoid generating surface orders with
long-distance dependencies. Through this lens both the strong tendency towards projectivity across
languages, as well as the occasional instances of non-projectivity, can be seen as an effect of avoiding
dependency distances which exceed their contextual tolerances.

5 Summary

This paper describes a novel method for converting dependency trees to surface orders via syntactic
word embeddings and edge-weighted posets. The embeddings are learned via word2vecf, and poset
edge directions and weights are learned by a graph neural network (GNN), all trained on Universal
Dependencies (UD) corpora. An algorithm is provided for topologically sorting a weighted poset. The
output of the GNN is compared to a naive baseline in which average dependency distances are used as
poset edge weight, both evaluated against attested word orders in UD corpora representing a variety of
language families. The GNN outperforms the baseline on 10 of 14 corpora in terms of rank correlation
and in all cases in terms of rate of projectivity.

The main contribution of the paper is the insight that a surface order can be represented by an edge-
weighted poset, the weights of which can be learned by a graph neural network. Representing surface
order as the result of topologically sorting this poset contributes to our understanding of how a tendency
towards projectivity across natural languages might be explained.

Future research directions include improvement of the GNN architecture and hyperparameters; explo-
ration of the interaction between word embedding dimension, performance, and generalizability; and the
analysis of larger corpora.

12Due to the graph nature of the GNN, message passing, and the use of syntactic embeddings, a word’s context for determin-
ing dependency distance in this study is entirely dependency based, never linear.
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Abstract

In spite of the current availability of large collections of treebanks that can be used and queried from
one common place on the web, we are still far from achieving a real interconnection, both between
treebanks themselves and with other (kinds of) linguistic resources. However, making resources
interoperable is a crucial requirement to maximize the contribution of each single resource, as well
as to account for the linguistic complexity of the texts provided by (annotated) corpora and particu-
larly by treebanks. This paper describes how dependency treebanks are interlinked in a Knowledge
Base of linguistic resources for Latin based on Linked Open Data practices and standards. The
Knowledge base is built to make linguistic resources interact by integrating all types of annotation
applied to a particular word/text into a common representation.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Dependency treebanks for Latin have a history that goes back to 2006. For it was in that year that the first two
projects kicked off: the Latin Dependency Treebank (ldt) (Bamman and Crane, 2006), featuring a small
selection of texts by Classical authors (currently around 50k nodes), and the Index Thomisticus Treebank
(ıt-tb) (Passarotti, 2011), based on works written in the XIIIth century by Thomas Aquinas (approximately
400k nodes). Later on, a third Latin treebank was created in the context of the proıel project (Haug and
Jøhndal, 2008), which includes the entireNewTestament in Latin (the so calledVulgata by Jerome) and texts
from the Classical era (for a total of around 250k nodes). Most recently, a syntactically annotated corpus of
original VIIIth-IXth century charters from Central Italy, called Late Latin Charter Treebank (llct; around
250k nodes), was made available (Korkiakangas and Passarotti, 2011). While the ldt, the ıt-tb and the
llct have shared the same manual for syntactic annotation since the beginning of their respective projects
(Bamman et al., 2007), the proıel treebank follows a slightly different style (Haug, 2010). Currently, all
the Latin treebanks except the llct are available also in the Universal Dependencies collection (UD) (Nivre
et al., 2016).1
The existence of four treebanks for an ancient language like Latin is not surprising, reflecting the large

diachronic (as well as diatopic) span of Latin texts, which are spread across a time frame of more than
two millennia and in most areas of the Mediterranean and of what is called Europe today. Since Latin has
represented for a long time a kind of lingua franca, the variety of its textual typologies is wide, including
scientific treaties, literary works, philosophical texts and official documents. This aspect makes it impossible
to build one textual corpus that alone can be sufficiently representative of “Latin”, just because there are too
many varieties of Latin, which can be even very different from each other.2
In order to cope with such a large variety, several collections of Latin texts are today available in digital

format, like for instance the Perseus Digital Library 3 and the collection of Medieval Italian Latinity ALIM.4
Besides textual resources, the centuries-old tradition of Latin lexicography resulted in the current avail-

ability of several digitized dictionaries, like for instance the Lewis-Short dictionary available at Perseus
1http://universaldependencies.org/
2For instance, Ponti and Passarotti (2016) show the dramatic decrease of the accuracy rates of a dependency parsing pipeline

trained on the ıt-tb when applied on texts of the Classical era taken from the ldt.
3http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/
4http://www.alim.dfll.univr.it/
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and the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae by the Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften in Munich.5 A small
Latin WordNet including around 9,000 lemmas is also available (Minozzi, 2010), as well as a derivational
morphology lexicon calledWord Formation Latin (wfl) (Litta et al., 2016).
Just like for most other (both modern and ancient) languages, the interoperability issues imposed by the

different formats, tag sets and annotation criteria of the linguistic resources for Latin severely limit their
potential for exploitation and use. Indeed, linking linguistic resources to one another would maximize their
contribution to linguistic analysis at multiple levels, be those lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic or
pragmatic. Thus, presently there is a growing interest in the interoperability of (annotated) corpora, lexical
resources and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2010). So far, this was
partially approached by building large infrastructures and databases of linguistic resources, like CLARIN,6
DARIAH,7 META-SHARE,8 and EAGLE.9 In the treebank area, the UD collection includes more than
100 treebanks sharing the same annotation guidelines and provides different tools for querying the treebanks
on-line.10 A relevant initiative of this kind is the Norwegian Infrastructure for the Exploration of Syntax and
Semantics (ıness) (Rosén et al., 2012), which offers an open and easy-to-use platform for building, accessing,
searching and visualizing treebanks through a web browser.11

These collections and infrastructures enable to use and query various resources and tools from one com-
mon place on the web, but they do not provide a real interconnection between them, thus failing to achieve
their interoperability. Instead, making linguistic resources interoperable requires that all types of annota-
tion applied to a particular word/text get integrated into a common representation that enables access to
the linguistic information conveyed in a linguistic resource or produced by an NLP tool (Chiarcos, 2012,
p. 162). Particularly, by applying the principles of Linked Data to linguistic resources12 “it is possible to
follow links between existing resources to find other, related data and exploit network effects” (Chiarcos et
al., 2013, p. iii).13 Despite their rich annotation (ranging from tokenization to syntactic analysis), treebanks
alone cannot account for the linguistic complexity of the texts they include, which requires that information
provided by different (and currently available) textual and lexical resources is interlinked and, thus, exploited
to the best.
To this aim, the LiLa: Linking Latin project (2018-2023)14 was launched with the objective to interlink

the wealth of linguistic resources and NLP tools for Latin developed thus far, in order to bridge the gap
between raw language data, NLP and knowledge description (Declerck et al., 2012, p. 111). LiLa addresses
this challenge by building a collection of several data sets described using the same vocabulary and linked
together, namely a Linked (Open) Data Knowledge Base of the linguistic resources (and NLP tools) for
Latin currently available from different providers under various licences.
After a brief description of the basic architecture of the LiLa Knowledge Base (Section 2), this paper

focuses on the inclusion of three dependency treebanks for Latin into LiLa (namely, the ıt-tb in two ver-
sions, proıel and the llct), presenting an example of a complex query crossing the treebanks and the other
linguistic resources included so far in the Knowledge Base (Section 3).

2 The LiLa Knowledge Base

In order to achieve interoperability between linguistic resources and NLP tools, the LiLa Knowledge Base
makes use of a set of SemanticWeb and Linguistic LinkedOpenData standards. These include ontologies to

5http://www.thesaurus.badw.de/
6http://www.clarin.eu
7http://www.dariah.eu
8http://www.meta-share.org/
9http://www.eagle-network.eu
10SETS treebank search (http://bionlp-www.utu.fi/dep_search); PML Tree Query (http://lindat.

mff.cuni.cz/services/pmltq/); Kontext (http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/kontext/
corpora/corplist); Grew-match (http://match.grew.fr/).

11http://clarino.uib.no/iness/page
12See Tim Berners-Lee’s note at https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html.
13The Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud http://linguistic-lod.org/llod-cloud is a good example of a set of

interconnected linguistic resources.
14https://lila-erc.eu/
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Figure 1: The basic architecture of the LiLa Knowledge Base.

describe linguistic annotation (OLiA (Chiarcos and Sukhareva, 2015)), corpus annotation (NIF (Hellmann
et al., 2013), conll-rdf (Chiarcos and Fäth, 2017)) and lexical resources (Lemon (Buitelaar et al., 2011),
Ontolex15). The Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Lassila et al., 1998) is used to encode graph-
based data structures to represent linguistic annotations in terms of triples, made of a predicate connecting
two nodes (a subject and its object). The SPARQL language is used to query the data recorded in the form
of RDF triples (Prud’Hommeaux et al., 2008).
The LiLaKnowledge Base is highly lexically-based, striking a balance between feasibility and granularity:

its basic assumption is that textual resources are made of (occurrences of) words, lexical resources describe
properties of words, and NLP tools process words. Figure 1 presents the basic architecture of the LiLa
Knowledge Base, showing its main components and their relations. The Lemma is the key node type
in LiLa. A Lemma is an (inflected) Form conventionally chosen as the citation form of a lexical item.
Lemmas occur in Lexical Resources as canonical forms of lexical entries. Forms, too, can occur in lexical
resources, like in a lexicon containing all of the forms of a language, as for instance in Tombeur (1998). The
occurrences of Forms in real texts are Tokens, which are provided by Textual Resources. Finally, NLP
tools process either Forms regardless of their contextual use (e.g., a morphological analyzer), or Tokens
(e.g., a PoS-tagger), or texts in Textual Resources (e.g., a tokenizer). Forms, Lemmas and Tokens can be
assignedMorphological Features, like part of speech and gender.
Since lemmas serve as the optimal interface between lexical resources, (annotated) corpora and NLP

tools, the core of the LiLa Knowledge Base is a collection of citation forms for Latin. Interoperability can
be achieved by linking the entries in lexical resources and the corpus tokens pointing to the same lemma.16
The collection of citation forms of LiLa is built on top of the set of lemmas used by the morphological
analyzer for Latin Lemlat (Passarotti et al., 2017).17 Lemlat relies on a lexical basis resulting from the
collation of three Latin dictionaries (Georges and Georges, 1913 1918; Glare, 1982; Gradenwitz, 1904)
for a total of 40,014 lexical entries and 43,432 lemmas, as more than one lemma can be included in one
lexical entry. This lexical basis was recently further enlarged by adding the Onomasticon provided by the
5th edition of Forcellini dictionary (Budassi and Passarotti, 2016) and the entries from a large reference
glossary for Medieval Latin, namely the Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis (du Cange et al., 1883
1887; Cecchini et al., 2018), leading to a total of around 150,000 lemmas.
The linguistic resources currently linked in the LiLa Knowledge Base are stored in a triplestore using the

Jena framework.18 The Fuseki component exposes the data as a SPARQL end-point accessible over HTTP.
The current prototype of the LiLa RDF triplestore database connects the following resources for Latin: (a)
the collection of lemmas provided by Lemlat, (b) the wfl lexicon, and (c) three treebanks (four by version):

15https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
16On the process of harmonization of the different lemmatization strategies for Latin in LiLa, see Mambrini and Passarotti

(Forthcoming).
17https://github.com/CIRCSE/LEMLAT3
18A prototype of the LiLa triple store is available at https://lila-erc.eu/data/.
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(c.1) proıel in its UD version (release 2.3), (c.2-3) the ıt-tb in both its UD 2.3 and original version, and
(c.4) a selection of 3,900 sentences (105,380 tokens) of the llct.

3 Interlinking and Querying Treebanks in LiLa

In this section, we discuss how we integrated the Latin treebanks into the LiLa Knowledge Base and how
the linked data obtained by connecting the treebank tokens to the other resources support complex queries
crossing through different linguistic resources.

3.1 Linked Treebanks

The Latin treebanks currently integrated into LiLa have been converted into RDF triples. As an example,
Figure 2 represents a first result in the conversion and linking process. The figure shows a three-word
sentence from the Vulgata (Matt. 6.10), taken from the UD 2.3 version of the proıel corpus: veniat regnum
tuum (“thy kingdom come”). The UD 2.3 tree for this sentence is shown in Figure 3.19

Tokens and sentences are defined using the NIF vocabulary. In the current, preliminary stage of the
Knowledge Base, some information on the tokens, such as the list of morphological features, is still regis-
tered as a simple string of text. For instance, in Figure 2 this is the case of the string “Case=Nom|Gen-
der=Neut|Number=Sing”, which is linked to the proıel token with ID s15924_2 (for the word regnum
“kingdom”) via the relation conll:FEAT, linking the morphological features taken from files in the
CoNLL-U format of UD.20

Other types of tagging (such as syntactic dependencies, or sentence boundaries) are expressed by links be-
tween the nodes for tokens or sentences. For example, in Figure 2, this is represented by the linking between
the token s15924_2 (regnum) and the token s15924_1 (veniat “come”) via the relation conll:HEAD,
representing that in the sentence the word veniat is the head of the word regnum, as can be seen from the
tree in Figure 3.
Finally, a third group of linguistic annotations, like the part of speech, directly relate tokens to concepts

from an ontology of linguistic data (OLiA).21 In Figure 2, this is shown by the edge connecting the token
s15924_2 (regnum) to the concept node olia:CommonNoun.
Tokens are connected to the appropriate Lemma nodes recorded in the LiLa Knowledge Base. In Figure

2, for instance, the token s15924_2 (regnum) is linked to lemma 34146, which has written representation
regnum. Via this connection, it becomes possible to access all the other information that is also pointing to
that lemma. In the figure, the lemma 34146 is connected to a node for a lexical base (1133), the same
to which also lemmas rex “king” (34799) and regno “to rule, to be king” (34145) are attached. This
means that lemmas regno, regnum and rex belong to the same “word formation family”, i.e. a set of lemmas
sharing the same lexical base. The lemma regnum is also formed with the suffix “-n” (represented by the
node affix:111 in Figure 2), the same found in e.g. fanum “shrine” (not shown here for reasons of
space). In the collection of citation forms included in LiLa, all the lemmas formed with the suffix “-n” are
linked to affix:111 via the relation lemlat_base:hasSuffix, thus allowing to retrieve them in
the Knowledge Base. The information about lexical bases and affixes is available thanks to the connection
of the wfl lexicon in LiLa.

3.2 Querying LiLa

In this section, we provide an example of the types of queries that the LiLa Knowledge Base can already
support. As mentioned, one single query can extract data from all the multiple corpora and lexical resources
linked to LiLa’s collection, and can also combine syntactic, lexical and morphological information beyond
the type of annotation explicitly recorded in a single corpus.

19In Figure 3, each node apart from the root is assigned its part of speech and a dependency relation. In the tree, the nsubj
relation is used for nominal subjects, while nmod for nominal modifiers. The full list of dependency relations used in UD v2 is
available at https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/index.html.

20On the CoNLL-U format used in the UD treebanks see https://universaldependencies.org/format.html.
21A shallow conversion from the CoNLL-U format to RDF was obtained with the help of conll-rdf. The application also allows

to design custom SPARQL Update queries to link the RDF representation of the corpus to other resources.
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Figure 2: A sentence from proıel as RDF triples in the LiLa Knowledge Base.

Figure 3: The UD 2.3 tree of veniat regnum tuum from proıel.
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Consider, for instance, the case of a researcher interested in the relation between the syntactic role of
subject and the semantic role of agent in Latin. One possible approach to study the question would be to
start by collecting and analyzing the sentences where nouns formed with a typical morpheme for agent nouns
like “-(t)or” (common to several Indo-European languages) are attested as subject of an active verb.
Though the number of linguistic resources currently interlinked in LiLa is still small, it is already possible

to design a single SPARQL query to extract this information from our RDF versions of proıel, ıt-tb (UD
version) and llct. In what follows, we illustrate the results of a query that asks for an active (or depo-
nent) verb governing a noun with the syntactic relation of subject in the three treebanks. By leveraging the
connection between lemmas and the affixes in wfl, we add the additional constraint that the noun must be
formed with the suffix “-(t)or”. This information, which is not encoded into the original treebanks, is now
accessible thanks to the architecture based on Linked Open Data that LiLa adopts.
The query allows us to extract 143 passages, with 80 different verbs and 58 agent nouns. One sample of

the results, a sentence from Cicero’s Letters to Atticus (4.4a.2) retrieved from proıel, is reported in Example
(1).

(1) gladiatores audio pugnare mirifice.
‘I hear that your gladiators fight superbly.’

The subject-verb bigrams resulting from the query highlight interest lexical aspects in the language of the
three corpora. As it is to be expected from the documentary nature of the texts provided by the llct
treebank, the 10 occurrences found in this corpus all involve legal actors and events: the most frequent
subject (4 occurrences) is rector, the priest responsible for a rural church. The other actors are: dispensator
“treasurer”, fideiussor “bail”, genitor “parent” and imperator “emperor”.
In the ıttb, on the other hand, the most frequent couplet is the one formed by the noun commentator “in-

terpreter” and the verb dico “to say” (21 cases), where the assertions of a scholar are reported and discussed.
Indeed, the verbs pointing to intellectual activities of scholars dominate in the results from the corpus of
Thomas Aquinas: in addition to the most frequent dico (22), other intellectual verbs include respondeo “to
reply” (3 instances), fingo “to imagine” (2), and intendo “to mean” (2).
Finally, proıel, which is more balanced between different genres, offers a more varied set of subject-verb

couplets in its 57 results. As in Example (1), where the noun gladiator “gladiator” is coupled with the verb
pugnare “to fight”, we find several nouns and verbs from everyday life, or from the domain of the professions
and human activities. Thus, for instance, we find 4 cases of fossor “digger, ditcher” joined with verbs like
includo “to shut in” and incumbo “to press upon”, or 6 cases of pastor “herdsman, shepherd” with verbs like
fugio “to flee” and secludo “to shut off”.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described how we interlinked three dependency treebanks for Latin (one available
in two versions) into a Knowledge Base of linguistic resources based on Linked Open Data practices and
standards. Linking resources of different kind (such as corpora and lexica) makes it possible to exploit
their potential to the best. Indeed, single resources tend to focus on a limited set of linguistic features (e.g.
morphology and syntax for treebanks), which are in most cases insufficient to provide a full analysis of the
textual or lexical data. Making interoperable the still scattered and unconnected resources that are currently
available for Latin (as well as for many other languages) is a way to approach the data from the various
layers of annotation that such resources provide.
Our work of interlinking the linguistic resources for Latin has just begun. In the near future, we plan

to integrate into the LiLa Knowledge Base two other lexical resources, namely an etymological dictionary
(de Vaan, 2008) and the Latin WordNet. Interlinking these resources with the textual occurrences of their
lemmas (enriched with syntactic annotation in treebanks) will enable the users of LiLa to run complex
queries crossing different kinds of linguistic features. Given that the set of interlinked resources will grow
in the coming years, the chain of connection can be continued indefinitely; as long as new lexical resources
are connected to the Knowledge Base, all the connections from any corpus token to their nodes will become
explorable in the network.
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Abstract

This paper presents challenges and observations on creating a code-switching treebank based on
ongoing annotation efforts of a Turkish–German spoken corpus following the Universal Depen-
dencies annotation scheme. We present and discuss a number of issues that arise because of
the need for consistent multilingual annotation within a single treebank, as well as the informal
language which is where code-switching is observed most. Besides proposing solutions to these
issues, our aim in this paper is to stimulate discussion and facilitate consistency over upcoming
code-switching annotation projects.

1 Introduction

Code-switching (CS) is the process of mixing more than one language in written or spoken communica-
tion (Myers-Scotton, 1993; Poplack, 2001; Toribio and Bullock, 2012). It is a phenomenon commonly
observed in multilingual societies (Auer and Wei, 2007), mainly in informal settings such as social me-
dia and spoken communication. For instance, (1) shows a sentence from a dialogue, that mixes Turkish
and German (in bold). The speaker starts with Turkish, switches to German, back to Turkish, and ends
the sentence with a mixed word where the German noun Gastfamilie ‘host family’ is inflected with the
Turkish locative suffix -de.

(1) Eh
Eh

orada
there

iki
two

Wochen
week.Pl

kaldım
stay.Past.1sg

ehm
ehm

Gastfamiliede
guest family.Loc

ehm
ehm

.

.
‘I stayed there two weeks, in a host family.’

The sentence is relatively simple and the overall meaning is derivable from the individual words. Yet,
its syntax is not standard. The main predicate kaldım ‘I stayed’ is in Turkish and the whole sentence
seemingly follows the Turkish syntax, except the noun phrase iki Wochen ‘two weeks’. Nouns modified
by numbers are in singular in Turkish, but Wochen is in plural. The construction is more complex than
using the German equivalent of ‘week’ in a Turkish phrase. It seems, the speaker inherently switches to
the German syntax as well, where the noun should be plural, when switching to German on the surface.

Such CS-specific constructions vary from non-canonical morphological marking to creating new syn-
tactic representations, to applying a linguistic phenomenon of one language to the other. They make
structural analysis of code-switching linguistically interesting and computationally challenging. Several
approaches tackle these challenges by utilising labelled and unlabelled monolingual and parallel data,
e.g. by creating artificial CS data and using them in training models for processing CS (Pratapa et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018). However to be able to capture unique cases like the singular-to-plural mapping
for ‘week’ in (1), those models need to see such instances. Thus, to observe the characteristics of CS and
address them with data-driven tools, we are in the process of annotating Turkish–German transcriptions
with part-of-speech, morphology, and dependency layers.

We have chosen Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al., 2016) as our annotation scheme. The UD
project aims to define morphosyntactic annotation guidelines that are consistent across languages. Its
unified tag sets and annotation standards facilitate the annotation of multiple languages within a single
treebank. Furthermore, annotations parallel to monolingual resources are useful for making use of these
resources, e.g., for transfer learning (Bhat et al., 2018).
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Despite clear advantages of the UD framework for annotating CS treebanks, the annotation of mul-
tiple languages in a single treebank needs additional considerations that have not been studied before.
Although there has been a few UD treebanks with code-switching (Bhat et al., 2018; Partanen et al.,
2018), the papers describing these treebanks do not document or discuss the code-switching aspects of
the annotation process.

In this paper we address this gap and outline some of the challenges and interesting phenomena that
surface during the annotation of a Turkish–German code-switching treebank. Our contributions are in
two levels. The observations on code-switching, independent of the annotation scheme, help in under-
standing in what forms it occurs. The annotation solutions we propose explore how to handle CS within
the UD framework. Working with spoken data brings another aspect and opens also speech annotation
under UD to discussion.

2 Related Work

Many well-known linguistic theories on CS syntax, e.g. Free Morpheme and Equivalence Constraints
(Poplack, 1980), Closed-class Constraint (Joshi, 1982), Matrix Language Frame (Myers-Scotton, 1993),
Functional Head Constraint (Belazi et al., 1994) define their formalism and constraints on constituency
structures . Eppler (2005) argues that these constraints are too restrictive from a data-driven perspective
and favours Word Grammar (Hudson, 1990), a dependency-based formalism, where the scope of the
constraints is head-dependent pairs. Her annotations on German–English transcriptions and the Chinese–
English treebank (Wang and Liu, 2013), which also follows Word Grammar, are the only CS dependency
treebanks that do not follow UD to the best of our knowledge.

The starting point for our work is the monolingual UD treebanks of both languages in our study. The
recent 2.4 release of UD includes three Turkish and four German treebanks. Turkish treebanks include
IMST-UD (Sulubacak et al., 2016b), which is semi-automatically converted from the IMST treebank
(Sulubacak et al., 2016a) which, in turn, is a re-annotation of the METU-Sabancı treebank (Oflazer et
al., 2003). Turkish GB is a manually annotated treebank consisting of grammar book examples (Çöl-
tekin, 2015). There are PUD treebanks consisting of parallel (translated) sentences for both languages.
The PUD treebanks were automatically converted from another dependency scheme for the CoNLL
2017 multi-lingual parsing shared task (Zeman et al., 2017). The first German UD treebank is the GSD
treebank (McDonald et al., 2013), which is also automatically converted from a different dependency
formalism. There are also two new additions to German treebanks; HDT, a conversion of Hamburg De-
pendency Treebank (Foth et al., 2014; Hennig and Köhn, 2017), and LIT, a treebank of German literary
history. Most of our annotation decisions and the discussions below are based on the version 2.3 of the
UD treebanks, particularly Turkish IMST and German GSD. There are, however, inconsistencies across
languages, and across treebanks of the same language. For most annotation decisions, we follow the an-
notations in the monolingual treebanks as much of possible. In case of inconsistencies across treebanks,
our policy is to choose the alternative closest to the general UD guidelines, so as to ensure cross-lingual
consistency within our multilingual treebank.

None of the treebanks noted above include spoken language, let alone code-switching. Quite a few
UD treebanks, on the other hand, contain spoken language partially (Danish DDT, Greek GDT, Lat-
vian LVTB, Persian Seraji, Polish LFG, Swedish LinES) or fully (Cantonese HK, Chinese HK, French
Spoken, Naija NSC, Norwegian NynorskLIA, Slovenian SST). These treebanks have extended the UD
dependency relations with subtypes in addition to using the existing ones to cover linguistic phenom-
ena mainly observed in speech. For example, Slovenian SST (Dobrovoljc and Nivre, 2016) annotates
correcting disfluencies either with reparandum or parataxis:restart. Another parataxis subtype,
parataxis:discourse is defined to cover sentential parentheticals with fixed semantics that serve as
discourse elements (e.g., you know). French Spoken (Gerdes and Kahane, 2017) and Naija NSC (Courtin
et al., 2018) employ the same tag too. They define a separate tag parataxis:dislocated for clauses
that precede the sentence they are dislocated from. The other relation that is commonly extended is
discourse. Slovenian SST separates filler sounds from other discourse elements and assigns them
discourse:filler. Norwegian NynorskLIA (Øvrelid and Hohle, 2016) follows the same approach.
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Cantonese HK and Chinese HK (Leung et al., 2016) define discourse:sp for sentence particles com-
mon in spoken language. So far we are more conservative in extending relations with subtypes and have
introduced one that is described in Section 3.2.

The Hindi-English UD treebank (Bhat et al., 2018) annotates the mixed language of social media
and has no extension to UD dependencies. The major annotation augmentation is the language IDs
assigned to each token. Komi-Zyrian IKDP (Partanen et al., 2018) consists of spoken language, and
some utterances include Russian phrases. In those utterances mixed and Russian tokens are marked
with respective language IDs, and the Russian syntax is applied. However, the authors do not claim any
consistency with the annotations of the monolingual Russian UD treebank. Similar to these treebanks, we
also assign a language ID to each token following the tag set in Çetinoğlu (2016). Many other treebanks
include words or phrases from a foreign language. Most of them mark foreign tokens with Foreign=Yes,
and annotate the internal structure of foreign phrases with flat relations. However, a few treebanks, e.g.,
Irish IDT (Lynn and Foster, 2016), annotate foreign tokens according to their respective language.

3 Annotations

Any annotation project is bound to make non-trivial choices (Gerdes and Kahane, 2016). Most non-trivial
choices for a code-switching treebank comes either because of the multilingual nature of the resource,
or, as noted earlier, the fact that code-switching is prevalent in informal language, and annotation of
informal or spoken language has been more challenging than more standard/written language. Most of
the problems related to multilingual nature of the data stem from different annotations choices established
for individual languages. Although one of the main motivations behind the UD project is multilingual
consistency across treebanks, multilingualism within a treebank has not been one of the motivations for
UD. Below we focus on issues that arise due to multilingual nature of the treebank, but also noting some
of the issues that are due to the informal and spoken language.

3.1 Annotation Differences in Individual Languages

To be able to benefit maximally form monolingual treebanks, one of the principles we follow is to an-
notate the tokens that belong to each language following the annotation standards in the monolingual
treebank(s) of the corresponding language. In many cases this produces a workable solution in a multi-
lingual treebank. In other cases, however, the interaction of tokens within a sentence results in conflicts.
In this section we provide a few examples of both cases.

Titles A relatively simple difference between existing monolingual German and Turkish treebanks is
the annotation of titles, e.g., as in President Obama. The UD guidelines prescribe the use of flat
relation here. However, the different treebanks follow slightly different practices.1 German treebanks
seem to annotate names using appos relation. In Turkish treebanks, similar to a few other treebanks in
the UD distribution, the nmod relation is used. Although this is a relatively trivial issue, it demonstrates
the trade-offs of the annotation choices. On the one hand, choosing one of three relations and applying
to both languages would cause inconsistency with the (larger) monolingual treebanks and tools based on
these treebanks. On the other hand, following the conventions of both languages causes inconsistency
within the multilingual treebank, potentially confusing users querying the treebank, or automatic tools
that are trained on it.

Copula Another similar issue is the annotation of different sort of copula in German. One of the
principles of Universal Dependencies is the primacy of the content words. For copular constructions,
this means marking the copula as the dependent rather than the head. Since a copula is rarely used in
Turkish, the Turkish treebanks naturally follow this for all types of copular constructions. On the other
hand, the German GSD and PUD treebanks seem to make distinction where some uses of copula sein is
annotated as main verb. For example, these treebanks suggest that copula ist in Die Frau ist Ärztin ‘the
woman is a doctor’ should be annotated using cop (with head Ärztin), while in Der Vortrag ist in dem

1See https://universaldependencies.org/workgroups/mwe.html for a discussion.
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großen Saal ‘The lecture is in the great hall’, it should be marked as the main verb.2

Case A particular issue in Turkish–German CS occurs due to different approaches in annotating mor-
phology. Traditionally, morphological annotations in German treebanks are fully disambiguated based
on syntax (and possibly larger context) of the sentence. Although not clear-cut, Turkish treebanks anno-
tate only the morphological features that can be inferred from the word form alone. For example, without
context, German nouns belonging to some gender classes are ambiguous with respect to their cases. The
word (das) Kind ‘(the) child’ would be annotated with Case=Nom if it is the subject, and with Case=Acc
if it is the object of the sentence. A similar ambiguity also exists in Turkish. The word çocuk ‘child’
may be either the subject or indefinite object of a sentence. However, in both cases it is tagged with
Case=Nom. The tag Case=Acc is only used for definite objects where there is an overt morphological
marking for case.

(2)

Ve Bauingenieurwesen okumaya karar verdim
And Civil Engineering study.Dat decision give.Past.1Sg
CCONJ NOUN VERB NOUN VERB

cc

obj acl compound

root

‘And I decided to study Civil Engineering’

(2) presents a sentence involving a German word that functions as an object of a Turkish predicate.
According to German annotation standards, the word should be tagged as Case=Acc. However, there is
no overt case marker,3 thus the tag should be Case=Nom according to Turkish annotation standards. The
principle of following the annotation scheme of the token’s language does not work well here, causing
the loss of the distinction between definite and indefinite objects in Turkish. In such cases, we chose the
language of the head as reference.

3.2 CS-specific Issues
Double case marking Annotating case marking can get more complicated when it is overt in both
languages. In (3), the article dem ‘the’ and the number dritten ‘third’ carry the dative case marking
to indicate the static meaning. The noun Semester normally does not carry an explicit marker and the
German phrase in dem dritten Semester ‘in the third semester’ would be completely grammatical. Thus
the token Semester would normally have the tag Case=Dat in its morphological annotation in agreement
with its modifiers. However, the speaker has chosen to mark the static meaning also in Turkish and
following the Turkish grammar rules, there is a locative case marker -da attached to the noun, which
entails a Case=Loc tag in its morphological representation.

(3)

In dem dritten Semesterda Java gelecek
In the.Dat third.Dat Semester.Loc Java come.Fut.3Sg
ADP DET NUM NOUN PROPN VERB

Case=Dat Case=Dat Case=Loc

case
det

nummod
obl

nsubj

root

‘Java will start in the third semester.’

The conflict between case markers does not have a perfect solution within the current UD represen-
tation. If we choose Case=Dat to follow the German rules, the surface form -da would not match the
morphological tag, furthermore it would change the semantics of the word, as the dative case represents

2Our design decisions are mainly based on treebanks released in UD version 2.3. As of version 2.4, HDT and LIT treebanks
are released for German. While LIT follows GSD and PUD in copula annotation, HDT mark them with cop, in accordance
with the general and Turkish guidelines. Thus the German copular representation is subject to change.

3Note that Bauingenieurweseni – the version with the Turkish accusative case marker – would also be grammatical.
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motion towards something in Turkish. Thus, we choose the Case=Loc tag at the expense of losing the
agreement between the determiner and number, and the noun.4

Bilingual light verb constructions The use of CS creates new constructions too. One quite common
new construction is the use of German verbs followed by a Turkish light verb etmek ‘do’ or yapmak
‘make’, which is also observed in Turkish–German tweets (Çetinoğlu, 2016) as well as Turkish–Dutch
(Backus, 2009). The German verb is in infinitive form and the Turkish light verb takes inflectional
and derivational suffixes. The core semantics of the construction comes from the German verb. These
constructions are similar to noun-light verb constructions common in Turkish (e.g. yardım etmek lit.‘help
do’ – ‘to help’). In the Turkish UD, noun-verb constructions are labelled with the compound:lvc relation
where lvc denotes light verb constructions. We adopt the same label for German-Turkish constructions.
(4) demonstrates a sentence where the German verb schnorcheln ‘snorkel’ is coupled with the Turkish
light verb yap ‘make’, that undergoes derivation with the suffix -ken ‘While’. The combined meaning of
the compound is ‘while snorkelling’.

(4)

Ähm schnorcheln yaparken hatta sen gözlüğünü düşürmüştün
Err snorkel make.Aor.While even you glass.Acc drop.Evid.Past.2Sg
INTJ VERB VERB ADV PRON NOUN VERB

discourse
compound:lcv

advcl
advmod

nsubj
obj

root

‘While you were snorkelling you had even dropped your glass.’

Translation pairs Another CS-specific language use we have observed is uttering a word, phrase or
clause in one language and repeating it as a translation in the other language. (5) shows such an example
where German gehe auch ‘I go too’ is repeated again as Turkish de gidiyorum Since there are no relations
in UD that would capture this phenomenon, we extend the relation parataxis by introducing a trans
subtype. The relation connects the head of the second constituent to the head of the first constituent as a
dependent.

(5)

Ich gehe auch ab und zu Bibliotheke de gidiyorum
I go.Pres.1Sg too away and to library.Dat too go.Prog.1Sg

PRON VERB ADV ADV CCONJ ADV NOUN ADV VERB

nsubj

root

advmod:emph
advmod

cc
conj

obj

advmod:emph

parataxis:trans

‘I also go to the library now and then.’

Bilingual m-reduplication In Turkish, it is possible to generalise the meaning of a word by so-called
m-reduplication (Göksel and Kerslake, 2005). To realise m-reduplication, the first word is reduplicated,
and an m prefixes the duplicate if the word starts with a vowel, or the first character of the duplicate is
replaced with an m if it is a consonant as in (6).

(6) Çay
Tea

may
etc.

içer
drink.Aor

misin?
Ques.2Sg

‘Would you like to drink tea and the like?’

While this is a Turkish-specific phenomenon, bilinguals also apply it to other languages. In (7) we
see that the German word Trank ‘potion’ undergoes m-reduplication. This is not only a new lexical

4Another possibility is indicating both cases with notation Case=Dat,Loc. This is used when the word may have one of the
values, but it cannot be decided from the available context. In this particular case, however, there is no ambiguity. Both case
values are correct depending on the language.
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alternation in German, its syntactic representation is new to German UD as well. m-reduplications are
represented as compound:redup in the Turkish UD treebanks; we apply it also to German in this case.

(7)

Bak ben sana hatta nasıl Trank mrank yapıldığını da göstereyim
Look I you.Dat even how potion etc. make.Pass.PastPart too show.Opt.1Sg
VERB PRON PRON ADV ADV NOUN NOUN VERB ADV VERB

discourse

nsubj
obl

advmod
advmod

nsubj:pass
compound:redup

ccomp
advmod:emph

root

‘Look, let me even show you also how potion et cetera is made.’

3.3 Issues Related to Spoken Language

We also observe some linguistic phenomena more frequently than corresponding monolingual treebanks
due to the medium we collect the data. Spoken language contains many disfluencies, repetitions, run-on
sentences, and uncommon word order. Since these phenomena are orthogonal to mixing languages, their
dependencies can cross language boundaries within a sentence. We exemplify two of the commonly
observed cases.

Appositions In appositions two consecutive noun phrases define the same referent in different ways.
In our corpus these two noun phrases could as well be in different languages. In (8) the speaker men-
tions ‘someone from Berlin’ in Turkish then refers to the same person with additional information ‘an
acquaintance of my mother’ in German. Following the UD guidelines, the head of the second phrase is
dependent on the head of the first phrase with the relation appos.

(8)

Jemand aus Berlin hani eh annemin so bir tanıdığı so
Someone from Berlin well eh mother.P1sg.Gen like a acquaintance.P3Sg like
PRON ADP PROPN ADV INTJ NOUN ADV DET NOUN ADV

root

case
nmod

discourse
discourse

nmod:poss
discourse

det

appos

discourse

‘Someone from Berlin, well, an acquaintance of my mother.’

Dislocation In spoken Turkish it is quite common to replace a word or phrase that does not come to
mind immediately or inappropriate to say with the word şey ‘thing’. While it is a noun itself, it can also
replace verbs or clauses when combined with the light verb etmek ‘do’. The CS corpus we are collecting
has many instances of such use, (9) demonstrates one case.

(9)

Zor olan kısmı şey -di daha çok Informatik
Hard be.PresPart part.P3Sg thing Past more much Informatics
ADV VERB NOUN NOUN AUX ADV ADV PROPN

xcomp acl nsubj

root

cop advmod
advmod

dislocated

‘The hard part of it was mostly this thing, Informatics.’

The speaker first uses şey as the nominal predicate of the copular sentence. This way the sentence
is grammatically complete with the placeholder şey until the last word. Once the word Informatik ‘In-
formatics’ is uttered, it does not have a role in the sentence other than clarifying şey. UD employs the
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dislocated tag for these relations. By definition the dislocated item is attached to the head of the
placeholder. Here, the head is the placeholder itself, thus Informatik is dependent on şey.

Clausal discourse elements Spoken language contains many clauses with fixed semantics that func-
tion as discourse markers such as you know, say, I think. We observe similar cases in our corpus too; most
frequent examples include German weißt du ‘you know’, ich glaube ‘I think’, and Turkish bak ‘look’.
The UD policy for such cases is connecting them to the main clause with a parataxis tag. Some of
the UD spoken treebanks (Dobrovoljc and Nivre, 2016; Gerdes and Kahane, 2017; Courtin et al., 2018)
keep the discourse information via the subtype parataxis:discourse. We follow their approach and
employ the same tag as exemplified in (10) with weißt du ‘you know’.

(10)

Hani yemek de değil weißt du einfach nur Wasser
Well food too not know.Pres.2sg you simply only water
ADV NOUN ADV PART VERB PRON ADV ADV NOUN

discourse

root

advmod:emph

ccparataxis:discourse

nsubj
advmod

advmod

conj

‘Well, it is not food, you know, just water.’

4 Conclusions

In this paper we present our experience with an ongoing treebank creation project of a Turkish-German
code-switching corpus. In annotations, we follow the general UD guidelines and, Turkish and German
UD treebanks as much as differences in individual languages allow. When we encounter new monolin-
gual or bilingual syntactic constructions we apply existing relations to these new conditions; and if not
sufficient, we introduce a subtype. Due to annotating spoken data, our sentences contain dependencies
that are rare or nonexistent in monolingual Turkish and German treebanks. For those cases also, we
follow general UD guidelines and other spoken UD treebanks.

Our observations so far suggest that interesting phenomena we come across and challenges they bring
can only increase as we continue to collect and annotate more data. For some of the challenges we
propose well-fitting solutions. For others, we take advantage of reporting work in progress and open
our decisions up for discussion. Thus we see this paper as an opportunity to share idiosyncrasies of
code-switching with any researcher who is interested in CS in particular, or in non-canonical language
in general; and to exchange annotation ideas with the UD community.
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Abstract

The development of code-mixing (CM) NLP systems has significantly gained importance in
recent times due to an upsurge in the usage of CM data by multilingual speakers. However,
this proves to be a challenging task due to the complexities created by the presence of multiple
languages together. The complexities get further compounded by the inconsistencies present in
the raw data on social media and other platforms. In this paper, we present a neural stack based
dependency parser for CM data of Bengali and English by utilizing pre-existing resources for
closely related Hindi and English CM treebank as well as monolingual treebanks for Bengali,
Hindi and English. To address the issue of scarcity of annotated resources for Bengali-English
CM pair, we present a rule based system to computationally generate a synthetic code-mixing
treebank for Bengali and English (Syn-BE) which is used to further improve the accuracy of our
dependency parser. For evaluation purpose, we present a dataset of 500 Bengali-English tweets
annotated under Universal Dependencies scheme.

1 Introduction

Code-mixing refers to the mixing of various linguistic units (morphemes, words, modifiers, phrases,
clauses and sentences) primarily from two participating grammatical systems within a sentence (Bhatia
and Ritchie, 2008). This is essentially different from code-switching which refers to the co-occurrence
of speech extracts belonging to two different grammatical systems (Gumperz, 1982). The occurrence
can be both inter-sentential or intra-sentential, however there are strict phrasal boundaries and within
one lexical unit, the syntax of only one language is maintained. Since the more recent works have not
focused on the differences between the two phenomena, we will use these two terms interchangeably.

Recently, code-mixing which was often only observed in speech, has pervaded almost all forms of
communication due to the growing popularity and usage of social media platforms by multilingual
speakers (Rijhwani et al., 2017). Therefore, there has been considerable effort in building CM NLP
systems such as language identification (Nguyen and Dogruoz, 2013; Solorio et al., 2014; Barman et
al., 2014; Rijhwani et al., 2017), normalization and back-transliteration (Dutta et al., 2015). Part-of-
speech (POS) and chunk tagging for code-mixing data for various South Asian languages with English
have been attempted with promising results (Sharma et al., 2016; Nelakuditi et al., 2016). Ammar et al.
(2016) developed a single multilingual parser trained on multilingual set of treebanks that outperformed
monolingually-trained parsers for several target languages. In the CoNLL 2018 shared task, several
participating teams developed multilingual dependency parsers that integrated cross-lingual learning for
resource-poor languages and were evaluated on monolingual treebanks belonging to 82 unique languages
(Zeman et al., 2018). However, none of these multilingual parsers have been evaluated on code-mixed
data or adapted specifically for CM parsing.

The Bengali-English code-mixing is found in abundance as Bengali is widely spoken in India and
Bangladesh. It is the second most widely spoken language in India after Hindi (Bhatia, 1982). Because
of inherent structural and semantic similarity between Bengali and Hindi, we observe a close proximity
between Bengali-English and Hindi-English code-mixing as well. Both of these language pairs deal with
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the challenges of mixing different typologically diverse languages; SOV word order1 for Hindi/Bengali
and SVO word order for English. A dependency parser for Hindi-English code-mixing has been pre-
sented by Bhat et al. (2018). In comparison, Bengali-English code-mixing is left relatively unexplored
barring significant works on language identification (Das and Gambäck, 2014) and POS tagging (Jamatia
et al., 2015) which serve as preliminary tasks for more advanced parsing applications down the pipeline.
The main hindrance to the development of parsing technologies for Bengali-English stem from the lack
of annotated resources for the code-mixing of this language pair. In this paper, we try to utilize the pre-
existing resources for widely available monolingual Bengali, Hindi and English as well as Hindi-English
code-mixing and adapt them for Bengali-English dependency parsing. We also propose a rule based sys-
tem to synthetically generate Bengali-English code-mixing data. An attempt has been made to generate
code-mixing data for the Spanish-English language pair (Pratapa et al., 2018) but none for the Hindi-
English or Bengali-English language pair as these pairs pose special challenges due to their different
word orders which commonly violate most code-mixing theories (Sinha and Thakur, 2005). We further
present a method to project dependency annotations to our Bengali-English CM data from monolingual
Bengali and Hindi-English CM treebank and generate a synthetic treebank for Bengali-English (Syn-BE)
which helps improve the accuracy of our dependency parser. For evaluation purpose, we present a dataset
of 500 Bengali-English tweets annotated under Universal Dependencies scheme.

2 Universal Dependencies for Bengali-English

2.1 Data Preparation and Annotation
We prepared a dataset of 500 Bengali-English tweets by crawling over Twitter using Tweepy2 - an API
wrapper for Twitter. We identify the Bengali-English tweets by running the tweets through a language
identification system (Bhat et al., 2018) trained on the dataset provided by ICON 2015.3 We select only
those tweets which satisfy a minimum code-mixing ratio of 30:70(%). Here, code-mixing ratio is defined
as:

1
n

n

∑
s=1

Es

Ms +Es

where n is the number of sentences in the dataset, Ms and Es are the number of words in the matrix and
embedded language in sentence s respectively. Next, we manually select 500 tweets from the resulting
tweets and normalize and/or transliterate each word before annotating them using Universal Dependency
guidelines (Nivre et al., 2016) for POS and dependency tags. The language tags are annotated based on
the tag set defined in (Solorio et al., 2014; Jamatia et al., 2015).

Figure 1 illustrates the conventions followed by our annotators for unique code-mixed constructions.
Bengali verbification of English verb start by adding a Bengali light verb hobe (“will be”) leads to a
hybrid compound verb start hobe (“will be”). Here, start is POS tagged as ‘NOUN’ instead of ‘VERB’
as it functions as a noun in this CM lexical unit and verbal inflection is observed only by the light verb
hobe (“will be”). Also, #BOSS2 is tagged as ‘PROPN’ instead of ‘X’ as it is a syntactic token in this
context. These annotations are consistent with the annotations for Hindi-English CM (Bhat et al., 2018).

The resulting dataset is split into three sets consisting of 200 tweets for testing, 160 for tuning and a
third set of 140 tweets to be used as the training set in our stacking model for dependency parsing. The
Bengali-English CM dataset is available at https://github.com/urmig/UD_bn-en.

2.2 Code Mixing Data Synthesis
Based on the token-level data distribution in Table 1, we observe that the matrix language in the major-
ity of CM sentences is Bengali. The same is observed for the Hindi-English CM Data (Sharma et al.,
2016). With this assumption, we proceed with the synthetic data generation by mixing English linguis-
tic elements into the matrix of Bengali sentences. A frequently observed phenomenon in CM data is
replacement of noun phrases in one language by the corresponding noun phrase in the other language

1Subject, Object and Verb Order in transitive sentences
2http://www.tweepy.org/
3http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/icon2015/
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kobe theke #BOSS2 er shooting start hobe

when from of will be

PRON ADP PROPN ADP NOUN NOUN VERB

root
obl

case

nmod
case

nsubj
compound

Figure 1: An example to illustrate Bengali-English Code-Mixed tweets

Language Tags Token Count
Bengali 2840 (46.73%)
English 1781 (29.3%)
Rest (univ,acro,ne) 1457 (23.97%)

Table 1: Token-level Data Distribution on 500
Bengali-English tweets.

Language POS UAS LAS
Hindi 97.65 94.36 91.02
Bengali 93.26 87.07 80.1
Hindi-English 91.90 74.16 64.11

Table 2: POS and parsing results of neural-
stacking model for different languages

partially or in entirety (Dey and Fung, 2014). Sinha and Thakur (2005) had previously discussed CM
constraints for Hindi-English and came to the conclusion that the phenomenon of code-mixing for this
language pair is not entirely arbitrary. In our code-mixing method, we will be closely following the
Closed Class Constraint which states that the matrix language elements within the closed class of gram-
mar (possessives, ordinals, determiners, pronouns) are not allowed in code-mixing (Sridhar and Sridhar,
1980; Joshi, 1982).

(1) Bengali: (Apnar “your” PRON) (chokher “of eyes” NOUN) (dekhashonar “care” VERB)
(jonye “for” ADP) (aapni “you” PRON) (kotota “how much” DET) (icchuk “willing” ADJ) ?

(2) English: (How ADV) (aware ADJ) (are VERB) (you PRON) (about ADP) (the DET) (care
NOUN) (of ADP) (your PRON) (eyes NOUN) ?

(3) Incorrect CS: (*Your PRON) (chokher “of eyes” NOUN) (*about ADP) (*the DET)
(dekhashona “care” NOUN) (*you PRON) (*how ADV) (icchuk “willing” ADJ)?

(4) Correct CS: (Apnar “your” PRON) (eyes NOUN) (er “of” ADP) (care NOUN) (er “of” ADP)
( jonno “for” ADP) (aapni “you” PRON) (kotota “how much” DET) (aware ADJ) ?

Example (3) demonstrates an unnatural and uncommon code-mixed construction and thus we can
conclude that the two mixing constraints hold true for Bengali-English CM text as well. We extend
these constraints to question words which can fall in the POS category of ADV and PRON as well as
for adpositions (prepositions and postpositions). We note that the example (4) results in an acceptable
code-mixed sentence as the closed class elements from the matrix language Bengali are retained.

The Code-Mixing Process
The pipeline for our code-mixing script is as shown in Figure 2. The script takes shallow-parsed English
and Bengali parallel corpora as inputs. Consistency across chunks in parallel sentences is imperative
for direct replacement of chunks for code-mixing. However, there are various structural differences
in constituency parsing obtained for English by the Stanford Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) and
shallow parsing obtained for Bengali by the Shallow Parser by TDIL Program, Department Of IT Govt.
Of India.4. The first module, chunk harmonizer handles the issue of structural differences in English and

4http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/analyzer/bengali/
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the Code-Mixing process

Bengali chunks by modifying the English chunks based on the following set of rules:

1. Separate the coordinating conjunction and its conjuncts into different chunks as they are treated
separately in Bengali.

2. Combine the adverbs of degree (also, too, so, very etc.) with the preceding noun phrase (NP)
as they are classified in Bengali as particles (o (“too”), i (“only”) etc.) and intensifiers (bhishon
(“extreme”), khub (“very”) etc.) and grouped with NP.

3. Convert prepositional phrase (PP) to NP by making the head noun of the succeeding NP as the head
and separating it from the preceding verb phrase (VP).

4. Split NP at genitives into separate NPs as genitives are considered as separate chunks in Bengali.

The rules are demonstrated by the example below:

(5) (NP Your self-confidence) (ADVP also) (VP increases (PP with (NP teeth))) → (NP Your) (NP
self-confidence also) (VP increases) (NP with teeth)

which now consistently maps to the corresponding chunks in the parallel Bengali sentence:

(6) (NP daanter “teeth” jonyo “for”) (NP aapnaar “your”) (NP aatmaviswas “self-confidence” o
“also”) (VP baadhe “increases”)

Along with harmonizing the chunks, this module marks the heads of each chunk in both languages using
generalized rules defined by Sharma et al. (2006). For clarity, we have mapped the POS tags from Penn
Treebank POS tagsets (Marcus et al., 1993) for English and Bureau Of Indian Standard (BIS) POS tagset
(Choudhary and Jha, 2011) for Bengali to the Universal Dependency Tagset (Nivre et al., 2016).

The second module in the pipeline facilitates rule-based chunk replacement by taking the chunk-
harmonized parallel Bengali and English sentences as inputs and replacing some selected Bengali chunks
with English according to the rules discussed in 2.2. First, the chunks, each represented by the head ele-
ment, are aligned using word alignments obtained from Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003). Next, we replace
the Bengali noun chunks (NP) and adjectival chunks (JJP) with the corresponding English chunks. By
keeping the verbal chunks (VP) intact, we ensure that Bengali is retained as the matrix language of the
code-mixed sentence. Hybrid compound verbs (see section 2.1) are a common occurrence in Bengali-
English code-mixing and we can succesfully synthesize them by replacing the NP/JJP preceding Bengali
light verbs. For eg: (JJP porishkaara ("clean")) (VP koruna ("do")) → (JJP clean) (VP koruna ("do")).
We also retain Bengali post-positions and drop English prepositions associated with the heads.

Mixing the Bengali sentence (6) with the parallel English sentence (5) will generate:

(7) (NP teeth er “of” jonyo “for” ) (NP aapnaar “your” ) (NP self-confidence o “also” ) (VP baadhe
“increases” )
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This is one of the acceptable combinations of the two sentences to form a CM sentence. We use the
parallel corpora for English, Bengali and Hindi provided by Indian Languages Corpora Initiative (ILCI)
(Jha, 2010) belonging to the health domain. We select a subset of 10,000 parallel sentences from each
language and generate code-mixed sentences for both Bengali-English and Hindi-English language pair
following the constraints in 2.2 . Thus, we have a parallel corpora for code-mixed Bengali-English and
Hindi-English along with parallel corpora for Bengali, Hindi and English. We obtain only 5,063 code-
mixed sentences with a minimum CM ratio of 30:70(%). The reason for this is attributed to the non-
alignment of a few heads in many Bengali and Hindi sentences to the heads of corresponding English
sentence. In spite of strictly following these rules, we generated a few erroneous sentences with word
repetitions due to inconsistent chunking of multi-word expressions. We try to mitigate those errors in
the post-processing step by carefully removing repeated words at code-mixing points. We attain this
by calculating cosine similarity between the words represented by their cross lingual embeddings (see
section 4). Eg: chiniyukta (“sugared”) sugared gums → sugared gum

2.3 Synthetic Bengali-English Treebank
Cross-lingual annotation projection makes use of parallel data to project annotations from the source
language to the target language through automatic word alignment. Hwa et al. (2002) proposed some
basic projection heuristics to deal with different kinds of word alignments. Tiedemann (2014) proposed
improvements in the annotation scheme by adding heuristics to remove unnecessary dummy nodes that
are introduced in the target treebank to deal with problematic word alignments. We investigate the
utility of annotation projection from the Hindi-English CM treebank (HE) and the Bengali monolingual
treebank (B) to Bengali-English (BE). HE is created by parsing the Hindi-English CM data generated in
the section 2.2 using the neural stacking dependency parser for Hindi-English by Bhat et al. (2018).5 BE
is generated by parsing the parallel Bengali sentences using the same neural stacking dependency parser
trained on a monolingual Bengali dependency treebank. The POS tagging and parsing accuracy of these
two parsers are mentioned in Table 2.

The basic setup for annotation projection is as follows:

1. Project annotations from B to BE for the matching head word nodes in Bengali and its dependent
Bengali nodes.

2. Project annotations from HE to BE for the matching head word nodes in English and its dependent
English nodes.

3. For each matching English dependent node in HE and BE with a Hindi head, find the aligned
Bengali node in B. If the cosine similarity between the two is above a certain threshold (0.5), project
annotations from B to BE.

4. For each matching Bengali dependent node in B and BE with an English head, find the aligned
Hindi node in HE. If the cosine similarity between the two is above a certain threshold (0.5), project
annotations from HE to BE.

In Figure 3, we demonstrate this with an example where the annotation for the BE tree is generated
by both HE (in blue) and B (in red). Since the sentences in BE, HE and B are essentially parallel, we
get one-to-one mapping and do not need to introduce any dummy nodes. We select 3643 completely
annotated trees for our Syn-BE.

3 Dependency Parsing

We adapt the neural dependency parser by Bhat et al. (2018) which is based on a transition-based parser
(Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016) and enhanced by neural stacks to incorporate monolingual syntactic
knowledge with the CM model. The model jointly learns POS-tagging as well as parsing by adapting
feature level neural stacks (Zhang and Weiss, 2016; Chen et al., 2016). The input layer for both the

5https://github.com/irshadbhat/csnlp
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aparishkara haath era byabohar ediye chalun

dirty hands of use avoid go

ADJ NOUN ADP NOUN VERB VERB

root

amod

nmod

case obj advcl

[Bengali]

dirty hands ke use se bache

of from save

ADJ NOUN ADP NOUN ADP VERB

root

amod
nmod

case
obl

case

[Hindi-English]

dirty hands era use ediye chalun

of avoid go

ADJ NOUN ADP NOUN VERB VERB

root

amod
nmod

case
obj advcl

[Bengali-English]

Figure 3: An example of annotation projection from Bengali and Hindi-English to Bengali-English

tagger and the parser encodes the input sentence into word and character embeddings and passes it to
the shared bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM). Bhat et al. (2018) demonstrates augmenting the final multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) layer of a bilingual model trained on Hindi and English treebanks (bilingual
source model) into the MLP layer of the model trained on Hindi-English CM data (CM model) achieves
state-of-the-art results for Hindi English code-mixing.

4 Experiments

Our models are trained on English and Hindi UD-v2 treebanks.6 Due to the absence of a Bengali UD
treebank, we converted the Paninian annotation scheme (Begum et al., 2008) present in the Bengali
treebank7 to UD by slightly modifying the rules (Tandon et al., 2016) for Hindi. The characters are
represented by 32-dimensional character embeddings while the words in each language are represented
by 64 dimensional word2vec vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013) learned using the skip-gram model. The
hidden dimensions and learning hyperparameters are consistent with those in Bhat et al. (2018).

For our baseline model, we train the neural stacking model (Bhat et al., 2018) for Bengali-English by
training the source model on both Bengali and English treebanks and stacking it on a CM model trained
on 140 Bengali-English CM (Gold-BE) sentences in our training set. Even though the size of the training
set is limited, we benefit from the presence of unique CM grammar as well as syntactic information of
social media elements. Our bilingual source model serves to transfer both POS tagging and parsing
information to the CM model.

In our next experiment, we train the CM stacking model with 1448 Hindi-English CM data (Gold-HE)
as provided by Bhat et al. (2018) in addition to our 140 Gold-BE sentences. In order to fully capture
the Hindi syntactic information in the CM data, we fortify the bilingual source model with the Hindi
treebank resulting in a trilingual source model. We try to reduce the differences in data representations
belonging to Hindi and Bengali by using:

1. Cross Lingual Word Embeddings for Hindi and Bengali by projecting the word2vec embeddings for
the two languages into the same space by using the projection algorithm of Artetxe et al. (2016) and
using a bilingual lexicon from ILCI parallel corpora.

2. WX notation8 to represent words from the two languages and using a common 32-dimensional
character embedding space.

6https://github.com/UniversalDependencies
7Developed as a part of the Indian Languages Treebanking Project by Jadavpur University
8http://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/WX_notation
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Embeddings POS UAS LAS
Monolingual 84.86 71.32 56.93
Crosslingual 85.62 71.94 57.41
Crosslingual 87.43 74.42 60.04
+ WX notation

Table 3: Effect of embeddings on POS and Parser
results for the Trilingual + Gold-(HE + BE) model

Stacking Models POS UAS LAS
(Bilingual) + Gold-BE 79.39 62.78 49.38
(Trilingual) + Gold-(HE + BE) 87.43 74.42 60.04
(Trilingual + Syn-BE) 89.63 76.24 61.41
+ Gold-(HE + BE)

Table 4: POS and Parser results of different
neural-stacking models for Bengali-English.

For our final experiment, we augment our Synthetic Code-Mixed Bengali-English Treebank (Syn-BE)
to the trilingual source model generated in the previous experiment and stack that on our CM model.

5 Results

We present our final results in Table 4. The baseline model adapted from Bhat et al. (2018) for Hindi-
English gives us 62.78% UAS and 49.38% LAS points. The POS results give 79.39% accuracy. The
lower accuracy for the model is expected due to the small training set for Bengali-English (140) when
compared with Hindi-English (1448). Moreover, the significantly lower parser accuracy (a difference of
~9% LAS points) for Bengali in comparison to Hindi negatively impacts the performance of the source
model (See Table 2).

Our next model that fortifies the baseline model with Hindi monolingual and CM data with Hindi-
English improves all the three measurements significantly because it enables us to utilize the relatively
large Hindi-English CM UD-annotated data. The UAS and LAS show an improvement in accuracy by
11.64% and 10.66% points respectively. The improvement in POS accuracy is ~8%. In this model,
we slightly modify the word and character embedding representations in order to mitigate the lexical
differences between Hindi and Bengali by using cross-lingual embeddings and a common character
space. From Table 3, we observe that using cross-lingual embeddings improves the accuracy of tagging
by 0.76%, UAS by ~0.6% points and LAS by ~0.5% points. Using a common character space by using
WX notation further improves the accuracy of both tagging and parsing by ~1.8% and ~2.5% points
respectively. The significant improvements in the results confirm the inherent similarity between the
code-mixing grammar of Hindi and Bengali with English as both of these language pairs deal with
mixing of two typologically diverse languages.

Our final model utilizes our Syn-BE CM treebank by augmenting it to the trilingual source model and
stacking it on the CM model trained on our Gold-HE and Gold-BE datasets. We observe an improve-
ment in the Bengali-English parser accuracy by 1.82% UAS points, 1.37% LAS points and POS tagging
accuracy by 2.2% . This improvement is satisfactory considering the errors propagated into our Syn-BE
treebank by annotating projections from automatically parsed Bengali and Hindi-English treebanks. We
must also note that the the domain of Syn-BE (health ) lacks certain social media elements and constructs
present in the evaluation set.

6 Conclusion

Our neural stacking model utilizing monolingual, gold and synthetic CM resources has shown significant
improvement of 10.24% for POS, 13.76% improvement in UAS and ~12% improvement in LAS points
when compared with the baseline model. The stacking model augmented by the Syn-BE CM treebank
improves the POS tagging accuracy by 2.2% points and parser accuracy by 1.82% UAS points and
1.37% LAS points respectively. The Syn-BE CM data can be used in other NLP systems like machine
translation, question-answering etc. to further improve their systems. There is scope for extending the
Syn-BE corpus by including more CM constructions like intra-sentential switching and CM sentences
with English as the matrix language. Our evaluation dataset consisting of 500 UD-annotated Bengali-
English tweets provides for a valuable resource for research on code-mixing.
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Abstract

We introduce the first German treebank for Twitter microtext, annotated within the framework of
Universal Dependencies. The new treebank includes over 12,000 tokens from over 500 tweets,
independently annotated by two human coders. In the paper, we describe the data selection and
annotation process and present baseline parsing results for the new testsuite.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen an increasing interest in developing robust NLP applications for data from differ-
ent language varieties and domains. The Universal Dependencies (UD) project (Nivre et al., 2016) has
inspired the creation of many new datasets for dependency parsing in a multilingual setting. Treebanks
have been created for low-resourced languages such as Bambara, Erzya, or Kurmanji as well as for many
new domains, genres and language varieties for which no annotated data was yet available. A case in
point are web genres, spoken discourse, literary prose, historical data or data from social media.1

We contribute to the creation of new resources for different language varieties and introduce tweeDe,
a new German UD Twitter treebank. TweeDe has a size of over 12,000 tokens, annotated with PoS,
morphological features and syntactic dependencies. TweeDe is different from existing German UD tree-
banks as its content focusses on private communication. Private tweets share many properties of spoken
language. They are often highly informal and not carefully edited, often lack punctuation and can include
ungrammatical structures. In addition, the data often includes spelling errors and a creative use of lan-
guage that results in a high number of unknown words. These properties make user-generated microtext
a challenging test case for parser evaluation.

In the paper, we describe the creation of tweeDe, including data selection, preprocessing and the
annotation process. We report inter-annotator agreement for the syntactic annotations (§2) and discuss
some of the decisions that we have made during annotation (§3). We compare tweeDe to other treebanks
in §4. In §5 we present baseline parsing results for the new treebank. Finally, we put our work into
context (§6) and outline avenues for future work (§7).

2 tweeDe – A German Twitter treebank

This section describes the creation of the first German Twitter treebank, annotated with Universal De-
pendencies. The treebank includes 519 tweets with over 12,000 tokens of microtext.

2.1 Data extraction

The annotation of user-generated microtext is a challenging task, due to the brevity of the messages
and the missing context information, which often results in highly ambiguous texts. As a result, inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) is often below the one obtained on standard newspaper text. To avoid such
problems, we opted to extract short communication threads, which range in length from 2 up to 34 tweets.
This approach allowed the annotators to see the context of each tweet and was thus crucial for resolving
ambiguities in the data.

1The different treebanks and their description are available from: https://universaldependencies.org/.
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The conversations were collected in two steps. We first used an existing python tool2 that supports the
downloading of conversations by querying the Twitter API for a set of query terms and then scraping the
html page on twitter.com that represents each matching conversation. However, Twitter does not embed
complete json files into the html-pages and the existing crawler had some problems in fully retrieving
tweet text containing certain special characters. We therefore used the output of the initial crawler only
to establish the ids and the sequencing of the tweets in a conversation and then re-downloaded the full
json files to be sure we had complete tweets.

The query terms we used were all German stop words, i.e. highly-frequent closed-class function
words such as prepositions, articles, modal verbs, and adverbs such as auch ‘too’ or dann ‘then’. The
idea behind this was to avoid any kind of topic bias. Of the threads retrieved, we only retained those
representing private communication between two or more participants. Threads consisting mainly of
automatically generated tweets, advertisements, and so on were discarded after manual inspection. The
treebank preserves the temporal order of the tweets in the same thread. For meta-information, we keep
the tweet id, date and time as well as the author’s user name. As is common practise for UD treebanks,
we also store the raw, untokenised text for each tweet.

Besides issues arising from brevity, further problems for annotating user-generated social media con-
tent are the creative use of language, including acronyms (example 1) and emoticons (example 2), non-
canonical spellings (example 3), missing arguments (example 2) and the often missing or inconsistent
use of punctuaction (examples 1-4). The latter causes segmentation problems like those faced in annotat-
ing spoken language where, since no punctuation is given, the annotator has to decide on where to insert
sentence boundaries.

(1) hdl
have you dear
“Love you”

(2) Mache
participate

deshalb
thus

gerne
gladly

mal
MODAL PTCL

mit
VERB PTCL

< 3
EMOTICON

“Hence (I) like to participate once in a while < 3”

(3) Is
is

nich
not

wahr
true

ich
I

habe
have

nur
only

einen
a

report
report

bekommen
got

das
that

sie
they

es
it

erhalten
received

haben
have

und
and

überprüfen..
check..

“It’s not true. I only got a report that they have received it and will check it.”

(4) Mahlzeit
meal

Arbeit
work

Gassigang
walking the dog

Wohnung
flat

geputzt
cleaned

Essen
food

gemacht
made

Jaaaa
Yeeees

es
it

ist
is

#Freitag
Friday

und
and

jetzt
now

#hochdiehaendewochenende
#up-the-hands-weekend

2.2 Segmentation

For spoken German, several proposals have been made how to segment transcribed utterances, based on
syntax, intonation and prosodic cues, pausing and hesitation markers (Rehbein et al., 2004; Selting et
al., 2009). However, when the different levels of analysis provide contradicting evidence, it is not clear
how to proceed. For tweets, we have to deal with similar issues. When no (or only inconsistent use
of) punctuation is present, we have to decide how to segment the tweet into units for syntactic analysis.
Earlier work has chosen to consider the whole tweet as one unit, i.e. as one syntax tree. Since Twitter has
changed their policy and doubled the length limit from 140 to 280 characters, this is no longer feasible
(see example 5 below). We thus decided to split up the messages into sentences, based on the following
rules.

(5) @surfguard @Mathias59351078 @ArioMirzaie Über einige amüsiere ich mich köstlich, bei manchen denke ich
"hm" und bei wieder anderen bin ich entsetzt. Mit keinem einzigen hab ich irgendwas zu tun. Wenn du mich wegen
meiner Hautfarbe den Schuldigen zuordnest, bist du ein Rassist.

“@surfguard @Mathias59351078 @ArioMirzaie Some make me laugh, some make me think ”hm“ and still others
make me feel appalled. I don’t have anything to do with any of them. If you blame me for the color of my skin, you’re
a racist.”

• Hashtags and URLs at the beginning or end of the tweet that are not syntactically integrated in the
sentence are separated and form their own unit (tree).
• Emoticons are treated as non-verbal comments to the text and are integrated in the tree (figure 1).

2https://github.com/song9446/twitter-corpus-crawler-python
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forget it with falling can not lol hahaha
asleep

Figure 1: Example tree from tweeDe, displayed in UD-annotatrix (Tyers et al., 2018).

• Interjections (Aaahh), inflectives (*grins*), fillers (ähm) and acronyms typical for social media
content (lol, OMG) are also not separated but considered to be part of the tree (figure 1).

2.3 Tokenisation
User-generated text often reflects (or mimics) morpho-phonological processes from spoken language
that are in conflict with the rules of Standard German orthography . One example are words merged into
one token that, according to German grammar, should be separated but in spoken varieties of German
are contracted into one token. We split merged tokens to avoid having tokens with more than one PoS
tag and grammatical function. To mark that the word has been written as one atomic token, we use the
UD feature SpaceAfter=No in combination with CorrectSpaceAfter=Yes in the last column of the
CoNLL-UD file. Figure 2 (left) shows an example where the canonical token sequence “Kennst Du ?”
is instead fused into the single token “Kennste ?”.

We also observe the opposite case where tokens that should have been written as one word are split
into two or more separate tokens in the tweet. Most of these are German noun compounds. We chose
to annotate split compounds using the UD relation goeswith. We follow UD conventions to always
annotate the first component as the head and attach all remaining components to the first component. One
problem with this approach is that in some cases the head of the compound will end up with the wrong
PoS tag. Figure 2 (right) gives an example where the whole compound should have been annotated as a
noun (Japanurlaub, Japan vacation) but instead now obtains a proper noun PoS tag. A possible solution
to this problem is to deviate from UD practise and annotate the second component (i.e. the real head) as
the head. As those cases were rare in our data, we refrained from doing so, for the sake of consistency
with other UD treebanks.

Know you ?

(6) Kennste
Kennst e

?
?

(raw)
(tokenised)

kennen du ? (lemmatised)

“Do you know that?” Japan vacation

(7) Japan Urlaub (raw)
Japan Urlaub (tokenised)
Japan Urlaub (lemmatised)

“vacation in Japan”

Figure 2: Merged tokens (left) and split compound (right)

2.4 Annotation

We annotated two types of PoS tags, based on the UD (Petrov et al., 2012) and Stuttgart-Tübingen
(STTS) (Schiller et al., 1995) tag sets. The PoS tags and morphological features represent the annota-
tions of one annotator, correcting the output of the UD processing pipeline for German (UDPipe) (Straka
and Straková, 2017). For all dependency annotations, two annotators provided syntactic attachments and
dependency labels, which were subsequently adjudicated. The adjudicated syntactic dependency rela-
tions were used for consistency checks between the dependency labels and the PoS and morphological
tags. Additional consistency checks based on DECCA (Dickinson and Meurers, 2003) verified the com-
patibility of the different annotation layers. All incompatibilities were manually inspected and resolved.
The final testsuite includes 12,073 tokens from 519 tweets, split up into train, development and test data
(table 1). Around 10% of the tweets include a non-projective tree structure.
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tweeDe # tweets # tok # vocab OOV lower # non-projective
train 250 5,747 2,035 0 0 25
dev 69 1,917 861 520 479 6
test 200 4,409 1,661 1,157 1,034 21
total 519 12,073 3,639 – – 52

Table 1: Corpus statistics for the tweeDe testsuite (OOV: number of out-of-vocabulary words with regard
to the training set; lower: OOV for lower-cased word forms).

Inter-Annotator Agreement We computed IAA on a subset of the data with 1,630 tokens. For labelled
attachments, the agreement between the two annotators was 0.83 κ , for unlabelled attachments the score
increased to 0.89 κ .

3 Annotation decisions

Below we discuss decisions we made during the annotation process that deviate from other existing
German UD treebanks, i.e. the UD-GSD and the UD-TüBa-D/Z. UD-GSD has been converted from an
earlier version of Stanford-style dependencies (McDonald et al., 2013) and contains mostly web reviews
while the UD-TüBa-D/Z (Çöltekin et al., 2017) is a conversion of the TüBa-D/Z (Telljohann et al., 2004)
and includes articles from a German daily newspaper.

Placeholder sentences In the UD-GSD treebank, finite subordinate placeholder sentences with dass
or ob (that, whether) are mostly analysed as ccomp while infinite correlates are annotated as acl and
attached to the placeholder, usually a pronominal adverb. In contrast, the TüBa-D/Z attaches both finite
and infinite placeholder clauses as adverbial clause to the verb of the matrix clause.

We decided to annotate finite and infinite placeholder sentences as acl and attach both to their respec-
tive placeholder (figure 3).

there belongs also a regular portion creativity to_it , so much shit to build

“It takes a good deal of creativity to screw up so bad.”

Figure 3: Placeholder sentence with pronominal placeholder.

Fixed multi-word constructions German has a rich system of adverbs and particles that can form
multi-word constructions and so obtain a meaning that is different from the one of their individual com-
ponents. We annotate those using the dependency label fixed (figure 4 left). Adpositions also frequently
form multiword units and have been treated the same (figure 4 right), as have specific combinations of
pronouns and prepositions (e.g. Was für ein Unsinn! (What for a nonsense), English translation: “What
utter nonsense!”).

but a murder sets ptcl now ptcl an intend before

“But murder requires intent.”

up to four years long

“up to four years long”

Figure 4: Particle multiword constructions (left) and adpositional multiwords (right).
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the further I down_scroll , the more things see I

“The further I scroll down, the more stuff I see”

Figure 5: Comparative clause with je-desto in tweeDe.

Correlative construction with two clauses The correlative construction je X, desto/umso Y (the X, the
Y) (figure 5) consists of a subordinate clause marked by je, followed by a matrix clause that is introduced
by desto/umso.3 Each clause needs to contain a comparative form, either of an adjective or of an adverb.
Semantically, the construction describes a relationship between an independent and a dependent variable
(example 8).

As indicated by word order, the clause expressing the causal variable is the subordinate clause (the
finite verb comes last) while the clause describing the dependent variable is syntactically encoded as the
matrix clause (the finite verb comes in second position). While je typically only marks the subordinate
clause, there also exist variants of the construction where the desto/umso is omitted and a second je is
used instead to mark the comparative that describes the dependent variable (example 9).4

(8) Je
PTCL

älter
older

ich
I

werde,
become,

umso
PTCL

glücklicher
happier

bin
am

ich.
I.

“The older I get, the happier I am.”

(9) Je
PTCL

größer
bigger

die
the

Gruppe,
group,

je
PTCL

kleiner
smaller

der
the

Preis.
price.

“The larger the group, the smaller the price.”

Based on these observations, we decided to attach the subordinate clause as an adverbial clause to the
matrix clause and analyse both particles as adverbial modifiers. We do not assign the mark relation as
the particles are not modifiers of the head of the subordinate clause but are modifiers of the comparative
forms in the subordinate and in the matrix clause.

This analyis is different from the one in the German UD-GSD and TüBa-D/Z UD treebanks (figure 6)
where the head of the subordinate clause is analysed as the root of the sentence and the matrix clause is
attached as a conjunct of the subordinate clause. Our analysis is consistent with the one for conditional
clauses that are similar in meaning (e.g.: If I scroll down further, I can see more), where the subordinate
if-clause is also an adverbial clausal modifier of the matrix clause.

the more_constant the market_shares declined , the more_regular became reformed

“The more consistently market shares declined, the more regularly reforms were carried out.”

Figure 6: Comparative clause with je-desto in the TüBa-D/Z-UD.

4 Comparison to other German UD treebanks

We now compare tweeDe to three other German treebanks, i) UD-GSD, ii) TüBa-D/Z and iii) UD-HDT.
The UD-HDT (Hennig and Köhn, 2017) is a conversion of the Hamburg Dependency Treebank (Foth et

3While this is the canonical order, it is also possible to switch the order of the matrix and subordinate clauses. Constructions
without verbal predicates are also possible: Je mehr, desto lustiger. (The more, the merrier).

4While these are less frequent than the canonical form with je-desto/umso, it is easy to find instances in a large corpus such
as the DeWac (Baroni et al., 2009), as well as instances that include only the je without a second particle where the matrix
clause then needs to be in V1 word order.
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Figure 7: Distribution of UD PoS tags in four German UD treebanks.

al., 2014) which includes mostly news articles and is also the largest existing German treebank.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of PoS tags in the four treebanks. While the other three treebanks

are quite homogeneous (except UD-GSD including more proper names), the most striking difference
between tweeDe and the other treebanks is the higher number of adverbs and pronouns. This is typical
for informal multiparty communication and is accompanied by a lower percentage of nouns, determiners,
adjectives and adpositions as well as a slightly higher amount of verbs. This shows that tweeDe has a
more verbal style, as opposed to the nominal style of the other treebanks.

5 Parsing experiments

We present parsing baselines for the new German UD treebank, using the state-of-the-art parser of Dozat
et al. (2017). The parser is a neural dependency parser that learns complex, non-linear representations
directly from the input text, based on bidirectional LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). It only
considers local context and predicts attachments and labels in a greedy fashion. The huge success of the
parser is based on its use of biaffine attention.

In our first experiment, we train the parser on the 250 tweets in the tweeDe training set. We use
pretrained skipgram embeddings with 100 dimensions (window size: 5, min word count: 10), trained on
a large collection of German tweets, collected in a time period from 2013 to 2017. The embeddings are
publically available from https://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/research/downloads. All models
have been trained with default parameters.

Table 2 (left) shows results for gold PoS and for automatically predicted PoS tags. Using UD PoS tags
for parsing outperforms the STTS tags by a large margin, probably due to sparsity caused by the more
fine-grained STTS. Feeding both, UD and STTS tags, to the parser can further increase results, but only
slightly (less than 1%). Most surprisingly, we obtain higher results when using automatically predicted
STTS tags (as compared to using gold STTS tags). This observation, however, is more pronounced for
the test set and might not be representative, being an artefact of the small data size.

Results for training on the small tweeDe dataset only are in the range of 74% LAS (gold PoS) and 68%
LAS (auto PoS). When adding the training data from the German-GSD UD treebank, results increase to
81% LAS (gold PoS) and 76% LAS (auto PoS). The large gap of 5% between the gold and auto PoS
setting highlights the importance of high-quality PoS tags for parsing tweets.

PoS dev test
tagset UAS LAS UAS LAS

gold
UD 82.15 74.26 80.65 72.69
STTS 73.48 63.05 70.28 60.83
BOTH 82.51 74.94 81.51 74.34

auto
UD 78.88 69.90 76.01 67.08
STTS 72.91 63.21 71.25 62.64
BOTH 79.09 70.73 76.60 68.14

PoS dev test
tagset UAS LAS UAS LAS

gold
UD 88.17 81.73 86.40 80.47
STTS 85.21 77.32 81.38 74.02
BOTH 88.89 82.67 87.15 81.01

auto
UD 85.88 78.20 82.91 76.03
STTS 84.90 76.44 82.32 74.79
BOTH 86.30 78.15 83.31 76.39

Table 2: Parsing results for the Dozat parser on tweeDe, without (left) and with additional training data
from the German-GSD UD treebank (right).
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# token # tweets LAS (parser)
EN (Foster et al. 2011) n.a. 519* 67.3 Malt2006
EN (Kong et al. 2014) 12,149 840 –
EN (Liu et al. 2018) 55,607 3,550 77.7 D&M2017
EN-AAE (Blodgett et al. 2018) 3,072 250 56.1 D&M2017
EN-MS (Blodgett et al. 2018) 3,524 250 67.7 D&M2017
IT (Sanguinetti et al. 2018) 124,410 6,712 81.5 D&M2017

Table 3: Statistics for manually annotated treebanks (*Foster et al. only report # sentences, not # tweets.
We expect the no. of tweets to be slightly lower than 500). The data of Blodgett et al. includes AAE and
main-stream (MS) English tweets. The last two columns report results for the Dozat & Manning parser
(Dozat et al., 2017) (w/o domain adaptation) or the Malt parser from the literature.

6 Related work

Twitter treebanks exist not only for English (Kong et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018; Blodgett et al., 2018)
but also for Italian (Sanguinetti et al., 2018) and Arabic (Albogamy et al., 2017). Foster et al. (2011)
were among the first to provide syntactic analyses for Twitter microtext. They created a testset with
over 500 sentences extracted from tweets. The data was automatically parsed with a constituency parser
and the trees were manually corrected by one annotator. Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for labelled
bracketing, measured on a subset of the data annotated by a second annotator, was quite high with nearly
96%. Parsing accuracy without any domain adaptation, however, was low: the Malt parser (Nivre et al.,
2006), trained on the WSJ, achieved an LAS of 63.3% on the Twitter testset.

The Tweebank v1 (Kong et al., 2014) is another English Twitter treebank, with a size of over 900
tweets annotated with unlabelled dependencies. Liu et al. (2018) extend the work of Kong et al. (2014)
by enlarging the treebank to more than 3,500 tweets, refining the guidelines and adding labels to the
former unlabelled trees. They report an IAA of 84.3% for labelled attachments in the Tweebank v2. A
third English Twitter treebank was created by Blodgett et al. (2018). Their corpus includes 250 African-
American English (AAE) tweets and 250 tweets of mainstream American English microtext. The data
has been annotated by two coders but no inter-annotator agreement is reported.

The Italian Twitter treebank of Sanguinetti et al. (2018) is the largest existing Twitter treebank and
includes more than 6,700 trees. The authors report an IAA of 0.92 κ for syntactic annotation. The
results for a dependency parser (Dozat et al., 2017) trained on a combination of the Italian UD treebank
and the new dataset are also quite high, with a labelled attachment score of 81.5%. The high agreement
and parsing scores suggest that the dataset is somewhat easier and more well-behaved than the Tweebank
(see table 3 for baseline results for the different Twitter treebanks).

For Arabic, a treebank with Twitter microtext has been created fully automatically, based on predic-
tions of a rule-based and a data-driven parser (Albogamy et al., 2017). Efforts have been made to map
the annotations to the UD scheme, but, to the best of our knowledge, the data is not yet available.

With over 12,000 tokens, our new German Twitter treebank is comparable in size to TWEEBANK V1
(Kong et al., 2014) even though the number of tweets in our dataset is smaller. This is due to the fact that
our data were collected after Twitter raised the maximum length for tweets from 140 to 280 characters.

7 Conclusions

We presented tweeDe, the first German Twitter treebank, as a new training and testsuite for UD parsing.
TweeDe includes more than 12,000 tokens of informal private communication, annotated for PoS, mor-
phology and UD syntactic dependencies. The data will be made available to the research community.5

We also presented parsing baselines for the new dataset, showing that combining a small amount of
in-domain Twitter data in combination with a larger amount of out-of-domain data can yield parsing
accuracies in the range of 83% (UAS) and 76% (LAS) on the new testsuite.

5https://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/research/downloads.
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Abstract 

This paper shows the extent to which treebanks of Ancient Greek play a central role in the on-
going Pedalion project at the University of Leuven. Building on diverse treebanks readily avail-
able today, the project aims to make progress in the automated parsing of classical and post-
classical Greek texts. Rather than developing new technology as such, our project endeavours 
to make deliberate and methodical use of the technology that already exists, essentially by com-
bining and adapting both technology and data. This contribution offers a ‘roadmap’ of our pro-
ject, surveying (a) the existing work on which we can rely, (b) the strategies which we adopt to 
reach better results in the automated processing of Ancient Greek and (c) the deliverables that 
have already been realised or are forthcoming.    

1 Introduction 

Although corpus-based methods are becoming increasingly central to present-day research in historical 
linguistics, the possibilities for conducting corpus-based linguistic research in Ancient Greek are still 
restricted, despite a range of recent international research initiatives (see Haug, 2014). Our ongoing 
project aims to make some progress in the automated language progressing of Ancient Greek. It starts 
from the basic assumption that promising results with wide-ranging applicability can be achieved by 
relying on the invaluable work already undertaken in a wide range of Ancient Greek dependency tree-
bank projects. The specifics of our approach can be characterised as follows: 

 Rather than developing new technology as such, our project endeavours to make deliberate and 
methodical use of the technology that already exists, essentially by combining and adapting 
both technology and data. In doing so, special attention is paid to the specifics of the Greek 
language.  

 Instead of aiming solely at reaching better parsing accuracy, the project also aims to offer a 
number of tangible deliverables. 

 Such deliverables should not be limited to specialised instruments tailored to the needs of re-
searchers and linguists: there are also didactic applications in development that can assist a 
larger audience in mastering Ancient Greek.  

In what follows, we offer a ‘roadmap’ of our project by succinctly outlining (a) the work on which we 
are gratefully building (section 2), (b) the strategies we adopt to achieve better results in the automated 
processing of Ancient Greek (section 3) and (c) the deliverables that have already been realised or are 
in progress (section 4). In a recent paper, Simon Mahony highlighted the importance of “joining together 
and sharing resources”, particularly “[i]n the case of ancient languages, just as with other vulnerable 
subject areas” (Mahony, 2016, 44). We hope that our ongoing project in some measure meets Mahony’s 
concern. 

2 Elaborating on existing treebanks 

Two projects are well-known and are prominently present in the yearly CONLL shared task (Zeman et 
al., 2018), the Perseus Ancient Greek and Latin Dependency Treebanks and the PROIEL Treebank. But 
there are many additional undertakings that deserve special mention. Hence, we offer a succinct survey 
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of dependency treebanks of Ancient Greek (for a survey which includes constituency treebanks as well, 
see Robie, 2017): 
 

 Perseus Ancient Greek Dependency Treebanks (AGDT); ca. 550K tokens. Encompasses Archaic 
poetry, Classical poetry and prose. Offers lemma, morphological, syntactic and (in a few cases) 
semantic information. Own annotation style. See (Bamman and Crane, 2011). 

 PROIEL treebanks; ca. 248K tokens. Encompasses prose texts. Offers lemma, morphological, 
syntactic and pragmatic information. Own annotation style. See (Haug and Jøhndal, 2008). 

 Sematia; ca. 6K tokens. Documentary papyri. Offers lemma, morphological and syntactic infor-
mation, following the AGDT annotation scheme (with some minor modifications). See (Hen-
riksson and Vierros, 2017). 

 Gorman treebanks; ca. 240K tokens. Encompasses prose texts. Offers lemma, morphological 
and syntactic information. Complies with the AGDT annotation scheme. See (Gorman, 2016). 

 Harrington treebanks; ca. 18K tokens. Encompasses prose texts. Offers lemma, morphological, 
syntactic and semantic information, following a modified version of the AGDT annotation 
scheme. See (Harrington, 2018). 

 Pedalion treebanks; ca. 119K tokens. Offers lemma, morphological and syntactic information, 
currently experimenting with semantic information, following the AGDT annotation scheme. 
See below. 

 Aphthonius; ca. 7K tokens. Encompasses prose texts. Offers lemma, morphological, syntactic 
and semantic information, following the AGDT annotation scheme. See (Yordanova, 2018). 

 
In order to be able to join forces with the data sets outlined above and to enable communication between 
them, we imported the XML-files into a relational FileMaker Database, which serves as the back-office 
of our undertaking. The annotation styles of both the PROIEL treebank—whose set of syntactic labels 
is slightly more extensive than the set used in the Perseus treebanks, given that, for instance, special 
labels are for instance assigned to ‘agent’ and indirect objects (see Haug, 2010)—and the Harrington 
treebank were automatically converted to the Perseus standards on the basis of a rule-based method.  

3 NLP technology and strategies used 

The project’s current focus lies on making progress in automated syntactic analysis. Scholars active in 
the field of stochastic natural language processing approaches to Ancient Greek have so far focused 
mainly on morphological analysis (see, for instance, Dik, 2018 and Celano et al., 2016). Keersmaekers 
(2019) recently succeeded in obtaining very promising results for morphology (ca. 95% accuracy) based 
on a text corpus focusing on the Greek papyri, while also including tokenisation and lemmatisation (the 
latter with about 99% accuracy) in a pipeline model. This offered a good starting point for further pro-
gress in automated syntactic analysis. 

Due to the free constituent order and the highly inflected nature of Ancient Greek, progress in auto-
matically analysing Ancient Greeks texts is rather slow. Techniques successfully applied to English texts 
do not guarantee the same level of performance when applied to an Ancient Greek corpus. Lee et al. 
(2011) achieve an Unlabelled Attachment Score of 70.5% with a joint tagging/parsing model, while the 
highest Labelled Attachment Score (LAS) Mambrini and Passarotti (2012) report is 71.7%, trained and 
tested on Homeric Greek. In the most recent CONLL shared task on multilingual syntactic parsing, the 
highest achieved LAS (with the HIT-SCIR parsing system) is 79.4% for the Perseus treebanks and 79.3% 
for the PROIEL treebanks (Zeman et al., 2018). 

In order to achieve better results in the automatic analysis of Greek sentences, we have developed 
multiple strategies. Considerations of space prevent us from fleshing out the strategies which have so 
far been implemented in order to obtain better results (a more extensive overview of the strategies im-
plemented is in preparation). We will limit ourselves to a succinct survey: 

 
 Expanding the training data. The fact that the results of machine learning strongly depend on the 

extent of the available data is sometimes substantiated by referring to a quote by Peter Norvig, 
Google’s director of Research, who once said that his company did not have “better algorithms, we 
just have more data” (see, e.g., Rosenfeld and Kraus, 2018: 41). We will discuss this in section 4.1. 
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 Homogenising the training data. It is not only the extent of the data that matters, quality is also key 
(see, e.g, Schluter and Van Genabith, 2007). An important goal of our research is to make the ex-
isting treebank data available more homogeneous, since the number of different annotators and 
standards has led to a large number of inconsistencies. This will improve the ‘learnability’ of the 
data for a syntactic parser, as well as create a better standard against which the test data can be 
evaluated (while also enhancing the possibilities for corpus linguistic research). The complex Fi-
leMaker database, containing all tokens of all available Ancient Greek dependency treebanks, has 
proven to be an invaluable tool in detecting inconsistencies. See section 4.2 for more information. 

 Adapting the annotation format: the annotation style of the Perseus treebanks is inspired by the 
one used by the Prague Dependency Treebank and is easily human-readable. However, this does 
not guarantee that it is also easy to learn for an automatic parsing system. Therefore, we tested 
which annotation styles are the easiest to learn for specific structures which the parser typically 
struggles with, including elliptic and coordination structures. We did so by automatically trans-
forming the trees on the basis of a number of rules and testing the accuracy on a test set. For coor-
dination structures, for instance, we found that it is possible to increase parsing accuracy by 5-6% 
points overall (and 25-30% points for the nodes involved in these structures) if the data are pre-
sented in the right format—this involved attaching nodes involved in a coordination structure di-
rectly to one of the previous coordinated nodes with the generation relation ‘CO’ (coordinate), in a 
way comparable to the style of annotation of the Universal Dependencies project. 

 Enriching the annotation format: we experimented with several features, including enriched part-
of-speech tags and semantic information, to further improve parsing accuracy (see also section 4.4). 

 Testing different parsers (see Mercelis, 2019): our earliest parsing experiments all made use of 
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007). In addition, the integration of MaltOptimizer (Ballesteros and 
Nivre, 2012) allowed the parser to select the most optimal features for the analysis of Ancient 
Greek. However, since the results of MaltParser were relatively modest (a LAS of about 0.734 on 
our test data, cf. section 4.1), we also tested some more recently developed parsers, which use 
neural networks, i.e. ComboParser (Rybak and Wroblewska, 2018) and the Turku Neural Parser 
(Kanerva et al., 2018). With the latter in particular we were able to make major improvements, 
reaching an LAS of up to 90 per cent. However, this number is based on manually annotated mor-
phology, while the numbers are probably lower for automatically morphologically annotated texts. 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of an automatically annotated sentence  

[“πολλάκις ἐθαύμασα τίσι ποτὲ λόγοις Ἀθηναίους  
ἔπεισαν οἱ γραψάμενοι Σωκράτην ὡς ἄξιος εἴη θανάτου τῇ πόλει”] 
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Nevertheless, it is still relatively difficult to evaluate and compare parsing results, because the data we 
use still contains several inconsistencies (see above)—let alone the fact that in some cases multiple 
analyses of the Greek can be defended. Moreover, in many cases having the right head is much more 
important than having the correct relation (e.g. the distinction between argument and adjunct, which is 
often fluid), whereas in other cases the reverse is true (e.g. particle attachment). Therefore we combine 
an automatic evaluation with a close reading of fresh, pre-parsed texts, allowing us to assess the strengths 
and weaknesses of a new model from a frog’s eye perspective. Figure 1 shows a representative example 
of an automatically annotated sentence (viz. the first sentence of Xenophon’s Memorabilia), with rela-
tively good results. We are also planning to develop new ways to evaluate the test data and the improve-
ment in parsing accuracy in a more detailed manner.  

4 Output and applications 

4.1 Creating treebanks 

Instead of solely aiming to achieve better parsing accuracy, we specifically wanted to offer some tangible 
deliverables. This is why we extended the rather limited set of morphologically and syntactically anno-
tated prose texts currently available in quantitative terms as well as in terms of its genre diversity, thus 
significantly increasing the quantity and quality of the training data. By making new trees (see Table 1 
for an overview), developed in keeping with the guidelines of the Perseus Dependency Treebanks, we 
were able to make a detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the subsequent versions of the 
Ancient Greek parser under development. The detection of enduring shortcomings and parsing problems 
also reveals which issues should be prioritised in order to obtain better results. In addition, it allows us 
to uncover some inconsistencies present in the existing treebanks. The Leuven treebanks were not built 
from scratch, but on the basis of a pre-tagged and pre-parsed version, which considerably improved and 
accelerated the treebanking process. Part of these trees (all of which are beta versions) have served as 
test data in comparing the different parsers (Mercelis, 2019: see supra). 

 
Author Details Prose/Poetry #Tokens 
Aesop Select fables Prose 7,5K
Anon. Batrachomyomachia Poetry 2,2K
Aristophanes Thesmophoriazusae Poetry 9K 
Diverse authors Papyrus texts Prose 12K
Diverse authors Pedalion example sentences Prose & Poetry 20K
Euripides Medea Poetry 10K
Lucian Prometheus, Symposion, Lis vocalium, 

Philopseudes 33-36, The Mule
Prose 21K 

Lyric Poetry Mimnermus, Theocritus, Semonides Poetry 1,5K
Lysias On the Pension (Or. 24) Prose 1,5K
Menander Dyskolos Poetry 8K 
Paeanius Breviarium (parts of chapter 1) Prose 6K 
Prose authors Longus, Isocrates, Hippocrates (Fragments) Prose 1,5K
(Pseudo-)Plato Cleitophon and Crito Prose 5,8K
(Septuagint) Parts of Genesis [For the part-of-speech anno-

tation, we made thankful use of (Kraft, 1988).]
Prose 14K  

Total 119K
 

Table 1: Overview of the recently produced treebanks (with approximate numbers of tokens). 
 
We make use of the very user-friendly open-source Arethusa treebank editor, which is an intuitive tool 
for building and reviewing treebanks (see Figure 1 for an example). In future versions, we will have to 
pay particular attention to the metadata of our trees, which are currently rather poor.  

Apart from offering manually checked treebanks, our project also encompasses automatically parsed 
data of ca. 37 million tokens. Given that these data could, despite all the errors inherent to the process, 
be of immediate interest to linguists of Ancient Greek and represent a syntactic ‘sister’ to Perseus under 
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PhiloLogic (see Dik, 2018), we will make the majority of these data available (copyright issues related 
to a number of texts included prevent us from publishing the corpus in its entirety). In this stage, we are 
happy to provide future annotators with pre-parsed versions of specific texts, so as to speed up the an-
notation process.   

4.2 Correcting and modifying treebanks 

By creating new treebanks on the one hand and by systematically assembling the data of existing tree-
banks on the other, we were able to trace inconsistencies and errors in existing treebanks of Ancient 
Greek. A survey of these modifications is published on our GitHub page, where the Readme file offers 
more information (http://github.com/pedalion/treebanks). The modifications are of various kinds. The 
number of what we believe are clear errors represent only a minor—although not unsubstantial—part of 
the file: most suggestions are made for purposes of homogenisation. As it is a work in progress, it is safe 
to say that this file might also contain a number of changes for the worse. The current release version 
contains modifications of ca. 120K tokens. These modifications have already been implemented in our 
own treebank query tool, DendroSearch, of which the functionality is outlined in the following section. 

4.3 Querying treebanks: DendroSearch 

Despite the abundance of treebank initiatives today, there are hardly any tools available which enable 
users to perform detailed queries in the treebanks. The Iliados tool (briefly mentioned in Mahony, 2016: 
42) is restricted to a relatively small selection of poetic texts in the Perseus’ Ancient Greek Dependency 
Treebanks. Annis, a tool that can query the Perseus Latin and Ancient Greek Treebank, has been offline 
since 2013, but recently a graph-based version was developed (see Krause, 2019). The PROIEL treebank 
can be queried through the INESS-tool (Rosén et al., 2012). 

To encourage corpus-based research in the existing treebanks we developed DendroSearch, a stand-
alone tool that is explicitly designed to query Greek treebanks in a user-friendly way. Through a series 
of panels, users can build complex queries and send them to a search system which goes through all 
available treebank material and presents the results (see Figure 2). For this tool we integrated all the 
corrections we made, all the conversions between annotation formats we implemented, as well as the 
treebanks that were produced by our research group, into the existing treebanks. We hope that the tool 
as well as the source code, which will be made available on GitHub, will be useful to other researchers 
currently developing treebank query initiatives. In future versions, visualisation capabilities could be 
improved so as to make querying the treebanks even more intuitive, and a number of basic statistical 
analytics (e.g. collocation and collostructional analysis) could be introduced. Additionally, a new version 
will encompass the possibility of performing semantic queries, which is the topic of the next section. 

Figure 2: Screenshot of the DendroSearch stand-alone tool 
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4.4 Enriching treebanks: the role of semantics 

We are currently experimenting with adding a semantic layer to the morphological and syntactic anno-
tation (see Swaelens, 2019). The approach is twofold. On the one hand, we aim to assign a semantic 
hypernym to the lemmas of each noun (e.g. ‘person’, ‘animal’, ‘non-concrete’ etc.), verb (e.g. ‘emotion’, 
‘perception’, ‘stative’ etc.) and adjective (‘quantifier’ vs. ‘qualifier’). It is likely that this will further 
improve parsing accuracy (as some tests have indicated) and also enhance searching possibilities. In 
addition, we are also experimenting with distributional vectors of Greek lemmas, based on a large auto-
matically annotated corpus of approximately 37 million tokens (see 4.1). 

Alongside this lemma-based approach, we try to define the semantic role of adverbials and attributes. 
The underlying hypothesis is that for certain parts of a sentence the semantic role (e.g. standard of com-
parison, agent, possessor, direction, etc.) is more significant than the syntactic function (it is often very 
difficult to make a consistent distinction between adverbials and objects, for instance). Most of the se-
mantic roles were added by student annotators, but we are also developing approaches which will do 
this automatically or semi-automatically. Semantic role labelling is present in a number of treebank 
initiatives (viz. the Perseus Ancient Greek Dependency Treebanks, see Celano and Crane, 2015, and the 
Harrington treebanks). Table 2 displays the semantic roles currently distinguished in the Pedalion project 
(mainly based on Crespo et al., 2003). Swaelens (2019: 32-34) includes a comparative table contrasting 
the use of semantic roles in the different Greek Treebank initiatives. 
 
AGENT 
BENEFICIARY 
CAUSE 
COMPANION 
CONCESSION 
CONDITION 
DEGREE/MEASURE 
DIRECTION 

DURATION 
EXPERIENCER 
EXPLANATION 
EXTENT OF SPACE 
GOAL 
IDENTITY 
INSTRUMENT 
INTERMEDIARY 

LOCATION 
MANNER 
MATERIAL 
PATIENT 
POSSESSOR 
PROPERTY 
RECIPIENT 
RESPECT 

RESULT 
SOURCE 
TIME 
TIME FRAME 
TOTALITY 
VALUE/PRICE  

 

Table 2: Overview of the semantic roles currently distinguished in Pedalion. 

4.5 Valorising treebanks work in a didactic context 

In some recent papers the pedagogical value of making Ancient Greek and Latin treebanks has been 
highlighted (see e.g. Mambrini, 2016). So far, the focus has been on the educational benefits of treebank 
creation. Annotating a treebank implies close reading and making detailed morphological and syntactic 
analyses, which will considerably increase a student’s awareness of the complexities and difficulties 
inherent in Ancient Greek syntax. While subscribing to this view, we also argue that treebanked texts 
can, and should, play a significant role as products and tools for receptive language learners as well. Our 
ongoing project implements three ways of valorising existing treebanks for educational purposes. 

Needless to say, a first obvious application consists in offering reading support for treebanked texts 
or text fragments. The Perseids and Arethusa initiatives, already mentioned above, enable users to create 
treebanks with beautifully visualised trees of analysed sentences (see Figure 1 for an example). Through 
collaboration with Perseids and Arethusa staff members we were able to make use of their recently 
generated “Treebank Template” (https://github.com/perseids-publications/treebank-template), which 
also allows our users to browse through the trees in a convenient and user-friendly way 
(http://en.pedalion.org/reading).    

A second application concerns vocabulary. Chilia, building on a frequency-based vocabulary of An-
cient Greek (Van Hal, 2013), contains the 1000 most frequent lemmas found in Classical Ancient Greek 
texts. To some extent, its development be seen against the precarious backdrop of Ancient Greek studies 
in high schools in the Low Countries. Although Ancient Greek is still relatively well-represented in 
gymnasia programs in Flanders and the Netherlands, the number of pupils is too limited to attract much 
attention on the part of educational publishers. This explains why teachers are forced to make use of 
somewhat dated learning tools, which might contribute to a further decline of pupil numbers. On the 
other hand, this situation also creates the possibility to take the lead in creating Open Educational Re-
sources tailored to the needs of high school pupils. Chilia is conceived of as a modest contribution in 
this direction. The novelty of Chilia consists in the fact that every single entry is accompanied by a short 
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real-life sentence (some of which are slightly abridged) which contextualises the lemma in question. 
Furthermore, all the sentences included contain only words which occur in the Chilia word list (with the 
exception of proper names). So, for instance, the lemma pote is accompanied by the following example 
sentence from the Athenian orator Andocides (c. 440–c. 390 BC): “ἦν γάρ ποτε χρόνος, ὦ Ἀθηναῖοι, ὅτε 
τείχη καὶ ναῦς οὐκ ἐκεκτήμεθα” [“Once there was a time, Athenians, when we had neither walls nor a 
fleet”]. Given that the other words in this sentence belong to the 1000 most frequent words as well, 
learners of Ancient Greek are enabled to study vocabulary in context and in a self-reinforcing way. Most 
sentences were selected by relying on Ancient Greek treebanks that exist today or by specifically search-
ing—in a semi-automatic way—for sentences that meet the required conditions. Chilia will be published 
both as a stable e-publication (which can be downloaded in pdf-format) and in a dynamic online-envi-
ronment, which will enable users to visualise the syntactic trees of the example sentences and to establish 
links to other online initiatives, such as Logeion (see Dik, 2019). 

Treebanks will also play a role as an enhancement of an already existing Open Educational Resource, 
viz. the online modular grammar of Ancient Greek (Van Hal and Anné, 2017), the English version of 
which is still partly under construction. This grammar aims to overcome the static nature of traditional 
grammars by granting users the possibility to switch from the language’s formal level to its semantic, 
syntactic, or pragmatic level and vice versa through principles of faceted search. The syntax encom-
passes a large number of original example sentences (many of which stem from post-classical authors, 
active in the Hellenistic or Roman period), the majority of which have been treebanked. By clicking on 
a specific example sentence, users can consult the syntactic tree.  

5 Conclusions 

This paper has presented ongoing work for the Pedalion-project at the University of Leuven. Reasons 
of space have prevented us from fully substantiating our methods and strategies, but we plan to do so in 
following publications. An important pillar of this work is the fruitful combination of several existing 
resources in order to (a) create new linguistically annotated data, (b) improve the quality of the existing 
data, (c) make the existing data easier to query for users with limited programming skills, (d) expand on 
the existing data and (e) valorise the data for pedagogical purposes. As for (a), we make use of state-of-
the-art NLP technology to quickly create large amounts of new data. The advantage of this strategy is 
that is much faster to correct pre-tagged, pre-lemmatised and pre-parsed data than it is to create new 
treebanks from scratch. As for (b), the homogenisation of existing projects has numerous benefits, in-
cluding improving the performance of the NLP technology and making it easier to compare its results, 
as well as making it easier to query these projects for linguistic information and to do so more reliably. 
As for (c), we have created a user-friendly tool to query the treebanks, DendroSearch, which will allow 
a broader audience to make use of the various research possibilities that the existing treebanks are al-
ready offering. As for (d), we have shown how we plan to add semantic information (at the lemma level 
as well as in terms of semantic roles) as a valuable supplementary layer for linguistic enquiries. Finally, 
as for (e), we have created and will continue creating a set of tangible deliverables with pedagogical 
purposes. As researchers involved in a project that gratefully makes use of the painstaking work done 
by other people in the scientific community, we also present this paper as a call to invite others to expand 
on our work (which will be made publicly available on GitHub) as well as discuss new future possibil-
ities of collaboration. 
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Abstract

This paper describes the elaboration of a training corpus containing Hungarian sentences that are
labelled according to a syntactic criterion, namely the syntactic role of a very common multifunc-
tional word volt ’was/had’. The labels are assigned by a rule-based algorithm that specifies the
function of the target word based on the English pairs of the sentences extracted from a parallel
corpus. The reasoning of this idea is that the required syntactic information is easier to retrieve
in English than in Hungarian. The accuracy achieved by the algorithm was fair but still needs
improvement in order to use the output as reliable training data. The obtained training corpus was
tested with FastText’s text classifier, the results of which showed that the targeted disambiguation
problem is resolvable using neural network based text classification.

1 Introduction

In the past years deep learning methods have come to dominate in most of the areas of computational
linguistics. A general advantage of these is their robustness and relative simplicity compared to rule-
based systems. The key of success in deep learning is having a large and good set of training data,
therefore corpus building has become an important field of research.

This paper describes the elaboration of a training corpus containing Hungarian sentences that are
labelled according to a syntactic criterion, namely the syntactic role of a very common multifunctional
word volt ’was/had’. The labels are assigned by a rule-based algorithm that specifies the function of the
target word based on the English pairs of the sentences extracted from a parallel corpus. The reasoning
of this idea is that the required syntactic information is easier to retrieve in English than in Hungarian.

1.1 The deep learning task
The targeted deep learning task is a word sense disambiguation problem in Hungarian, namely the au-
tomatic handling of the multifunctionality of the word volt ’was/had’. This token can either be a lexical
verb used in locative and possessive sentences (Examples 1, 2) or a copula in case of nominal predicates
(Example 3).

(1) a. Ádám
Adam

otthon
at_home

volt.
be-PST-Sg3

’Adam was at home’

b. Ádám
Adam

otthon
at_home

van.
be-Sg3

’Adam is at home’

(2) a. Volt
have-PST-Sg1

egy
a

macskám.
cat-Poss.Sg1

’I had a cat.’

b. Van
have-Sg1

egy
a

macskám.
cat-Poss.Sg1

’I have a cat.’

(3) a. Éva
Eve

nagyon
very

szerény
humble

volt.
AUX-PST-Sg3

’Eve was very humble.’

b. Éva
Eve

nagyon
very

szerény.
humble

’Eve is very humble.’
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The main difference between these functions is that volt in Example 3 is omitted in present tense
3rd person while the locative and possessive verbs (Examples 1 and 2) have their present forms van.
Based on this characteristic of the examined sentence types, this research aims to differentiate between
two functions of the word volt. These functions will be referred as copula (Example 3) and lexical
verb (Examples 1 and 2) later on. These denominations are different from the Anglo-Saxon terminology
where the locative be is also considered a copula. However, the studies on Hungarian syntax often narrow
the meaning of copula to the auxiliary verb of the nominal predicate because of its exclusive capability
of having a zero form. This study follows this traditional Hungarian terminology for the same reason.

In dependency parsing a lexical verb should be considered the head of the sentence while the copula
(which can be omitted at least in some persons or tenses) is a complement of the predicative nomi-
nal, according to the annotation guidelines of Universal Dependencies (Nivre, 2014). Therefore, the
disambiguation of these functions is crucial for parsing. However, as seen in Examples 1 and 3, disam-
biguation cannot be made based on corresponding lexical items (be or have) alone because the verb of
locative sentences and the auxiliary of the nominal predicate also need to be distinguished, and these are
both represented by be in English. The disambiguation of the functions of be requires a deeper analysis
of parse structures.

1.2 The aimed solution
Copular, locative and possessive sentences have clear distinctive structural characteristics, however, a
rule-based method is not effective for Hungarian. One source of difficulty is that in Hungarian the
word order does not define the syntactic role of the words. Other characteristic that complicates the
automatic handling of Hungarian is that it is a so-called pro-drop language, which means that the subject
of the sentence is not necessarily overt. Both mentioned characteristics of Hungarian syntax obstacle
the detection of predicative nominals to such an extent that the specification of the sentence types listed
above would need an in-depth analysis (morphology and NP-chunking). It seems more advantageous to
solve this problem with a deep learning method, like neural network based sentence classification.

For this approach a large amount of labelled data is required. This study focuses on the acquisition of
training data for a sentence classifier. The obtained data was tested with FastText’s text classifier (Joulin
et al. (2016), Bojanowski et al. (2016)).

1.3 Baseline results
The results will be compared to the performance of the e-magyar toolset which is an integrated text
processing pipeline for Hungarian (Váradi et al. (2018)). The system has 8 modules that cover the most
common NLP tasks (tokenizer, morphological analyzer, lemmatizer, POS tagger, dependency parser,
constituent parser, NP chunker, NER tagger). For the specific task of this paper I used the dependency
parser module (which obviously uses the analyses of the modules of lower levels). A test set of 1000
sentences was parsed and classified according to the parser’s analyses. If there was a word in PRED
relation with volt the sentence was assigned a copular tag, otherwise it received a lexical tag. The
tags were reviewed manually. The results are displayed in Table 1.

Erroneous labels 186
Accuracy 81,4%

Table 1: Results of the evaluation of the e-magyar tool on 1000 sentences

As the achieved accuracy result shows, the monolingual pipeline analysis struggles with the ambiguity
of volt.

2 Method

A neural network based sentence classifier that could solve the problem described in Section 1.1 needs
training data with sentences that are annotated with the corresponding function (verb or copula) of the
target word. As manual labelling is time-consuming, it was inevitable to find a method for automatic
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labelling. The basic idea of this method is to use an English-Hungarian parallel corpus. Contrary to
Hungarian, English has a restricted word order and no pro-drop, which characteristics allow to make
syntactic decisions based on local information. That means that the English pairs of the Hungarian
sentences can help to define the function of the word volt, by applying fewer and simpler rules as if we
used the Hungarian part only.

2.1 The parallel corpus
For data extraction I used an English-Hungarian lemmatized, morphologically analyzed and disam-
biguated, word-aligned corpus (Novák et al., 2019). This research did not contribute to the creation
of this corpus.

The base of the corpus is OPUS Opensubtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) which contains 644,5
million tokens of aligned sentences. As first step, both sides of the corpus were morphologically analyzed
and disambiguated. The English side was lemmatized with the morpha tool (Minnen et al., 2001) and
tagged with Stanford tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003). On the Hungarian side the lemmatization and
disambiguation was made with PurePos (Orosz and Novák, 2013) which uses the analyses of the Humor
analyzer (Novák, 2014). The analyzed texts were transformed on both sides so that every original token
is represented by two tokens: (1) the lemma and its main POS-tag and (2) other morphosyntactic tags
belonging to the token.

Example 4 shows a pair of preprocessed sentences (Szeretlek, kedvesem. – I love you, dear).

(4) a. szeret[IGE] [Ie1] ,[PUNCT] kedves[FN] [PSe1][NOM]

b. I#PRP love#VB [P] you#PRP ,#, dear#RB

The preprocessed sentences were word aligned with the fast align programme (Dyer et al., 2013). The
alignments of Example 4 are displayed in Table 2.

szeret[IGE] love#VB
[Ie1] I#PRP, you#PRP
,[PUNCT] ,#,
kedves[FN] dear#RB
[PSe1][NOM] dear#RB

Table 2: The alignments of Example 4

2.2 The labelling algorithm
Having the prepared parallel corpus, the first step was to extract the sentences that contained a form of
the target word (volt) on the Hungarian side. These sentences were labelled according to the syntactic
role (copula or lexical verb) of the target word with a rule-based algorithm implemented in Python3.

The labelling programme first checks the English tokens aligned to volt. If volt is aligned to a non-
auxiliar have or an expletive there, the sentence is labelled as lexical. If the target word is aligned to a
form of be, the sentence can either be copular or locative, therefore further rules are required to make the
decision. In other cases, the sentence is dismissed because if none of the above listed tokens is aligned
to volt, the English pair of the sentence can not be used for labelling reliably.

In case of volt aligned to be, the algorithm selects a "keyword" on the English side, the Hungarian
alignments of which define the label of the sentence. The keyword is supposed to represent a (part of
a) nominal predicate or a non-nominative argument. Therefore, the algorithm searches for the canonical
position of these in English sentences.

For keyword selection the programme first specifies whether the sentence is interrogative. If the sen-
tence is declarative the keyword is the first token following be that is not an NP-modifier (very, more etc.)
or a word of negation (Example 5). If the sentence is a yes-no question or its question word is what, who,
whose, which, how or why, the programme follows the same principles as with declaratives but skips one
more word due to the inversion of word order (Example 6). If the sentence has another question word
(where, when etc.), the sentence is labelled as lexical.
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(5) a. Régen ez egy kvalitás volt.

It used to be a quality.

b. Nem volt otthon.

He was not at home.

(6) a. Mi volt ez a zaj?

What was that noise?

b. Miről volt szó?

What was it about?

The algorithm then checks the morphological tags aligned to the keyword and labels the sentence
based on these. The sentence is assigned a lexical label if the aligned morphological tag is a non-
nominative case marker. If the keyword is aligned to a determiner or a nominative nominal the sentence
is labelled copular. The tags listed in Table 3 cover all the morphological tags that are aligned to a
keyword in the corpus.

lexical copula
HA adverb DET determiner ’the, a an’
HA|NM adverbial pronoun DET|NM determinative pronoun
NU nominal postposition MN adjective
INE inessive ’in’ MN|NM adjectival pronoun
SUP superessive ’on’ FOK comparative adjective
ELA elative ’from inside’ FF superlative adjective
ADE adessive ’at (place)’ SZN numeral
ESSMOD modal essive ’-ly’ SZN|NM numeral pronoun
ILL illative ’into’ FN noun
ALL allative ’onto’ FN|NM nominal pronoun
SUB sublative ’to (somewhere)’ PS possessive nominal
CAU causative ’for (reason)’ OKEP ’-ing’
ABL ablative ’of’ MIB past participle (adjectival)
HIN past participle (passive constructions)
INS instrumental ’with’
DEL delative ’about’
DAT dative ’to (someone)’
TER terminative ’until’
TEM temporal ’at (time), during’
ESSNUM numeral essive ’(three) of us’

Table 3: The morphological tags aligned to keywords and the assigned labels

The algorithm also applies some special lexical rules where the morphological tags would be mis-
leading. First, we should mention a special construction that Kádár (2011) calls environmental copula
construction. These are NP + VAN ’be’ constructions that comprise weather, ambient or environmental
conditions. Environmental copula constructions do not behave as "other" copular constructions: they do
not omit the copula in present tense third person. This means they should be labelled as sentences with
a lexical verb, but the keyword-based part of the algorithm would obviously tag them as copular (see
Example 7).

(7) a. Sötét
dark

volt
be-PST-Sg3

és
and

köd.
fog

’It was dark and foggy.’

b. It was dark and foggy.

Therefore, these constructions are handled lexically, based on a list of nominals that usually form a
part of an environmental copular construction.

There are other cases where keyword selection fails and these could be called consistent translational
differences. This means that some English copular clauses are consistently translated to Hungarian with
a lexical verb.

The most common case of this is the translation of "being right". As seen in Example 8, in Hungarian
"being right" is literally expressed as "having the truth" which is, syntactically, a possessive structure
but the algorithm labels it as copular based on its English pair. The case of "being lucky" is similar (see
Example 9), however, this expression also has a copular version in Hungarian.
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(8) a. Igazad
truth-Poss.Sg2

volt.
have-PST-Sg3

’You were right.’

b. You were right.

(9) a. Neki
he-DAT

volt
have-PST-Sg3

szerencséje.
luck-Poss.Sg3

’He had luck.’

b. He was lucky.

The algorithm handles these cases (and two further similar ones: "being necessary" and "being ready")
with exceptional lexical rules.

The labelling algorithm is summarized in Table 4.

Step 1: Check aligns of volt
have lexical
there lexical
be go to Step 2
other dismiss sentence

Step 2: Special lexical rules
environmental copular construction lexical
right, lucky, necessary, ready lexical
other go to Step 3

Step 3: Keyword selection
declarative sentence token following be
yes-no question be + 2 tokens
what, who, whose, which, how, why be + 2 tokens
other wh-question lexical

Step 4: Assign label according to keyword

Table 4: Summary of the labelling algorithm

2.3 Sentence classification

The obtained labelled corpus was used as training data for FastText’s text classifier. I prepared two
versions of the training corpus: one contains the original sentences while in the other the sentences are
represented with the POS-tags of their words only. Both corpora were trained for the same classification
task.

3 Results

The output of the labelling script was 791130 labelled sentences, 458270 of which was tagged as copular
and 332860 as containing a lexical verb. These numbers show that the target word - as expected - is
extremely common which allows to build a reasonably big corpus for our specific task.

The performance of the algorithm was evaluated on a random sample of 1000 sentences, 598 of which
is copular and 402 contains a lexical volt. (The same sentences were used for the baseline test described
in Section 1.3.) The labels that the algorithm gave on this sample were reviewed manually, and also
corrected so that FastText could use the same sample as gold standard test data. The results are displayed
in Table 5.

Erroneous labels 108
Accuracy 89,2%

Table 5: Results of the evaluation of the labelling algorithm on 1000 sentences

The labelling algorithm overperformed the baseline result (81,4%) significantly, however the achieved
accuracy is still far from a gold standard training corpus. The obtained labelled corpus was subject to the
neural network based classification experiment anyways.

The accuracy results of FastText classifier are displayed in Table 6. As seen, the classifier works well
despite the deficiencies of the training corpus.
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Original sentences 89,6%
POS-tags 91,5%

Table 6: Results of sentence classification (FastText)

4 Discussion

As seen in Section 3 both the labelling algorithm and the sentence classifier achieved significantly higher
accuracy than the baseline, however, the quality of the training corpus still needs to be improved. This
section reviews the labelling algorithm’s most common reasons of failure and the possibilities to avoid
them.

4.1 Translational differences
The error analysis of the labelling algorithm revealed that the major part of errors does not originate from
the algorithm itself. There are labelling mistakes that can be considered "extraneous", because they are
caused by erroneous POS-tagging or alignment. Other very common sources of errors are the occasional
differences between the English sentences and their Hungarian translations. The algorithm attempts
to avoid this problem by disregarding those sentences where volt is not aligned to either be or have.
But this constraint still allows a considerable number of sentences where the inconsistent structural, or
sometimes also semantic differences of the paired sentences cause difficulties to the labelling algorithm.
In Example 10 the Hungarian sentence (10a) is copular but in its English pair (10b) the verb (aligned to
volt) is have, therefore the algorithm assigned a lexical label to the sentence. Example (11a) is a locative
sentence but the programme considered it copular based on its English version (11b), which is indeed
copular.

(10) a. Egy
a

rossz
bad

álom
dream

volt.
AUX-PST-Sg3

’It was a bad dream.’

b. You had a bad dream.

(11) a. Ők
they

voltak
be-PST-Pl3

itt
here

először.
first

’They were here first.’

b. They were the first ones here.

These errors can hardly be avoided, however, the handling of translational differences may worth
further consideration. Other possible solution could be the use of parallel corpora with "stricter" trans-
lations, like documents of the European Union. The disadvantage of this approach would be the limited
domain.

4.2 Special cases
The error analysis also revealed some special cases that are not covered properly by the current version
of the algorithm.

A recurrent problem was the handling of nominals with arguments, like "being sure about something"
or "being responsible for something" (Example 12). In some of these cases the argument is omitted in the
English sentence but it is present in its Hungarian pair. Therefore, the case marker of the argument on the
Hungarian side is aligned to the English nominal which is often the labelling algorithm’s keyword. As
described in Section 2.2 a keyword aligned to a non-nominative case marker indicates that the sentence
has a lexical volt which is not true in these cases.

(12) a. bárki
whoever

is
ever

volt
AUX-PST-Sg3

érte
it-CAU

a
the

felelős.
responsible

’whoever was responsible for it.’

b. whoever was responsible.

The handling of these special cases needs a more detailed analysis.
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5 Conclusions

The main idea of this paper was to retrieve syntactic information in a parallel corpus, by relying on an-
other language in which the automatic disambiguation of the structure is easier. The described algorithm
uses English sentences to define the syntactic role of a target word in the Hungarian translations. The
goal was to create a labelled corpus that can be used as training data for a neural network based sentence
classifier.

The results show proof of concept for the idea, although the accuracy still needs to be improved. The
classifier, however, seems to deal fairly with the deficiencies of the training corpus, especially if we use
the POS-tags instead of words. The cause of the difference of performance of the two kinds of training
corpus may be the small size of the corpora. If only the POS-tags are used the vocabulary is significantly
smaller which facilitates the creation of good embeddings. The successful classification based on POS-
tags also demonstrates that the difference between copular and lexical volt is in great part coded in the
sentence structure.

In sum, the experiments described in this paper demonstrated that parallel corpora can be useful to
support syntactic analysis in any cases where the targeted structure is more explicit in an another lan-
guage. On the other hand, FastText’s results confirmed that neural network based text classifiers are not
for sentiment or topic identification only, they can capture structural differences as well.
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Abstract

SUD is an annotation scheme for syntactic dependency treebanks, near isomorphic to UD (Uni-
versal Dependencies). Contrary to UD, it is based on syntactic criteria (favoring functional
heads) and the relations are defined on distributional and functional bases. In this paper, we will
recall and specify the general principles underlying SUD, present the updated set of SUD rela-
tions, discuss the central question of MWEs, and introduce an orthogonal layer of deep-syntactic
features converted from the deep-syntactic part of the UD scheme.

1 Introduction

SUD (Surface-syntactic Universal Dependencies) is an annotation scheme that we proposed in a pre-
vious paper (Gerdes et al., 2018) as an alternative of the UD (Universal Dependencies) annotation
scheme (Nivre and al., 2019). SUD follows surface syntax criteria (especially distributional criteria)
and can be automatically converted into the UD scheme. SUD has now been used in the development of
a treebank for Naija (Courtin et al., 2018; Caron et al., 2019) and treebanks for French and Chinese are
in development. Some principles underlying SUD have been further clarified and will be exposed here.

Section 2 recalls and specifies the general principles of SUD. For a more detailed explanation of these
principles, we refer the reader to the initial SUD presentation (Gerdes et al., 2018). The following sec-
tions present the original points of the article. Section 3 presents the set of SUD relations, which has
been updated, providing a better distinction between surface syntactic and deep syntactic features (fol-
lowing the separation between surface and deep syntax of the Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk, 1988)).
Section 4 discusses the need for a separate encoding for MWEs’ POS in SUD. Section 5 presents some
principles of the UD⇔ SUD conversion.

2 General principles of SUD

2.1 Surface-syntactic criteria for heads
We will briefly recall the criteria for surface-syntactic headedness. These criteria have been the subject
of much discussion (Hudson, 1984; Hudson, 1987; Mel’čuk, 1988). In the original paper (Gerdes et
al., 2018), we retain two central criteria: First, the surface syntactic head of a unit U is an element of
U that determines the distribution of U, that is, the syntactic position that U can occupy; for instance,
Mary cannot be the head of U = to Mary, because Mary and U occupy completely different syntactic
positions.1 Such a criterion favors functional heads, while UD treats functional elements as leaves and

1One exception to this is the case wh-words: although it is perfect and which is perfect have different distributions (the
relative clause modifies a noun), we decided not to take the wh-word at the syntactic head, but to favor its pronominal role
inside the relative clause. This is not a theoretical choice, but rather a pragmatic decision preserving the tree structure.
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poses as a principle that syntactic relations must be between content words, functional words being then
relegated to being markers of the content words.

In some cases, the first criterion does not give a clear situation because two words have head features.
In this case, a second gradual criterion comes into play where we prefer to give the status of dependent
to the one that changes less the distribution of the unit. According to this principle, a coordinative
conjunction such as and does not govern the conjunct following it, because and Mary, and red, or and
is sleeping occupy completely different positions. In the same way, the determiner is analyzed as a
dependent of the noun because nouns partly control the distribution of a combination determiner-noun
(this morning can work as a modifier of a verb contrary to this boy).

A last point concerns coordination: SUD adopts a string-analysis of coordination, where each conjunct
depends on the previous one, contrary to UD, which adopts a bouquet-analysis, where each conjunct
depends on the first conjunct. One of the key arguments for the string-analysis is that it reduces the
dependency length (Gibson, 1998; Liu, 2008; Futrell et al., 2015).

2.2 Criteria for SUD relations
SUD relations (that is, dependency labels) are defined by means of functional criteria: Two units that
commute in the same syntactic position (and consequently bear the same function) must be linked to
their governor by the same relation. The characterization of a relation is based on the whole paradigm
of elements that can commute in the dependent position, while UD relations strongly rely on the POS
of the dependent. For instance, a unique comp:obj relation for direct object complements is considered
in SUD, where UD considers three relations: obj for a nominal object (I imagine a dance), ccomp for
a clausal object (I imagine (that) he dances) and xcomp for a clausal object without its own subject (I
imagine to dance).

This last relation raises another problem. (Przepiórkowski and Patejuk, 2018) extensively argue that
UD’s xcomp is particularly unsatisfactory because it is based on a property (not having its own subject),
which is orthogonal to the syntactic function and can even be realized with modifiers (He came without
running).2 We make a clear distinction between surface-syntactic properties, which determine relation
classes, and deep-syntactic properties, such as those expressed by xcomp. In Section 3.2, we will propose
to represent deep-syntactic properties with specific relation extensions.

Hence, a subset of 17 UD relations (nsubj, csubj, obj, iobj, obl, xcomp, ccomp, amod, nmod,
nummod, advmod, acl, advcl, aux, cop, case, mark) is replaced by 3 major relations in SUD: subj,
comp, mod (subject, complement, modifier) with possible sub-relations.3

3 SUD relations

SUD relations are organized in a taxonomic hierarchy (Figure 1): A relation that is the daughter of
another one inherits its syntactic properties with the addition of specific properties. Indeed, sometimes,
we cannot take into account all possible distinctions, either because of the conversion from different
treebanks not containing enough information, or because a sentence does not allow to make a clear
decision. In those cases, we need a more general class of relations. For example in They work >udep at
the university out of context does not allow distinguishing between mod and comp:obl, and we can then
use udep (underspecified dependency), the hypernym of mod and comp. The root of our taxonomy is the
unk (unknown) relation.

Some UD relations are used in SUD with the same scope and meaning as in UD (in the green frame on
Figure 1, whereas UD relations that are not used in SUD are listed in the orange frame), except for some
cases where UD is particularly restrictive (see Section 3.2). Also, the sets of POS and morpho-syntactic
features are similar in SUD and UD.

2Moreover, UD is not consistent about when to distinguish clausal complements and modifiers (He wants to run is xcomp
and He came without running is advcl), while not making the same distinction for adpositional phrases (He spoke to her and
He came without her are both obl).

3The distinction between arguments and modifiers mainly involve a semantic criterion: an argument of a lexical unit L is an
obligatory participant in the semantic description of L (Mel’čuk, 1988). Although semantic, we want to keep this distinction in
the syntactic annotation because most languages have special constructions for arguments such as the English dative shift and
the French indirect object complement, which can be pronominalized by a dative clitic.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of SUD relations
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Figure 2: Cleft sentences

3.1 Surface-syntactic relations
SUD has a unique subject relation, subj, and a unique relation mod for all modifiers. We will focus here
on subrelations of the relation comp, for (subcategorized) complements.

• comp:obj is used for direct object complements (see examples in the previous section), including
direct complements of an adposition or a subordinating conjunction: about >comp:obj her, whether
>comp:obj (she) leaves.
• comp:obl is used for oblique complements, including clausal complements commuting with an

adpositional complement (I am afraid >comp:obl of your departure/to leave/that you leave).
• comp:pred is used for predicative complements: she is >comp:pred happy; she seems >comp:pred

happy; I consider (her) >comp:pred happy.
• comp:aux is used for the complement of an auxiliary: she is >comp:aux sleeping; she has
>comp:aux left; (Fr) elle fait >comp:aux dormir les enfants [‘she makes the kids sleep’].
• comp:cleft is used for cleft clauses. In Figure 2, the first sentence resembles a relative clause more

closely whereas the second sentence is impossible as a relative. Yet, both comp:cleft relations
depend on is.

Due to the functional definition of SUD relations, the span of some UD relations is extended in SUD:

• det can be used with numerals in SUD, while all numerals must be nummod in UD. To retain the
reversibility UD-SUD in the case of a numeral that functions as a determiner, we add a new UD
subrelation nummod:det.
• Similarly, discourse can be used with verbs in SUD, while parataxis must be used in UD. In

this case, the SUD discourse with a verbal dependent becomes parataxis:discourse in UD.

3.2 Deep-syntactic features
As explained in Section 2.2, we may have a predicate which does not have its own subject at the sur-
face syntax level. The link of such a predicate with its semantic subject does not concern the surface
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syntax but the syntax-semantics interface or what (Mel’čuk, 1988) calls the deep syntax. We decide
to explicitely indicate this deep nature by introducing deep-syntactic features on dependencies with the
@ symbol. In the two sentences He wants to run and He came without running, we introduce a feature
@x: wants >comp:obj@x to >comp:obj run, came >mod@x without >comp:obj running.4 In other words,
comp:obj@x is a comp:obj surface-syntactic relation whose verbal dependent has its deep subject some-
where in the sentence.5 This feature, which indicates that the dependent of the relation is not linked to
its deep subject, is automatically subsumed by comp:pred and comp:aux and can be left out for these
relations.

This strict separation between surface-syntactic relations and deep-syntactic features is extended to
the conversion of other UD relations. For instance, a redistribution (diathesis change) can be signaled as
follows:

• @pass indicates a passive construction (she is >comp:aux@pass fascinated by his attitude). It can
also be borne by the subj relation when there is no auxiliary (for example This business failed
miserably, with many of the books <subj@pass sold as waste paper.6).
• @caus indicates a causative construction: (Fr) il fait >comp:aux@caus pleurer les enfants [‘He

made the kids cry’].
• @agent is used for a demoted subject: she is fascinated >comp:obl@agent by his attitude; (Fr) il

fait pleurer >comp:obj@agent (les) enfants [‘he makes the kids cry’].

UD marks expletive elements with a dedicated relation expl. We consider that this is not a surface-
syntactic relation, but it is possible to keep this information in the dedicated deep-syntactic feature @expl.
See an example of an expletive subject in Figure 3.

Note that our annotation scheme remains centered around a surface syntactic analysis, but we isolate
semantically-oriented features more explicitly. This allows for an easier interface with the Enhanced UD
annotation effort (Schuster and Manning, 2016).

It
PRON

is
AUX

unlikely
ADJ

that
SCONJ

she
PRON

comes
VERB

now
ADV

subj@expl comp:pred comp:obj@agent subj mod

comp:obj

Figure 3: SUD analysis for It is unlikely that she comes now

Another example of deep-syntactic features is given by the annotation of light verb constructions: We
use the @lvc deep-syntactic feature. It is a feature indicating that the dependent is a predicative noun
and that the governor is a light verb without semantic contribution. Nouns in light verb constructions can
have a comp:obl@x dependent.

• (Fr) Avoir envie de manger [‘having the urge to eat’]: avoir >comp:obj@lvc envie >comp:obl@x
de >comp:obj manger;
• (Fr) Avoir l’air heureuse [‘having a happy appearance’]: avoir >comp:obj@lvc air >comp:pred@x

heureuse;
• (Fr) Mettre au défi de partir [‘take on the challenge to leave’]: mettre >comp:obl@lvc à >comp:obj

défi >comp:obl@x de >comp:obj partir.

4 Multi-words expressions in SUD

According to UD guidelines, a special relation fixed must be used to annotate some MWE: fixed gram-
maticized expressions that behave like function words or short adverbials. This notion of fixed expres-
sions tries to take into account two aspects: the fact that there is no clear internal sytactic structure and

4We choose @x in reference to xcomp. We could use @y in case of the raising of an object as in a book easy >mod@y to read.
5Deep subjects are the first semantic argument of a verb or an adjective. They are labeled as subject in the enhanced UD

graph, which is similar to the Mel’čukian deep-syntactic structure.
6https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honoré_de_Balzac
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the fact that the whole expression may have a POS which is not predictable from the POS of the internal
tokens (Kahane et al., 2018). We would like to argue that these two aspects are not necessarily linked. In
the sentence He bought heaven knows what, the idiomatic part heaven knows what has at the same time
a clear internal syntactic structure and an unexpected POS in the context. SUD recommends an internal
analysis of MWEs as soon as there are regular syntactic relations.

To take this into account, we propose to explicitly annotate the POS of a given expression when it
is different from the POS of the head token. We propose in SUD to introduce the feature ExtPOS (for
external POS) to give the POS of the whole expression.

In parallel, we also want to clearly indicated the span of the MWE; this must be done in the deep-
syntactic layer because we can have a regular syntactic structure. In such cases, the span of the MWE is
indicated by the deep-syntactic feature @fixed, added to the relation name (see Figure 4).

he
PRON

bought
VERB

heaven
NOUN

knows
VERB

ExtPOS=PRON
Type=Idiom

what
PRON

subj subj@fixed comp:obj@fixed

comp:obj

Figure 4: SUD analysis of an idiomatic construction

An alternative to this encoding is the token-based feature method applied in the PARSEME project
(Savary and al., 2018; Kahane et al., 2018).

For phrases with no clear internal structure, we indicate at the surface-syntactic level (unk) the fact
that the relation is unknown and at the deep-syntactic level (@fixed) that there is a fixed expression:
each >unk@fixed other, ad >unk@fixed hoc.

It is interesting to observe that the fact that some phrase does not behave according to the POS of
its head exists also in other contexts not related to MWEs. We also recommend the use of the ExtPOS
feature in these cases, together with a Type feature to explicit the construction:

• In titles (of books, movies, songs. . . ), the head can have various POS but it is most of the times used
as a proper noun: the movie Gone with the wind, ExtPOS=PROPN, Type=Title.
• In grafts (Deulofeu, 1999; Deulofeu et al., 2010), which is a phenomenon mainly observed in spoken

production, where a clause is used instead of a noun phrase: he bought I think it is called dowels,
ExtPOS=NOUN, Type=Graft.

We also suggest that UD should adopt the ExpPOS feature or an equivalent mecanism. It will allow for
easier generalizations and for more precise validation of the UD treebanks. For instance, in the current
validation script of UD, the dependent advmod must be ADV unless it is a MWE, which means in UD, that
the dependent has a fixed relation with one of its dependent. If UD adopted a feature-based encoding
of MWEs, this condition could be replaced by the presence of ExtPOS=ADV, as in SUD.

5 UD⇔ SUD conversion

The conversion SUD⇒ UD is done in three main steps (Gerdes et al., 2018): 1) transforming the string
analysis for the relation conj into a bouquet structure; 2) reversing relations comp:aux, comp:pred with
an AUX governor, and comp:obj with an ADP, a SCONJ, or a PART governor (which gives us aux, cop,
mark and case); 3) mapping other SUD relations directly to UD relations.

Two types of extensions in relations are considered:

• Some extensions are associated to special rules. For instance, comp:pred gives us xcomp (when the
governor is not an AUX), as well as comp:obj@x and comp:obl@x.
• Deep-syntactic extensions are just copied as simple extensions, because the notion of deep-syntactic

extension does not exist in UD. For instance, comp:aux@caus, gives us aux:caus.
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In the UD ⇒ SUD conversion, the three same steps are applied.7 Extensions used in UD which
are unknown in SUD are just copied but with the symbol @. For instance, case:loc used in different
Chinese UD gives us comp:obj@loc in Chinese SUD.8

In order to avoid confusion between SUD and UD, relations which are common to the two annotation
schemes have the same interpretation in both schemes. In some marginal cases (det or discourse), we
allow a wider use for a relation in SUD.

It must be noted that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between SUD and UD relations, be-
cause the relations are defined on different principles. Nevertheless, in most cases, the conversion is
reversible. For instance, UD xcomp corresponds to comp:pred, comp:obj@x and comp:obl@x, but in
general the relation can be recovered according to the dependent’s POS (ADJ or NOUN for comp:pred,
VERB with or without a marker in the other cases).9 Conversely, the SUD mod relation corresponds to
several UD relations according to the POS of the governor and the dependent (amod, nummod, nmod, acl,
when the governor is a NOUN; advmod, advcl, obl:mod when the governor is a VERB). In case the ExtPOS
feature is instantiated, it must be used for the determination of the UD relation, and not the regular POS
feature.

6 Conclusion

The SUD principles have been further refined in this article:

• SUD must be translatable in UD, but SUD can be more precise than UD (cf. the case of UD
xcomp).
• SUD tries to make a clear distinction between surface-syntax properties, only based on distribu-

tional criteria, and deep-syntactic properties, concerning the syntax-semantics interface.
• SUD needs an encoding of the POS of MWEs, since this is no longer encoded in the relation name.

SUD is available for the development of new treebanks. A github project dedicated to SUD is under
construction at https://surfacesyntacticud.github.io/, which will collect all available resources for SUD:
universal and language-specific annotation guidelines, natively annotated SUD treebanks, SUD tree-
banks automatically converted from UD, GREW grammars (Bonfante et al., 2018) for the conversion
UD⇒ SUD and SUD⇒ UD, and other consolidation tools.

We hope that this alternative annotation scheme opens up the world of UD to communities that have
been reluctant to adopt some UD annotation choices. Moreover, SUD is not only a well-grounded and
validated annotation scheme that has been successively applied to languages of various language groups,
the conversion tools and practice that we propose are designed for an easy deployment to other alternative
annotation schemes around the UD project.
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Abstract

We introduce a language-agnostic evolutionary technique for automatically extracting chunks
from dependency treebanks. We evaluate these chunks on a number of morphosyntactic tasks,
namely POS1 tagging, morphological feature tagging, and dependency parsing. We test the utility
of these chunks in a host of different ways. We first learn chunking as one task in a shared multi-
task framework together with POS and morphological feature tagging. The predictions from this
network are then used as input to augment sequence-labelling dependency parsing. Finally, we
investigate the impact chunks have on dependency parsing in a multi-task framework. Our results
from these analyses show that these chunks improve performance at different levels of syntactic
abstraction on English UD treebanks and a small, diverse subset of non-English UD treebanks.

1 Introduction

Shallow parsing, or chunking, consists of identifying constituent phrases (Abney, 1997). As such, it
is fundamentally associated with constituency parsing, as it can be used as a first step for finding a
full constituency tree (Ciravegna and Lavelli, 1999; Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005). However, chunking
information can also be beneficial for dependency parsing (Attardi and DellOrletta, 2008; Tammewar
et al., 2015), and vice versa (Kutlu and Cicekli, 2016). Latterly, Lacroix (2018) explored the efficacy
of noun phrase (NP) chunking with respect to universal dependency (UD) parsing and POS tagging
for English treebanks. As UD treebanks do not contain chunking annotation, they deduced chunks by
adopting linguistic-based phrase rules. They observed improvements on POS and morphological feature
tagging in a shared multi-task framework for the English treebanks in UD version 2.1 (Nivre et al., 2017).
However, an increase in performance for parsing was only obtained for one treebank.

Contribution 1. We first relax the standard definition of chunks and present an evolutionary method to
automatically deduce chunks for any language given a dependency treebank. 2. We show that chunking
information can improve performances for POS tagging, morphological feature tagging, and dependency
parsing, both in a multi-task and a single-task framework.

2 Chunks and chunking rules

While Lacroix (2018) described a method to obtain chunks from sentences with UD annotations, their
approach is limited to NP chunks and requires hand-crafted linguistic rules, meaning that it cannot be
transferred to other languages without language-specific knowledge. In contrast, we introduce a fully
automatic approach to obtain chunks from UD-annotated sentences in a language-agnostic way. Figure
1 depicts our method of extracting candidate chunk types.

Chunk definition Here we loosen the definition of a chunk and consider any base-level subtree a pos-
sible chunk defined by the following criteria: (i) the components of a chunk are syntactically linked; (ii)
there is only one level of dependency (one head and its dependents); (iii) the components are continuous;
and (iv) no dependents within a chunk has a dependent outside the chunk.

1POS tagging is used throughout to refer to universal part-of-speech (UPOS) tagging.
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Figure 1: Candidate phrase rules are extracted by selecting subtrees with one level of dependency.

Describing chunks with rules For each subtree in the training set that meets the above criteria, the
corresponding sequence of POS tags of its words is saved as a candidate rule. Each rule is collected for a
given treebank to construct a ruleset of unique candidate chunk types. When more than one overlapping
subtree meets these conditions the maximal substring is used, e.g. in Figure 1 PRON AUX ADV is chosen
instead of PRON AUX or AUX ADV. We allow any chunk type with the exception of those containing
the PUNC POS tag and we apply a mild frequency cut of 5 to make the problem more tractable. The
English-EWT treebank, for example, results in a ruleset consisting of 512 candidates.

Annotating with rulesets This ruleset (or any subset of it) can be applied to a UD treebank to obtain
chunks, by using them as patterns that generate a chunk when they are matched by a sequence of POS
tags and meet the criteria described above.2 In particular, we can apply it to the training set to obtain a
set of chunks on which to train a statistical chunker to process arbitrary texts and help morphosyntactic
tasks. When annotating a treebank, the POS tag of the head is used as a suffix for the chunk type, e.g.
DET ADJ NOUN would result in IOB tags of B-NOUN and I-NOUN, assuming the head of this phrase
corresponds to the NOUN tag (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999).

However, not all candidate rules are useful and can impact the ability of a chunker to make sensible
predictions. For this reason, we will not use the whole candidate ruleset obtained from a training corpus,
but instead try to find a subset of the ruleset whose resulting set of chunks strikes a good balance between
the following criteria: (i) coverage (i.e. there should be enough chunks to maximize their informativeness
for morphosyntactic tasks) and (ii) consistency and learnability (i.e. the chunks should follow patterns
predictable enough to be easily learnable by a machine learning model, so that our approach is not under-
mined by low chunking accuracy). Our hypothesis is that these two characteristics (which we quantify
with a fitness function in the next section) are reasonable proxies for the usefulness of a particular set of
chunks for morphosyntactic tasks.

Note that to achieve this, it is not possible to merely remove error-prone rules from the ruleset because
there is a complicated interplay between rules, i.e. if the 10% most error-prone rules are removed, the
overall accuracy of the system is not guaranteed to improve. Furthermore, with so many candidate rules,
it is not possible to try every combination as this results in an astronomical number (2n). Therefore, we
aim to use an evolutionary method to find optimal subsets of rules to be used when annotating treebanks.

3 Evolutionary search for chunk rules

Evolutionary algorithms aim to optimise an objective (fitness) function by evaluating a population of
individuals and subsequently generating a new population based on the best performing individuals from
the population (Back, 1996). This process is then repeated until a set number of generations is reached or
until the fitness function converges. Each individual consists of a set of parameters and its corresponding
objective function value, or fitness. The fitness of an individual is used to decide whether to use it as a
parent for subsequent generations or to remove it from the population. We introduce the techniques used
to select parents and how they are then used to generate offspring (Algorithm 1 in Appendix A).

K-best parent selection The selection operator makes the population converge. We used the simple
k-best method where the top k individuals of a population are selected as the parents.

Mutation Mutation is a genetic operator which prevents a population becoming too genetically similar
by randomly altering individuals. This ensures that at least some level of genetic diversity is maintained

2Rules are applied from longer (more specific) to shorter (more generic).
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from generation to generation. Our individuals have binary genes, so our mutation operator flips each
gene with a probability Pmutate gene.

Crossover Crossover is a genetic operator which also preserves genetic variety in a population. In
single-point crossover, a random index κ is chosen and the substring 0-κ of parentx is replaced with the
corresponding part of parenty and vice-versa. This results in two offspring. Single-point crossover can
be extended to x-point crossover, where x points are used to cut individuals.

We used the DEAP framework for our implementation (Fortin et al., 2012), and the parameters in Table
6 (Appendix B). We represented our rulesets as a binary vector, where 1 meant a rule was used and 0
meant it was not. Our fitness function was obtained by combining the F1-score of a chunker implemented
with the sequence-labelling framework NCRF++ (Yang and Zhang, 2018) and the proportion of the
maximum compression rate, weighted 1.0 and 0.5 respectively. The compression rate, r, is defined as:

r =
Ctokens

Cchunks +Cout
(1)

where Ctokens is the number of tokens in a treebank, Cchunks the number of chunks a ruleset creates,
and Cout the number of tokens outside of chunks. And subsequently the proportion of the maximum
compression rate, r% is defined as:

r% =
rsubset−1

rall−1
(2)

where rsubset is the compression rate of the current rule subset and rall is the compression rate of the full
ruleset.

We used a small network for chunking due to the considerable computational costs of evolutionary
algorithms. For each individual in each population, we trained a chunker for 5 epochs (see Table 7 in
Appendix B for the parameters) and the corresponding model’s best performance on the development
set was taken as that individual’s fitness along with the proportion of the maximum compression rate,
r%: the proportion of the maximum rate was used to prevent the algorithm from generating rulesets
that generated few chunks and therefore minimising the potential impact. The convergence over 40
generations for English-EWT and Japanese-GSD can be seen in Figure 2.

(a) English-EWT (b) Japanese-GSD

Figure 2: Average F1-score and proportion of max compression for English-EWT (a) and Japanese-GSD
(b) during evolutionary search for optimal chunk type candidates.

As a final step, we took the top 100 best rulesets from across generations and extracted the rules that
appeared in at least 75% and 95% of these sets, as the evolutionary algorithm only managed to find a
single set with a fairly low performance. Rulesets were obtained this way for each treebank, except the
rulesets extracted from English-EWT were subsequently used on the other English UD treebanks. The
statistics for the resulting chunks for the respective test data can be seen in Table 1.

4 Sequence-labelling framework

All the proposed tasks can be cast as sequence labelling, so in this work we have used a sequence-
labelling framework to address them. In particular, we rely on bidirectional long short-term memory
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# rules C/sent
75% 95% 75% 95%

en-ewt 230 134 3.11 2.71
en-gum - - 4.48 3.84
en-lines - - 4.47 4.18
en-partut - - 6.32 5.84
bg 152 108 3.94 3.65
de 135 106 4.05 3.90
ja 184 130 6.83 6.70

Table 1: Chunking statistics on test data for each treebank used where # rules is the number of rules in a
ruleset for a given threshold and C/sent corresponds to the number of chunks per sentence found.

(BiLSTMs) networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). The input to the
network are continuous word representations and character embeddings.

In this paper we used NCRF++ (Yang and Zhang, 2018), which uses stacked BiLSTMs, to generate
contextualised hidden representations for every word (~hi) in the input sentence. For decoding, it uses a
feed-forward layer followed by a softmax activation:

P(y|~hi) = softmax(~W ×~hi +~b) (3)

The single task models are optimised with cross-entropy loss, L , defined as:

L =−∑ log(P(y|hi) (4)

For the multi-task learning models, we implemented a hard-sharing architecture, where all the stacked
BiLSTMs are shared across all tasks (Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016) . A separate feed-forward layer (as
the one used in the single task setup) is used to decode the output for each task. With respect to the
computation of the loss under the multi-task learning (MTL) setup, LMT L, is defined as:

LMT L = ∑
t∈T

βtLt (5)

where t is a task from the set of all tasks, T ; βt is the corresponding weight for task t; and Lt is the
cross-entropy loss for task t. A schematic of the network can be seen in Figure 3.

4.1 Dependency parsing as sequence labelling

In order to more readily utilise the multi-task framework for dependency parsing, we have cast depen-
dency parsing as a sequence-labelling task. This was done by using the relative position encoding scheme
introduced by Strzyz et al. (2019). We opted to use this encoding as it was the highest performing la-
belling scheme they evaluated. For each word in a sentence the dependency relation label is combined
with the relative position of its head based on the POS tag of the head, e.g. a noun which is the subject of
a verb (son in the input sentence in Figure 3) would have a label of +1,nsubj,VERB, where +1 indicates
the head is the next VERB in the sentence and nsubj is the relation label.

5 Experiments

Data The analyses were undertaken using the English treebanks (EWT, GUM, LinES, and ParTUT)
and also Bulgarian-BTB, German-GSD, and Japanese-GSD from UD v2.3 (Nivre et al., 2018). No results
are given for Japanese-GSD for morphological feature tagging as it does not contain this information.

Network hyperparameters We used the framework as described above and hyperparameters from
Vilares et al. (2019) which can be seen in Table 8 in the Appendix B. The standard input to the system
consisted of word embeddings concatenated with character embeddings. All embeddings were randomly
initialised.
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Figure 3: Multi-task architecture shown with sequence-labelling dependency parsing (as described in
subsection 4.1), POS tagging, and chunking as shared tasks. Network input is a concatenation of word
embeddings (circles) and character-level word embeddings (triangles) obtained from a character-based
LSTM layer. The network is constructed of BiLSTM layers followed by a softmax layer for inference.

Experiment 1 We tested the impact of our chunks on POS and morphological feature tagging in a
shared multi-task setting. This entails feeding word and character embeddings as input to the network
with the output being some combination of POS tags, morphological feature tags, and chunk labels.
These results were compared against the baseline taggers (single-task networks and POS and morpho-
logical features shared only). Tasks were equally weighted. As a further baseline we include results for
POS and morphological feature tagging using UDPipe 2.2 (Straka and Straková, 2019).

Experiment 2 We used the best predictions (when using chunking) from experiment 1 as additional
features for a sequence-labelling dependency parser (Strzyz et al., 2019). Therefore, network input
consisted of word and character embedding and then some combination of POS tags, morphological
feature tags, or chunk labels with the sole output being a dependency parser tag. We used gold tags and
labels as input during training, but at runtime we used predicted tags and labels. For baselines we train
a model with no features which is decoded with predicted POS tags using UDPipe 2.2 (as the sequence-
labelling encoding we are using requires POS tags to resolve dependency heads) and also a model trained
with POS tags as features but also using UDPipe 2.2 predicted POS tags at runtime.

Experiment 3 We tested the impact of our chunks on a sequence-labelling dependency parser in a
multi-task framework with and without the other tasks. POS tagging was treated as a secondary main task
with a weight of 0.5 (as POS tags are needed to decode the sequence-labelling scheme for the dependency
parser) and chunks and morphological features were considered auxiliary tasks with a weight of 0.25
when used. The input during this experiment were only word and character embeddings. An example
is shown in Figure 3 where the shared tasks are chunking, POS tagging, and dependency parsing. The
baseline used here is a model trained solely to predict dependency parsing tags which are then decoded
using predicted POS tags from UDPipe 2.2.

6 Results and discussion

As seen in Table 2 the multi-task framework with chunks improves the performance of both POS and
morphological tagging for all English treebanks. In the same table, it is clear that they do not aid Bul-
garian, but they do improve POS tagging performance for German and Japanese. Table 3 shows that
chunking performance consistently improves in the multi-task setting. Parsing performance is improved
across all treebanks when the predictions from experiment 1 are used as features (Table 4), but only for
English-EWT (the largest treebank) and ParTUT (the smallest) do the predicted chunks explicitly im-
prove performance and for the other treebanks only the other predicted features help. This is in contrast
to the findings of Nguyen and Verspoor (2018), who obtained higher performance for larger treebanks.
In the multi-task setting for the dependency parser (Table 5), the chunking information consistently aids
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ewt gum lines partut
pos feats pos feats pos feats pos feats

udpipe 94.44 95.37 93.88 94.21 94.73 94.83 94.10 94.01
single 95.08 96.09 94.61 94.92 95.64 95.57 94.69 94.54
pos+feats 95.23 96.21 94.60 95.26 95.59 95.71 94.63 94.16
pos+feats+chunks75 95.89 96.72 95.58 96.31 96.38 96.45 96.04 95.51
pos+feats+chunks95 95.86 96.52 95.52 96.21 96.35 96.33 96.21 95.60

bg de ja
pos feats pos feats pos feats

udpipe 97.78 95.55 92.03 70.18 96.39 -
single 97.41 95.06 93.07 87.14 96.97 -
pos+feats 97.69 94.84 92.90 87.28 - -
pos+feats+chunks75 97.49 94.58 93.34 87.03 96.98 -
pos+feats+chunks95 97.44 94.45 92.90 87.11 97.09 -

Table 2: Multi-task tagging performance on English UD treebanks (en-ewt, en-gum, en-lines, and en-
partut), Bulgarian-BTB (bg), German-GSD (de), and Japanese-GSD (ja) UD treebanks: single, single-
task training; pos, with POS tagging; feats, with morphological feature tagging (except Japanese (ja)
which has no morphological features); and chunksx, with chunks with threshold x.

baseline multi
75% 95% 75% 95%

en-ewt 89.99 91.59 91.84 92.98
en-gum 85.76 88.11 88.08 89.98
en-lines 86.01 88.38 88.45 90.67
en-partut 88.36 90.78 91.79 93.30
bg 92.27 92.60 93.79 94.45
de 88.74 88.97 89.35 89.62
ja 93.35 92.73 94.39 94.02

Table 3: Chunker F1 scores in multi task setting where the baseline presented is from training the chunker
for a given ruleset with threshold 75% or 95% as a single task and multi is from training with pos and
morphological feature tagging except for Japanese (ja) which has no morphological features.

en-ewt en-gum en-lines en-partut
uas las uas las uas las uas las

no featuresud pipe 80.97 77.87 76.70 72.71 76.43 71.87 81.63 78.67
posud pipe 84.88 81.79 81.09 76.87 79.06 74.08 84.01 80.63
pos 86.15 83.29 83.03 79.31 80.76 76.12 85.83 82.69
pos-feats 86.32 83.37 82.83 79.13 81.15 76.48 86.71 83.60
pos-chunks75 85.84 82.87 82.49 78.83 80.86 76.04 87.03 83.86
pos-chunks95 85.80 82.86 81.95 78.19 80.32 75.55 86.65 83.36
pos-feats-chunks75 86.43 83.41 82.61 78.86 81.13 76.21 87.09 83.86
pos-feats-chunks95 85.99 83.04 82.15 78.50 80.82 76.09 87.35 84.04

bg de ja
uas las uas las uas las

no featuresud pipe 86.49 82.43 63.20 58.86 89.96 88.43
posud pipe 89.48 85.30 79.39 74.04 92.49 90.42
pos 89.47 85.11 81.77 76.69 93.68 91.70
pos-feats 89.74 85.48 82.05 77.12 - -
pos-chunks75 89.23 84.67 81.49 76.54 93.28 91.41
pos-chunks95 89.06 84.77 81.55 76.40 92.95 91.20
pos-feats-chunks75 89.11 84.83 81.77 76.71 - -
pos-feats-chunks95 89.24 85.07 81.41 76.38 - -

Table 4: Feature input ablation for dependency parser with English UD treebanks (en-ewt, en-gum, en-
lines, and en-partut), Bulgarian-BTB (bg), German-GSD (de), and Japanese-GSD (ja) UD treebanks:
no featuresud pipe, no features but UDPipe predicted POS tags used to decode; pos, gold POS tags for
training and predicted POS tags for runtime (posud pipe UDPipe predicted POS tags used); feats, gold
morphological feature tags for training and predicted feature tags for runtime; and chunksx, gold chunks
with threshold x at training time and predicted chunks for runtime.
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en-ewt en-gum en-lines en-partut
uas las uas las uas las uas las

singleud pipe 80.97 77.87 76.70 72.71 76.43 71.87 81.63 78.67
pos 84.52 81.30 78.94 74.96 78.75 74.13 83.66 80.25
pos-feats 84.21 81.14 79.51 75.42 78.56 73.87 84.10 81.31
pos-chunks75 84.55 81.51 79.54 75.48 78.17 73.55 83.86 81.13
pos-chunks95 84.42 81.34 79.60 75.54 78.72 74.20 83.57 80.16
pos-feats-chunks75 84.25 81.24 79.81 75.84 78.75 73.95 84.01 80.90
pos-feats-chunks95 84.24 81.18 79.48 75.36 78.84 74.15 84.98 81.92

bg de ja
uas las uas las uas las

singleud pipe 86.49 82.43 63.20 58.86 89.96 88.43
pos 88.00 83.89 80.75 75.59 93.25 91.45
pos-feats 88.07 83.89 80.46 75.50 - -
pos-chunks75 87.90 83.66 81.29 75.96 93.25 91.61
pos-chunks-95 88.07 83.93 80.98 75.71 93.04 91.28
pos-feats-chunks75 88.26 84.00 80.77 75.52 - -
pos-feats-chunks95 88.09 83.67 80.69 75.63 - -

Table 5: Multi-task parsing results for English (en-ewt, en-gum, en-lines, and en-partut), Bulgarian-BTB
(bg), German-GSD (de), and Japanese-GSD (ja) UD treebanks: singleud pipe, parsing as single task with
UDPipe predicted POS tags used to decode parser output; pos, with POS tagging as aux. task; feats, with
morphological feature tagging as aux. task; and chunksx, with chunking as aux. task for threshold x.

Figure 4: Difference in accuracy for each task between the best model with chunks and the best without.

performance with a meaningful increase in accuracy observed over baseline models for each treebank.
As can be seen in Figure 4, the change in performance when using the predicted chunks as a feature for

parsing is less profound than in the multi-task experiments. Only two English treebanks explicitly benefit
from predicted chunks, whereas all treebanks benefit from at least one feature. So the performance is
at least implicitly improved by using our chunks, except for the more morphologically-rich (especially
with respect to verbal inflection) Bulgarian. The treebank used for Japanese, generally an agglutinative
language, does not contain morphological features, so perhaps it too would not improve with chunks if
they could have been used. Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate whether the impact of chunking
information is predicated by certain linguistic features. Furthermore, the increase in performance for
each treebank for the multi-task experiments suggests that the performance when using the chunks as
input would improve with better predicted chunks, which corroborates the findings of Lacroix (2018).

7 Conclusion

We have introduced a language-agnostic method for extracting chunks from dependency treebanks. We
have also shown the efficacy of these chunks with respect to improving POS tagging, morphological
feature tagging, and dependency parsing for a number of UD treebanks.
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Appendix A Evolutionary algorithm

Algorithm 1 Evolutionary algorithm

1: for gen← maxgen do
2: for ind in population do
3: ind.fit← GETFITNESS(ind)
4: end for
5: offspring← SELECT(population)
6: offspring← CLONE(offspring)
7: for pair in offspring2i, offspring2i+1 do
8: if random < Pcrossover then
9: pair← CROSSOVER(pair)

10: end if
11: end for
12: for ind in offspring do
13: if random < Pmutate then
14: ind← MUTATE(ind)
15: end if
16: end for
17: population← offspring
18: end for

19: function GETFITNESS(ind)
20: rules← CONVERT(ind)
21: train, dev← CHUNKTREEBANKS(rules)
22: TRAINCHUNKER(train)
23: F1← EVALULATECHUNKER(dev)
24: Rp← GETMAXRPROPORTION(dev)
25: return F1 + 0.5·Rp
26: end function

Appendix B Hyperparameters

hyperparameter value
population size 100
number of generations 4
k-best 5
Pmutate 0.5
Pmutate gene 0.05
Pcrossover 0.5
decay (linear) 0.1

Table 6: Hyperparameters for the evolutionary algorithm: k-best, the number of best parents chosen to
seed next generation; Pmutate, the probability an individual will mutate; Pmutate gene, the probability a given
gene will mutate; Pcrossover, the probability a pair of individuals will crossover; and decay is how much
Pmutate and Pcrossover decrease after each generation.
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hyperparameter value
BiLSTM dimensions 200
BiLSTM layers 1
word embedding dimensions 50
character embedding dimensions 30
character hidden dimensions 50
character CNN layers 4
CNN window size 3
optimiser SGD
loss function cross entropy
learning rate 0.015
decay (linear) 0.05
momentum 0.9
dropout 0.5
L2 regularisation 1x10−8

epochs 5
training batch size 10
runtime batch size 128

Table 7: Hyperparameters for the neural-net chunker used during the evolutionary algorithm.

hyperparameter value
BiLSTM dimensions 800
BiLSTM layers 2
word embedding dimensions 100
character embedding dimensions 30
character hidden dimensions 50
feature dimensions 20
optimiser SGD
loss function cross entropy
learning rate 0.2
decay (linear) 0.05
momentum 0.9
dropout 0.5
epochs 100
training batch size 8
runtime batch size 128

Table 8: Hyperparameters for the network used in all experiments.
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Abstract

In order to automatically extend a treebank of Old French (9th-13th c.) with new texts in Old and
Middle French (14th-15th c.), we need to adapt tools for syntactic annotation. However, these
stages of French are subjected to great variation, and parsing historical texts remains an issue.
We chose to adapt a symbolic system, the French Metagrammar (FRMG), and develop a lexicon
comparable to the Lefff lexicon for Old and Middle French. The final goal of our project is to
model the evolution of language through the whole period of Medieval French (9th-15th c.).

1 Introduction

With the rise of digital humanities, more and more ancient texts are made available. Annotating them
and keeping this information in treebanks helps study and describe old stages of a language. Some
are available for Medieval French (9th-15th c.), namely the MCVF1 (Martineau, 2008), annotated with
constituency syntax, and the SRCMF2 (Prévost and Stein, 2013), annotated with dependency syntax and
covering Old French (9th-13th c.) for now. Our goal is to automatically extend the SRCMF treebank
to obtain a larger resource. In particular, we want to add texts of Middle French, the next stage in the
evolution of French (14th-15th c.), as well as new texts of Old French. This new resource would then
contain one million words, four times more than the current SRCMF. We want to annotate these data
automatically with the highest quality, which means we need to find a way to parse both Old and Middle
French. However, this task is difficult because we have limited resources annotated with dependency
syntax in Old French, and none in Middle French (Guibon et al., 2014). Moreover, Medieval French,
like Old French, is subjected to great variation (sections 2 and 3).

The new texts will be annotated by both a statistical and a symbolic parser. The annotation will then
be merged to obtain the best possible analysis. For this work, we focus on the symbolic approach. Using
wide coverage grammars (Oepen et al., 2004; Rocio et al., 2003; Brants et al., 2002) has shown effective
(section 4), so we chose to adapt the French Metagrammar (FRMG, Villemonte de la Clergerie (2005;
2013)), a symbolic system for contemporary French (section 5). Our contribution is to make a diachronic
grammar for Medieval French, currently still in process.

2 Parsing historical texts

The extension of the SRCMF treebank will contain not only new texts in Middle French, but also in Old
French, which will give a more accurate view of the period. Six dialects from the northern half of the
territory will be added, and the representation of the different domains and genres will be better balanced
owing to the new texts. For example, there is only one historical work in the latest version of the SRCMF,
which prevents from drawing thorough comparisons with other domains.

However, the heterogeneity of these data is challenging. An automatic system is very unlikely to give
the correct analysis of phenomena that had few occurrences (or none) in the training data. A grammar is

1The MCVF treebank (Modéliser le changement : les voies du français) is available at this address: http://www.voies.
uottawa.ca/.

2The SRCMF treebank (Syntactic Reference Corpus of Medieval French) is available at this address: http://srcmf.org/.
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also subjected to such limitation because developers rely on existing descriptions and treebanks. More-
over, the amount of available data annotated with dependency syntax is limited, and only exists for Old
French. We considered several methods to solve this parsing challenge. Guibon et al. (2014) investigated
statistical parsing of Old French on the SRCMF with the Mate parser (Bohnet, 2010). They obtained
an average labelled attachment score (LAS) of 76.04. They developed a methodology relying on the
selection of a training set with metadata3 similar to the new text to annotate with a minimum error rate
(Guibon et al., 2015).

Although it would be possible to use such a method to extend the SRCMF treebank, statistical parsing
still heavily depends on the training data. The solution we chose is to adapt a symbolic or hybrid system
built for French, following Rocio et al. (2003) for Old Portuguese. However, that system will have to be
flexible enough to enable the treatment of the great variability of Medieval French.

3 Difficulties due to the specificities of Medieval French

Even though Contemporary French largely differs from Medieval French, there are still enough similar-
ities to enable us to adapt a grammar. Almost all syntactic phenomena in French are already present in
Medieval French, but with different frequencies. For example, SVO became the prevalent word-order
as early as the 11th century (it was previously SOV, inherited from Latin, which was prevalent). In case
of complete absence of information on words, it is possible to resort to a morphological and syntactic
lexicon of contemporary French. The descriptions of syntactic phenomena should however be modified
to parse Medieval French and cope with linguistic variation.

From a synchronic perspective, Medieval French is characterised by a great variability. First of all, it
has a free word-order and null subjects. Latin had a nominal declension to help determine the syntactic
function of words, but it started to decline very early in Medieval French, and soon became inefficient,
as well as rich verbal endings. Buridant (2010) gives this example from Lancelot, the Knight of the Cart:

(1) Lancelot Vit la dame de la maison
Lancelot saw the lady of the house

where both Lancelot and la dame de la maison are candidates for the subject position. The context
helps determine their roles: it is the lady who is subject of the sentence. But the grammar we are
developing does not have the capability of deducing dependencies from the context.

Furthermore, many dialects are included, which have an impact on the frequencies of occurrences of
word forms and syntactic phenomena. The spelling of words was not fixed, even in a same dialect, which
leads to the presence of different writings of the same words in a single text. This makes their recognition
and analysis more complex. Finally, due to the different forms and domains of texts and the individual
styles of authors, different frequencies of phenomena and words can be observed. This should also be
taken into account while choosing the datasets to train a disambiguation model. Unlike contemporary
languages, synchronic variation in historical texts can be difficult to define because there is no "standard
language" we can describe first and extend with the specificities which are encountered in other texts.
The number of resources is also limited, which may cause biases in an analysis.

From a diachronic perspective, texts are also subjected to variation. Frequencies of the different word-
orders and constructions have evolved through time. These evolutions are however not linear. For ex-
ample, the OSV order was very rare in the 13th century, and it peaked in the 14th and 15th centuries
(Marchello-Nizia, 2008; Combettes and Prévost, 2015).

The valency of some words (i.e. the number and types of argument they require), especially verbs,
has evolved too. For example, morir (to die) could be a transitive, meaning in this case "to kill", but it
is strictly intransitive in contemporary French. Evolution of word sense and use can be observed within
Medieval French and has an impact on syntactic analysis because their distributions are different at each
period.

Variation is a salient property of Medieval French. It appears at many levels and needs to be handled
by parsers.

3Some characteristics, like dialect, are more discriminative than others.
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4 Related work

Several treebanks for ancient languages are available, for example Latin (Bamman and Crane, 2006), Old
English (Taylor, 2007), Medieval Portuguese (Rocio et al., 2003) and Middle High German (Hinrichs
and Zastrow, 2012). Other annotated corpora can be found in the CLARIN Research Infrastructure
(Hinrichs and Krauwer, 2014). They can be diachronic, which makes the annotation challenging because
of morphological and syntactic changes.

The MCVF treebank is the biggest treebank for Medieval French, with 361.283 words for Old French
alone, against 251.000 in the SRCMF treebank. Although adjustments must be done in order to adapt
the annotation scheme to ours, its size and the presence of texts of Middle French make it a promising
resource for machine learning techniques, some of which seem more appropriate for this kind of data.

For example, transfer learning is nowadays used for low-resource languages (Agić et al., 2016). Pro-
vided that we develop a parallel corpus for Medieval French, this technique can be explored. It is still
possible to do cross-language transfer without such parallel data, as Scrivner and Kübler (2012) did for
Old Occitan, a language from the South of France and close to Old French. They chose modern Catalan
as their source language for syntax because the word-order is "relatively free", as in Old Occitan. We can
use a treebank of Contemporary French, but it is likely to introduce a bias in favour of an analysis close
to the modern language. We would not be able to constrain the syntactic models according to linguistic
knowledge.

We can also consider using automatic normalisation as an additional layer of annotation, because it
has shown efficient for historical texts (Bollmann and Søgaard, 2016). This too is to be explored in a
machine learning approach.

This work focuses on a symbolic approach, which will be compared to statistical parsing later on.
Brants et al. (2002) pointed out an advantage of parsing with a grammar: the annotation is consistent
and has high accuracy. Some projects were successful in adapting existing systems to former stages of a
language, as discussed earlier. The extension of the LinGO Redwoods treebank should also be mentioned
(Oepen et al., 2004; Toutanova et al., 2005). The authors use a HPSG grammar for analysis and statistical
models for disambiguation, ensuring the coherence of annotation. Our grammar should also enable us to
annotate new texts following the existing treebank’s scheme.

5 Solutions for syntactic analysis

In order to parse Medieval French, we chose to adapt FRMG because of the modularity and flexibility a
metagrammar provides.

5.1 French Metagrammar
A metagrammar (Candito, 1996) consists of a hierarchy of small classes describing the rules underlying
a grammar. It is a mean to factorise linguistic description, therefore making maintenance and corrections
easier. A first general description of a phenomenon is written in a "mother class", from which more
specific classes inherit. The metagrammar is compiled into a grammar, which is then used by a parser.

FRMG is a metagrammar based on the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) formalism (Joshi et al., 1975),
extended with feature structures. These grammars use elementary trees as units, which have a finite
depth and are associated with an item of the lexicon. They are combined to build whole sentences using
a non-contextual operation, substitution, and a contextual one, adjunction. A TAG is midly context-
sensitive. In FRMG’s implementation of TAGs (Villemonte de la Clergerie, 2010), some operators have
been added, like disjunction, Kleene star (mainly for coordinations), or guards, expressing conditions
on nodes. Sibling nodes are not ordered, which is useful for the analysis of a language with a free
word-order.

FRMG’s feature structures are hypertags (Kinyon, 2000), a unique structure containing the informa-
tion of the elementary trees a word can anchor. This is equivalent to a set of supertags. They include
grammatical category, sub-categorisation and semantic type. The Lefff lexicon has compatible hyper-
tags with FRMG, which enables the metagrammar to request the information needed for the syntactic
analysis, such as POS-tag, gender, number, valency, and the possible forms of the expected arguments of
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Figure 1: Architecture of the pipeline developed by Boullier et al. (2005)

words (verbs, nouns, adjectives...). If an elementary tree is incompatible with the processed sentence, it
is discarded. Having all information available for each word does not cause too much ambiguity.

After the segmentation (see Fig. 1, Boullier et al. (2005)), word lattices are enriched with information
from the morphological and syntactic lexicon. This enables to preserve ambiguities. The parser produces
all possible analysis in the form of a shared forest of derivation trees, then converted into dependency
trees. The disambiguation model selects the most probable solution. It is trained on the French Treebank
(FTB) (Abeillé et al., 2003) for contemporary French (Villemonte de la Clergerie, 2013). We will use
the SRCMF for our system. Following Guibon et al. (2015), training data should be split according
to the metadata of texts, so that the weights in the model fit the new texts to parse. We also consider
automatically classifying texts, which would help making use of texts with uncertain metadata or no
assigned dialect.

5.2 Adapting FRMG

We use the pipeline described above to parse Medieval French. OFrLex, a lexicon similar to the Lefff
(Sagot, 2010), is under development (Sagot, 2019). It includes a new kind of information to add to
entries: spelling variants. All variants of a word are linked to it, which is useful for a language with no
strict notion of "orthography".

The adaptation of FRMG to Medieval French is a work in progress divided into four main steps.
We chose to develop only one metagrammar for the whole period because it is not possible for us to
accurately describe each state of language separately. There is no clear boundary between them, they
tend to overlap. We consider at first that their main difference is the distribution of frequencies of words
and syntactic constructions. As language evolution is not linear, some declining phenomena may rise
again some decades later, preventing a straight-forward modelling of language change. Medieval French
may be considered as a succession of states of language preparing the contemporary French, but with
much more variation and some looser rules, as it can be observed for verbal agreement. Some nouns can
either be considered as singular or plural because of their nature as "collective", like gent (people).

ex. from Alexis: crient la gent, transl. "people scream"
(2) crient la gent

VERB (pl) DET (sg) NOUN (sg)
ex. from Roland: La gent de France iert blecee e blesmie, transl. "The people of France were hurt and

turned pale"
(3) La gent de France iert blecee ...

DET (sg) NOUN (sg) ADP NOUN VERB (sg) VERB (sg) ...
Our first step towards the adaptation of FRMG is therefore to loosen these constraints, at least for
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Figure 3: Organisation of the main constituents in our metagrammar. The node ## permits a free order
between its children nodes.

collective nouns. Since the states of language are subjected to great variation, all possible analysis
should be enabled by the metagrammar until we find out new specific constraints. Missing descriptions
also need to be added. We want to be as close to FRMG as possible, keeping most of the descriptions
and all the types, to build a continuum between the states of language.

Secondly, in order to deal with free word-order, we chose to change the description of the main con-
stituents. FRMG has a traditional tree representation of a canonical sentence (see Fig. 2), while we chose
a flatter representation (see Fig. 3), as advocated by Abeillé et al. (2003). The extension of the TAG for-
malism permits free order between sibling nodes, which makes our descriptions simpler. Otherwise, we
would have to create multiple attachments for verbal arguments in the sentence tree. For example, we
find SVO order in Yvain, as analysed in the SRCMF:

(4) messire Gauvains ainme Yvain
my lord Gauvain likes Yvain

In the same text, we also find VSO order, which is analysed with the same elementary tree (see Fig.
4):

(5) ainme ele li
likes she him

Thirdly, we want to develop a new mechanism to handle language variation. After all possibilities of
analysis are described, we want to restrain some constructions according to the metadata of texts, like
the dialect, the genre or the period. The date of a text is particularly informative about the syntax. Some

S

##

Arg1

NP

li

VN

V

ainme

Arg0

NP

ele

Figure 4: Analysis of sentence (5)
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syntactic constructions are known to appear or disappear at a certain period. For example, the OSV order
was possible only with a subject pronoun until the 13th century (Schøsler, 1984). By including such a
constraint in the metagrammar, we reduce the ambiguity on many sentences. Specificities of dialects
have also been described in previous work. For instance, object clitics are usually found before the verb.
Some are however found after, but only in texts written in picard, a dialect from the North, as in this
example from Escouffe, v. 4954-55, as cited by Buridant (2010):

(6) prestés me huimais L’ostel
offer me for today hospitality

These special rules can be found in traditional grammars, but we plan to search for new ones with
error mining (Sagot and Villemonte de la Clergerie, 2006). Adding a facet handling these exceptions
will enable us to describe a general case, instead of under-specifying descriptions in order to enable all
possible realisations.

6 Perspectives

We want to extend the SRCMF with the highest quality. Annotation should remain coherent with its
annotation scheme. For this purpose, we are currently adapting a large coverage grammar to Medieval
French. It has to be completed to be evaluated on a whole corpus and not only on single sentences. This
system will then be compared to statistic and neural approaches. This work also aims at developing a
methodology for the analysis of heterogeneous data in general, such as tweets and forums.
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